AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 2019
SPRING HILL CIVIC CENTER
401 N. MADISON, COUNCIL CHAMBERS
7:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
INVOCATION Pastor Logan Moore, Ocheltree Baptist Church
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
CONSENT AGENDA:

The items on the Consent Agenda are considered by staff to be routine business items. Approval of the items
may be made by a single motion, seconded, and a majority vote with no separate discussion of any item listed.
Should a member of the Governing Body desire to discuss any item, it will be removed from the Consent
Agenda and considered separately.

1. Approval of Minutes: March 14, 2019
2. Appropriation Order 2019-03-28
3. Consider approval of release of liability against Riley K. Wettengel relating to vehicular
accident of November 12, 2018
4. Consider Approval of Special Event: Let Your Light Shine 5K, Michele Ivans
5. Consider Approval of Agreement:
Vector Solutions

Web-Based Training Program, Scenario Learning d/b/a

6. Consider Approval of Contract:
7. Consider Approval of Agreement:
Care

Multi-State Information Sharing & Analysis Center (MS-ISAC)
Mowing Services for Spring Hill Cemetery, Downey Lawn

8. Consider Approval of Improvement Agreement:

Sanitary Sewer Extension, Mr. Dan Hecke

9. Consider Approval of Purchase:

Ultraviolet Disinfection System Replacement

10. Consider Approval of Site Plan:
207th St., Spring Hill Associates

Spring Hill Self-Storage (Attic Storage), SP-01-19, 21660 W.

FORMAL COUNCIL ACTION
11. Consider Award of Bid:

2019 Parks Master Plan

12. Resolution No. 2019-R-06:
ANNOUNCEMENTS and REPORTS
ADJOURN

Right-of-Way and Excavation Fees
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City of Spring Hill, Kansas
Minutes of City Council Regular Session
March 14, 2019
A Regular Session of the City Council was held in the Spring Hill Civic Center, 401 N. Madison, Council
Chambers, Spring Hill, Kansas on March 14, 2019. The meeting convened at 7:00p.m. with Mayor Ellis
presiding and Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk, recording.
Councilmembers in attendance:

Chris Leaton
Tim Pittman
Floyd Koder
Chad Eckert

Councilmembers absent:

Andrea Hughes

Staff in attendance:

Jim Hendershot, City Administrator
Melanie Landis, Asst. City Administrator
Jose Leon, Asst. City Administrator
Lance Wipf, Interim Chief of Police

Consultants in attendance:

Frank Jenkins, City Attorney

INVOCATION
The invocation was given by Pastor Michael Brown, Spring Hill United Methodist Church.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
ROLL CALL
The City Clerk called the roll of the City Council. With a quorum present, the meeting commenced.
APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to approve the agenda. Motion carried 4-0-0.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Mr. Tim Spader, 601 N. Jackson, gave a brief history of what he has endured over the last five years regard
the code violations at 504 N. Jackson. Mr. Spader is not pleased with the results and is asking for help. The
Mayor requested that the City Administrator and City Attorney meet with the City Prosecutor and
understand what’s happening and what enforcement options exist so that everyone can have peaceful
enjoyment of their property.
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PRESENTATION
Property/Casualty Liability Insurance, The Reilly Company
Mr. Kevin O’Brien thanked City staff for the hard work and assistance during the preparation and presented
the insurance proposal for April 1, 2019 to April 1, 2020. Mr. O’Brien reported that the insurance
marketplace in 2019 remains reasonably stable as it has been in the past several years. However, with the
2017 storms and 2018 California wildfires, insurance companies have just begun to roll out slight increases
in property premiums. Fortunately, the City still enjoys very reasonable premiums despite a large increase
in work comp claims in the past year. Mr. O’Brien provided a summary of changes in coverage from 2018
to 2019.
Mr. O’Brien recommended the consideration of Pollution Insurance coverage for the City. After discussion,
staff was advised to contact Kansas Department of Health & Environment and review what is covered under
the State permit. Staff will report those findings to Councilman Leaton and Councilman Koder and then
report back to the City Council for a recommendation regarding this additional coverage.
The Mayor thanked Mr. O’Brien for the information and presentation.
CONSENT AGENDA
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Pittman, to approve the consent agenda
1. Approval of Minutes: February 28, 2019
2. Appropriation Order 2019-03-14
3. Consider Approval of Agreement: Swimming Lessons, YMCA
4. Consider Approval of Reimbursement Agreement: Dayton Creek, Special Benefit District
Phase 4, Sixth Plat, PV Investments
Motion carried 4-0-0
FORMAL COUNCIL ACTION
5. Consider Appointment of Chief of Police
The Mayor requested that the City Administrator present this item on his behalf. The City Administrator
stated that the job notice was posted in the official City newspaper, social media sites and professional
organization sites. He gave an overview of the interview process, which included a professional law
enforcement committee, city management committee and two finalists were interviewed by the Mayor
and City Administrator. Mr. Hendershot reported that five applicants were interviewed for the position
and gave an overview of the qualifications of the final candidate for the position of Chief of Police.
The City Administrator respectfully recommended to Mayor Ellis the hiring of Cindy Henson for the
position of Spring Hill Chief of Police. Ms. Henson is currently a Major in the Overland Park Police
Department and possesses the qualifications necessary to fulfill the requirements of the position. Ms.
Henson has successfully passed the required background check and expressed her desire to commence
employment with the City of Spring Hill on Monday, April 8, 2019. This recommendation includes a
salary below the 50th percentile of the established range, relocation expenses ($8,000), recognition of
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Ms. Henson’s 26 years of service in municipal law enforcement for the purposes of vacation accrual
and allows twelve months to establish a residence within the city limits of Spring Hill.
The Mayor thanked the City Administrator and members of the interview committees. The Mayor
nominated Cindy Henson for the position of Chief of Police for the City of Spring Hill, Kansas and to give
these officers the leadership they deserve.
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to approve the nomination of Cindy Henson for the position of
Chief of Police for the City of Spring Hill, Kansas. Motion carried 4-0-0.
The Mayor congratulated Chief Henson and stated that her experience, leadership and ideas that she
has and the ideals that she holds are going to propel this police department beyond its wildest
expectations. Ms. Henson responded, “The bar has been set, folks.”
PRESENTATION
Recognition of Interim Chief Lance Wipf
The City Administrator and the Mayor recognized the dedicated service of Sgt. Lance Wipf, who has been
Interim Chief over the last year. Mr. Hendershot gave a report of the outstanding work that he has
accomplished during this time and presented him with a certificate of professionalism. The Mayor thanked
Interim Chief Wipf for holding the department together and the sacrifices he made over the last year. The
Mayor, along with the City Council, presented a small token of appreciation to Sgt. Wipf for his service as
Interim Chief Wipf.
6. Consider Award of Bid: Mowing and Landscape Maintenance, Spring Hill Cemetery
Assistant City Administrator Landis reported that a Request for Proposal for mowing services for the
Spring Hill Cemetery was released on December 28, 2018. Four responses were received and
considered by the Board.
At its meeting on Friday, March 1, 2019, the Cemetery Board voted unanimously to recommend to the
City Council acceptance of the bid from Downey Lawn Care, LLC. This was not the lowest bid received;
however, the Board feels that this company has adequate personnel, equipment and an emergency
plan for providing the service needed at the Cemetery. The recommended bid is $900.00 per complete
service which include mowing, trimming, etc. Additionally, the application of pre-emergent in the
spring for a cost of $1,350.00. The cost of mowing services is paid by the Cemetery Board from
operating funds partially supported by the City of Spring Hill through an annually approved
appropriation.
Staff recommended that the City Council accept the bid provided by Downey Lawn Care, LLC for
mowing of the Spring Hill Cemetery.
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to accept the bid provided by Downey Lawn Care, LLC for
mowing of the Spring Hill Cemetery. Motion carried 4-0-0.
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7. Consider Approval of Ordinance No. 2019-05: Amendment to Spring Hill Municipal Code
(SHMC), Ch. III, Article 7. Permitting Retailers of Cereal Malt Beverage to sell beer containing not
more than 6% alcohol by volume
The City Attorney presented the ordinance amending Chapter III, Article 7 of the SHMC to comply with
the Kansas Legislature amendments to Cereal Malt Beverage laws. The city’s application process for a
CMB license will not change and the requirements to qualify for a CMB license will not change.
The City Attorney recommended adoption of the ordinance.
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Pittman, to approve Ordinance No. 2019-05. Motion carried by roll 40-0. Leaton-yea, Eckert-yea, Pittman-yea, Koder-yea.
8. Consider Approval of Resolution 2019-R-04: Authorizing an Agreement with Richard Caplan and
Associates for a Housing Needs Analysis Related to Oak Woods Subdivision pursuant to the Kansas
Rural Housing Incentive District Act
The City Administrator presented the resolution authorizing an Agreement with Richard Caplan and
Associates for a Housing Needs Analysis related to Oakwoods Subdivision pursuant to the Kansas Rural
Housing Incentive District Act. The work will be a compliment to the previously completed Housing
Needs Assessment dated November 30, 2016. Cost of the Housing Needs Assessment is $2,500 with
payment derived thru the previously approved funding agreement with Matt Adams Development in
the amount of $7,500 that has been received.
Staff recommended adoption of Resolution No. 2019-R-04 authorizing an Agreement with Richard
Caplan and Associates for a Housing Needs Analysis related to Oakwoods Subdivision pursuant to the
Kansas Rural Housing Incentive District Act.
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to approve Resolution 2019-R-04 as stated. Motion carried 40-0.
9. Consider Approval of Resolution No. 2019-R-05: Designating the Days Authorized for the
Discharge of Consumer Fireworks
Assistant City Administrator Leon presented the resolution designating the days to discharge fireworks.
Each year the Governing Body establishes the dates for the legal discharge of fireworks. This flexibility
in dates was created to allow for weekend celebrations in the community with the legal discharge of
fireworks.
Staff recommended approval of Resolution No. 2019-R-05 establishing the legal dates for the discharge
of consumer (1.4G) fireworks to be permitted on July 3, 4, 5, and 6, 2019. The discharge of the
designated fireworks on these specified days shall be limited to the hours between 8:00 A.M. and 11:00
P.M. The discharge of consumer (1.4G) fireworks shall be permitted on December 31, 2019 and
January 1, 2020. The discharge of the designated fireworks on these specified days shall be limited to
the hours between 11:00 P.M. and 12:30 A.M.
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Motion by Leaton, seconded by Pittman, to approve Resolution 2019-R-05.
Discussion: Staff confirmed that the State regulates the timeframe for sales of fireworks, which if
June 28 – July 5. Discharge of fireworks is left up to the local authority.
Motion carried 4-0-0.
ADJOURN
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to adjourn.
The meeting adjourned at 7:50p.m.
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
Approved by the Governing Body on

.
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CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS
APPROPRIATION ORDER
NUMBER 2019-03-28
PRESENTED: March 28, 2019

Be it ordered by the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill that
the above dated order is and shall be approved and all claims honored
and paid by the City Clerk.

Section 1:
Claims paid prior to approval of the City Council as authorized
by Ordinance 2001-08:

Accounts Payable:
Payroll:

$81,399.81
$70,983.45
$152,383.26

Section 2:
Claims presented for approval of payment:
Accounts Payable:

Total amount of the Appropriation Order:

$256,717.60
$256,717.60
$409,100.86

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 00005 ‐ 493‐PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC.
88000988
CYLINDER RENTAL
Vendor: 00046 ‐ ALLEN MARKINGS
434279
NOTARY STAMP
434628
NOTARY STAMP
436042
ADMINISTRATION SUPPLIES
Vendor: 00058 ‐ AMERICAN EQUIPMENT CO.
34529
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
63490
EQUIPMENT
63490A
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00113 ‐ ATRONIC ALARMS, INC
329273
FIRE ALARM MONITORING ‐ 04/01‐04/30/2019
Vendor: 00206 ‐ CHAMPION BRANDS, LLC
558063
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
558063
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
558063
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
558063
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00233 ‐ CK POWER
SVI066853
SERVICE CALL ‐ POWER OUTAGE ‐ SERVER ROOM
Vendor: 01632 ‐ CLAYTON PROPERTIES GROUP
INV0000455
REFUND ‐ RESIDENTIAL PERMITS
INV0000455
REFUND ‐ RESIDENTIAL PERMITS
Vendor: 00239 ‐ CMI
134862
HAND EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
134862
HAND EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
134862
HAND EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
134974
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00244 ‐ COHORST ENTERPRISES, INC
PAY EST #1
DAYTON CREEK, BD3, PLATS 4/5
Vendor: 01605 ‐ CONVERGEONE, INC
IE9029364
COMPUTER HARDWARE ‐ TREND MICRO SECURITY
IE9029364
COMPUTER HARDWARE ‐ TREND MICRO SECURITY
IE9029364
COMPUTER HARDWARE ‐ TREND MICRO SECURITY
Vendor: 00325 ‐ DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES
79900495
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐001 ‐ MAR 2019
79900495
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐001 ‐ MAR 2019
79900495
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐001 ‐ MAR 2019
79900496
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐002 ‐ MAR 2019
79900497
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐003 ‐ MAR 2019
79900498
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐004 ‐ MAR 2019
79900498
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐004 ‐ MAR 2019
79900498
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐004 ‐ MAR 2019
79900499
LEASE PAYMENTS ‐ 6695052‐005 ‐ MAR 2019
Vendor: 00354 ‐ DREXEL TECHNOLOGIES INC
515943
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES
Vendor: 00406 ‐ FARMERS UNION CO‐OPERATIVE CO
108380
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

100‐640‐6660
Vendor 00005 ‐ 493‐PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC. Total:
100‐500‐6110
100‐500‐6110
100‐200‐6110

Amount
$87.19
$87.19

Vendor 00046 ‐ ALLEN MARKINGS Total:

$24.20
$24.20
$74.93
$123.33

100‐640‐6750
100‐640‐8110
100‐640‐6750
Vendor 00058 ‐ AMERICAN EQUIPMENT CO. Total:

$584.01
$5,100.00
$146.00
$5,830.01

100‐720‐7190
Vendor 00113 ‐ ATRONIC ALARMS, INC Total:

$59.00
$59.00

100‐640‐6720
100‐640‐6720
100‐640‐6750
100‐640‐6750
Vendor 00206 ‐ CHAMPION BRANDS, LLC Total:

$1,170.08
$20.00
$20.00
$1,170.09
$2,380.17

100‐110‐7190
Vendor 00233 ‐ CK POWER Total:

$382.50
$382.50

100‐000‐4612
510‐000‐4650
Vendor 01632 ‐ CLAYTON PROPERTIES GROUP Total:

$850.78
$5,825.00
$6,675.78

100‐620‐6660
100‐640‐6660
310‐000‐8000
100‐640‐6750
Vendor 00239 ‐ CMI Total:

$10.99
$12.77
$21.42
$91.32
$136.50

406‐000‐8000
Vendor 00244 ‐ COHORST ENTERPRISES, INC Total:

$162,328.05
$162,328.05

100‐110‐6130
510‐660‐6130
520‐670‐6130
Vendor 01605 ‐ CONVERGEONE, INC Total:

$1,031.66
$515.80
$515.80
$2,063.26

100‐110‐8300
510‐660‐8300
520‐670‐8300
100‐110‐8300
100‐110‐8300
100‐110‐8300
510‐660‐8300
520‐670‐8300
100‐110‐8300
Vendor 00325 ‐ DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES Total:

$500.11
$20.96
$77.86
$588.97
$152.73
$70.00
$70.00
$65.91
$71.06
$1,617.60

100‐610‐6110
Vendor 00354 ‐ DREXEL TECHNOLOGIES INC Total:

$275.00
$275.00

100‐720‐6160
Vendor 00406 ‐ FARMERS UNION CO‐OPERATIVE CO Total:

$24.85
$24.85

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 00407 ‐ FASTENAL COMPANY
KSKA345112
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
KSKA345112
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
Vendor: 00413 ‐ FERRELLGAS, LLP
1104967118
PROPANE GAS
Vendor: 01631 ‐ GARRETT LEE CONNER
INV0000418
REFUND ‐ COURT FEE
Vendor: 00466 ‐ GERKEN RENTAL
19577AD‐1
PORTABLE RESTROOM ‐ CITY PARK
19578AD‐1
PORTABLE RESTROOM ‐ SHAC
Vendor: 01606 ‐ GLOBAL PAYMENTS DIRECT, INC.
10006064
02.2019 ‐ ELECTRONIC PYMT PROCESSOR FEE
20008998
02.2019 ‐ ELECTRONIC PYMT PROCESSOR FEE
20008998
02.2019 ‐ ELECTRONIC PYMT PROCESSOR FEE
20008999
02.2019 ‐ ELECTRONIC PYMT PROCESSOR FEE
30021133
02.2019 ‐ ELECTRONIC PYMT PROCESSOR FEE
30021133
02.2019 ‐ ELECTRONIC PYMT PROCESSOR FEE
Vendor: 00487 ‐ GRAINGER
9093893569
STATE INSPECTION ACTION ITEMS
9093893569
STATE INSPECTION ACTION ITEMS
9093893569
STATE INSPECTION ACTION ITEMS
9095811023
STATE INSPECTION ACTION ITEMS
9095811023
STATE INSPECTION ACTION ITEMS
9095811023
STATE INSPECTION ACTION ITEMS
Vendor: 00508 ‐ H.E.R.S. INC
54717
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00516 ‐ HAWKINS, INC
4452348
LINE MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00534 ‐ HERITAGE TRACTOR, INC
10254348
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
10254587
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
10254636
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00571 ‐ INLAND TRUCK PARTS COMPANY
IN‐252812
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00573 ‐ INTEGRITY LOCATING SERVICES, LLC
2896
UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES FEB 2019
2896
UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES FEB 2019
2896
UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES FEB 2019
Vendor: 00575 ‐ INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
INV0000434
MEDICARE TAXES PAYABLE
INV0000434
MEDICARE TAXES PAYABLE
INV0000434
MEDICARE TAXES PAYABLE
INV0000435
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES PAYABLE
INV0000435
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES PAYABLE
INV0000435
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES PAYABLE
INV0000436
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0000436
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0000436
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

100‐640‐6660
100‐640‐6670

Amount

Vendor 00407 ‐ FASTENAL COMPANY Total:

$67.66
$66.53
$134.19

Vendor 00413 ‐ FERRELLGAS, LLP Total:

$852.36
$852.36

100‐000‐4620
Vendor 01631 ‐ GARRETT LEE CONNER Total:

$45.00
$45.00

100‐620‐7624

100‐620‐7220
100‐620‐7220
Vendor 00466 ‐ GERKEN RENTAL Total:

$110.00
$110.00
$220.00

100‐110‐7770
DFT0000361
03/04/2019
510‐660‐7770
DFT0000362
03/04/2019
520‐670‐7770
DFT0000362
03/04/2019
100‐110‐7770
DFT0000363
03/04/2019
510‐660‐7770
DFT0000364
03/04/2019
520‐670‐7770
DFT0000364
03/04/2019
Vendor 01606 ‐ GLOBAL PAYMENTS DIRECT, INC. Total:

$28.55
$70.81
$70.81
$46.45
$671.98
$671.98
$1,560.58

100‐610‐6730
100‐720‐6730
100‐800‐6160
100‐610‐6730
100‐710‐6730
100‐720‐6730
Vendor 00487 ‐ GRAINGER Total:

$308.45
$37.11
$23.52
$41.30
$5.90
$11.80
$428.08

Vendor 00508 ‐ H.E.R.S. INC Total:

$20.42
$20.42

Vendor 00516 ‐ HAWKINS, INC Total:

$1,765.11
$1,765.11

100‐620‐6750
100‐620‐6750
100‐620‐6750
Vendor 00534 ‐ HERITAGE TRACTOR, INC Total:

$54.32
$11.71
$151.35
$217.38

100‐640‐6720
Vendor 00571 ‐ INLAND TRUCK PARTS COMPANY Total:

$3,551.79
$3,551.79

100‐620‐7190
510‐660‐7190
520‐670‐7190
Vendor 00573 ‐ INTEGRITY LOCATING SERVICES, LLC Total:

$876.66
$876.67
$876.67
$2,630.00

100‐2100
DFT0000339
03/15/2019
510‐2100
DFT0000339
03/15/2019
520‐2100
DFT0000339
03/15/2019
100‐2100
DFT0000340
03/15/2019
510‐2100
DFT0000340
03/15/2019
520‐2100
DFT0000340
03/15/2019
100‐2100
DFT0000341
03/15/2019
510‐2100
DFT0000341
03/15/2019
520‐2100
DFT0000341
03/15/2019
Vendor 00575 ‐ INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE Total:

$2,444.64
$205.22
$244.02
$10,453.16
$877.36
$1,043.52
$7,862.95
$474.08
$632.76
$24,237.71

100‐640‐6750

520‐670‐7590

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 00666 ‐ KACE (KS ASSOC CODE ENFORCMNT)
INV0000454
MEMBERSHIP DUES
Vendor: 00675 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000446
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 23 16 08 16, WATER PUMP
Vendor: 00677 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000441
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 613 S RACE ST
Vendor: 00678 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000450
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 20900 SYCAMORE DR
Vendor: 00679 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000440
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ WATER DP03
Vendor: 00680 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000449
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 22785 W 220
Vendor: 00681 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000443
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 20700 W 223RD
Vendor: 00682 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000445
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 22012 VICTORY RD
Vendor: 00684 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000439
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 22711 WOODLAND W/W
Vendor: 00687 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000442
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 22470 S FRANKLIN
Vendor: 00689 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT
INV0000444
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ 797A S WEBSTER XMAS LIGHTS
Vendor: 00701 ‐ KANSAS MUNICIPAL JUDGES ASSN.
INV0000419
2019 KS MUNICIPAL JUDGES' ASSOCIATION DUES
Vendor: 00702 ‐ KANSAS ONE‐CALL SYSTEM, INC
9020452
UTILITY LOCATE REQUEST NOTIFICATIONS FEB 2019
9020452
UTILITY LOCATE REQUEST NOTIFICATIONS FEB 2019
9020452
UTILITY LOCATE REQUEST NOTIFICATIONS FEB 2019
Vendor: 00706 ‐ KANSAS PAYMENT CENTER
INV0000431
CHILD SUPPORT 1
Vendor: 01593 ‐ KANSAS SALT, LLC
72962
SALT & SAND
Vendor: 00721 ‐ KATHERINE SHUPERT
INV0000417
EMPLOYEE EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT ‐ MILEAGE
INV0000417
EMPLOYEE EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT ‐ MILEAGE
INV0000417
EMPLOYEE EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT ‐ MILEAGE
Vendor: 00725 ‐ KC BOBCAT
19119402
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00727 ‐ KCMAPT
INV0000412
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

Amount

100‐500‐7700
Vendor 00666 ‐ KACE (KS ASSOC CODE ENFORCMNT) Total:

$20.00
$20.00

100‐640‐7626
DFT0000349
03/14/2019
Vendor 00675 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$126.82
$126.82

100‐710‐7626
DFT0000345
03/14/2019
Vendor 00677 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$450.83
$450.83

100‐730‐7626
DFT0000355
03/14/2019
Vendor 00678 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$2,304.70
$2,304.70

520‐670‐7626
DFT0000343
03/14/2019
Vendor 00679 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$1,618.06
$1,618.06

520‐670‐7626
DFT0000354
03/14/2019
Vendor 00680 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$1,560.54
$1,560.54

510‐660‐7626
DFT0000346
03/14/2019
Vendor 00681 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$116.43
$116.43

100‐640‐7626
DFT0000348
03/14/2019
Vendor 00682 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$32.63
$32.63

520‐670‐7626
DFT0000344
03/14/2019
Vendor 00684 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$6,651.06
$6,651.06

100‐620‐7626
Vendor 00687 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$18.14
$18.14

100‐640‐7626
DFT0000347
03/14/2019
Vendor 00689 ‐ KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT Total:

$18.14
$18.14

100‐310‐7700
Vendor 00701 ‐ KANSAS MUNICIPAL JUDGES ASSN. Total:

$25.00
$25.00

100‐620‐7190
510‐660‐7190
520‐670‐7190
Vendor 00702 ‐ KANSAS ONE‐CALL SYSTEM, INC Total:

$70.00
$70.00
$70.00
$210.00

100‐2130
Vendor 00706 ‐ KANSAS PAYMENT CENTER Total:

$158.31
$158.31

100‐640‐6635
Vendor 01593 ‐ KANSAS SALT, LLC Total:

$6,022.80
$6,022.80

Vendor 00721 ‐ KATHERINE SHUPERT Total:

$10.38
$10.15
$8.99
$29.52

Vendor 00725 ‐ KC BOBCAT Total:

$189.75
$189.75

Vendor 00727 ‐ KCMAPT Total:

$25.00
$25.00

100‐100‐7100
100‐100‐7100
100‐100‐7100

100‐640‐6750

100‐500‐7700

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 01630 ‐ KEITH TAYLOR
INV0000416
BOND REFUND
Vendor: 00757 ‐ KNAPHEIDE TRUCK EQUIPMENT CNTR
KCS78654
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00764 ‐ KPERS
INV0000423
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
INV0000424
KP & F PENSION PAYABLE
INV0000425
KPERS TIER 1 PAYROLL
INV0000425
KPERS TIER 1 PAYROLL
INV0000425
KPERS TIER 1 PAYROLL
INV0000426
KPERS TIER 2 PAYROLL
INV0000426
KPERS TIER 2 PAYROLL
INV0000426
KPERS TIER 2 PAYROLL
INV0000427
KPERS TIER 3 PAYROLL
INV0000427
KPERS TIER 3 PAYROLL
INV0000427
KPERS TIER 3 PAYROLL
INV0000428
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
INV0000429
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
INV0000429
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
INV0000429
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
INV0000430
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
INV0000430
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
INV0000430
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
Vendor: 00882 ‐ MCANANY,VAN CLEAVE & PHILLIPS
778543
GENERAL MATTERS
778544
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
778544
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
778544
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
778544
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
778545
EMPLOYMENT COUNSEL
778546
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
778546
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
778546
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
778546
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
778547
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER
778548
SERVICE COMPLAINT
778549
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 12
778550
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 13
778551
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 15
778552
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 16
782223
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 12
782224
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 14
782225
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 15
782363
GENERAL MATTERS
782364
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
782364
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
782364
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
782364
PREVENTING HARASSMENT TRAINING
782365
EMPLOYMENT COUNSEL
782366
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
782366
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
782366
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
782366
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
782368
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER
782369
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 13
782370
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MATTER 16
Vendor: 00916 ‐ MICHAEL W BAUM
514747
UNIFORM

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

100‐2250

Amount

Vendor 01630 ‐ KEITH TAYLOR Total:

$750.00
$750.00

100‐640‐6750
Vendor 00757 ‐ KNAPHEIDE TRUCK EQUIPMENT CNTR Total:

$642.40
$642.40

100‐2110
100‐2110
100‐2110
510‐2110
520‐2110
100‐2110
510‐2110
520‐2110
100‐2110
510‐2110
520‐2110
100‐2115
100‐2115
510‐2115
520‐2115
100‐2110
510‐2110
520‐2110

DFT0000329
03/15/2019
DFT0000331
03/15/2019
DFT0000332
03/15/2019
DFT0000332
03/15/2019
DFT0000332
03/15/2019
DFT0000333
03/15/2019
DFT0000333
03/15/2019
DFT0000333
03/15/2019
DFT0000334
03/15/2019
DFT0000334
03/15/2019
DFT0000334
03/15/2019
DFT0000335
03/15/2019
DFT0000336
03/15/2019
DFT0000336
03/15/2019
DFT0000336
03/15/2019
DFT0000337
03/15/2019
DFT0000337
03/15/2019
DFT0000337
03/15/2019
Vendor 00764 ‐ KPERS Total:

$16.60
$7,608.41
$4,214.52
$800.78
$768.29
$2,880.12
$254.03
$233.52
$2,290.32
$99.37
$293.17
$215.51
$630.00
$85.00
$55.00
$630.30
$77.53
$86.96
$21,239.43

100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐800‐7170
510‐660‐7170
520‐670‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐800‐7170
510‐660‐7170
520‐670‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐800‐7170
510‐660‐7170
520‐670‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐800‐7170
510‐660‐7170
520‐670‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
100‐110‐7170
Vendor 00882 ‐ MCANANY,VAN CLEAVE & PHILLIPS Total:

$1,025.41
$149.63
$64.11
$106.88
$106.88
$3,154.50
$157.50
$67.50
$112.50
$112.50
$270.00
$67.50
$90.00
$45.00
$5,242.50
$5,052.64
$135.00
$202.50
$2,047.50
$67.50
$252.00
$108.00
$180.00
$180.00
$1,857.22
$294.02
$126.01
$210.01
$210.01
$900.00
$90.00
$8,028.21
$30,713.03

510‐660‐5400
Vendor 00916 ‐ MICHAEL W BAUM Total:

$71.98
$71.98

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 00920 ‐ MICRO CENTER
7439235
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
7439235
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
7440371
COMPUTER HARDWARE
7440371
COMPUTER HARDWARE
7442955
ADMINISTRATION SUPPLIES
Vendor: 00928 ‐ MID‐AMERICA REGIONAL COUNCIL
D‐I‐0003170
MARC ANNUAL DUES
Vendor: 00930 ‐ MID‐STATES MATERIALS, LLC
78030
STREET MATERIALS
Vendor: 00970 ‐ MOWER DOCTOR
50908
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
50914
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 00979 ‐ NAPA SPRING HILL, LLC
350893
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
351064
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
351093
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
351140
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
351142
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
351151
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
351208
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
351214
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
351248
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
351252
HAND EQUIPMENT & TOOLS
351319
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
351321
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
351543
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 01051 ‐ PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES, LLC
1960070076
LAB ANALYSIS
1960070191
LAB ANALYSIS
Vendor: 01626 ‐ PETE GRAHAM
3479
COMMUNITY CENTER DEPOSIT REFUND
Vendor: 01082 ‐ POMP'S TIRE SERVICE, INC.
1180024474
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 01110 ‐ R & D COMPUTER SYSTEMS
2789
ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINT/TRAINING LASERFICHE & AVANTE
2789
ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINT/TRAINING LASERFICHE & AVANTE
2789
ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINT/TRAINING LASERFICHE & AVANTE
2789
ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINT/TRAINING LASERFICHE & AVANTE
Vendor: 01131 ‐ REILLY & SONS, INC
293807
INSURANCE ‐ NOTARY BOND
293895
INSURANCE ‐ TRAVELERS CRIME
Vendor: 01132 ‐ REINDERS, INC
5046645‐00
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 01158 ‐ ROYAL METAL INDUSTRIES, INC
292358
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

100‐110‐6110
100‐800‐8300
100‐730‐8300
100‐800‐8300
100‐110‐6110

Amount

Vendor 00920 ‐ MICRO CENTER Total:

$14.96
$189.95
$69.99
$79.98
$108.42
$463.30

100‐110‐7700
Vendor 00928 ‐ MID‐AMERICA REGIONAL COUNCIL Total:

$1,609.00
$1,609.00

100‐640‐6630
Vendor 00930 ‐ MID‐STATES MATERIALS, LLC Total:

$506.55
$506.55

100‐620‐6750
100‐620‐6750
Vendor 00970 ‐ MOWER DOCTOR Total:

$317.46
$48.97
$366.43

100‐640‐6720
100‐640‐6750
100‐640‐6720
100‐620‐6750
100‐620‐6750
100‐640‐6750
100‐620‐6750
100‐620‐6750
100‐620‐6750
100‐640‐6660
100‐640‐6720
100‐640‐6720
100‐640‐6720
Vendor 00979 ‐ NAPA SPRING HILL, LLC Total:

$35.58
$32.97
$9.32
$23.90
$35.99
$21.44
$82.99
$115.82
$16.01
$45.78
$160.98
$79.99
$14.99
$675.76

520‐670‐7560
520‐670‐7560
Vendor 01051 ‐ PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES, LLC Total:

$250.00
$407.00
$657.00

100‐2200
Vendor 01626 ‐ PETE GRAHAM Total:

$200.00
$200.00

100‐620‐6750
Vendor 01082 ‐ POMP'S TIRE SERVICE, INC. Total:

$349.78
$349.78

100‐110‐6130
100‐800‐6130
510‐660‐6130
520‐670‐6130
Vendor 01110 ‐ R & D COMPUTER SYSTEMS Total:

$817.25
$350.25
$583.75
$583.75
$2,335.00

100‐500‐7900
100‐110‐7900
Vendor 01131 ‐ REILLY & SONS, INC Total:

$75.00
$213.00
$288.00

Vendor 01132 ‐ REINDERS, INC Total:

$599.22
$599.22

520‐670‐6720
Vendor 01158 ‐ ROYAL METAL INDUSTRIES, INC Total:

$65.00
$65.00

100‐720‐6730

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 01170 ‐ SAM'S CLUB
INV0000458
SAM'S CLUB CARD #2653 ‐ 02.23.2019
INV0000458
SAM'S CLUB CARD #2653 ‐ 02.23.2019
INV0000458
SAM'S CLUB CARD #2653 ‐ 02.23.2019
INV0000458
SAM'S CLUB CARD #2653 ‐ 02.23.2019
Vendor: 01185 ‐ SCOTWOOD INDUSTRIES, INC
0479026‐IN
SALT & SAND
Vendor: 01200 ‐ SHIRT HOLE
INV0000358
BUILDING INSPECTOR ‐ UNIFORMS
Vendor: 01239 ‐ SPRING HILL OIL (CH)
INV0000453
FUEL
INV0000453
FUEL
INV0000453
FUEL
Vendor: 01241 ‐ SPRING HILL OIL (PW)
INV0000413
FUEL
INV0000413
FUEL
INV0000413
FUEL
INV0000413
FUEL
INV0000413
FUEL
Vendor: 01242 ‐ SPRING HILL REC COMMISSION
INV0000459
VENDOR BOOTH @ DAFFODIL DAYS 2019
Vendor: 01248 ‐ SPRINGSTED INCORPORATED
1
COST OF ISSUANCE 2019A TN
Vendor: 01282 ‐ SUMNERONE/UNISOURCE/DATAMAX
1868876
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES
Vendor: 01629 ‐ SUSAN MURO
3496
COMMUNITY CENTER DEPOSIT REFUND
Vendor: 01583 ‐ TRAFFIC CONTROL CORPORATION
111319
SIGNS
Vendor: 01359 ‐ TRENT WEMPE
INV0000378
EMPLOYEE EXPENSES REIMBURSEMENT
Vendor: 01375 ‐ UNITED LABORATORIES
INV250066
LINE MAINTENANCE
Vendor: 01399 ‐ VERIZON WIRELESS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS
9824797322
TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

100‐110‐6110
100‐110‐6110
100‐610‐6110
310‐000‐8126

DFT0000365
03/15/2019
DFT0000365
03/15/2019
DFT0000365
03/15/2019
DFT0000365
03/15/2019
Vendor 01170 ‐ SAM'S CLUB Total:

$46.24
$35.92
$35.92
$64.88
$182.96

100‐640‐6635
Vendor 01185 ‐ SCOTWOOD INDUSTRIES, INC Total:

$2,731.16
$2,731.16

100‐500‐5400

Amount

Vendor 01200 ‐ SHIRT HOLE Total:

$204.00
$204.00

Vendor 01239 ‐ SPRING HILL OIL (CH) Total:

$23.69
$50.12
$66.77
$140.58

100‐610‐6710
100‐620‐6710
100‐640‐6710
510‐660‐6710
520‐670‐6710
Vendor 01241 ‐ SPRING HILL OIL (PW) Total:

$50.66
$519.28
$2,213.56
$319.98
$1,122.89
$4,226.37

100‐730‐7110
Vendor 01242 ‐ SPRING HILL REC COMMISSION Total:

$25.00
$25.00

406‐000‐6000
Vendor 01248 ‐ SPRINGSTED INCORPORATED Total:

$9,127.06
$9,127.06

520‐670‐6110
Vendor 01282 ‐ SUMNERONE/UNISOURCE/DATAMAX Total:

$170.16
$170.16

100‐100‐6710
100‐500‐6710
100‐500‐6710

100‐2200
Vendor 01629 ‐ SUSAN MURO Total:

$200.00
$200.00

100‐640‐6600
Vendor 01583 ‐ TRAFFIC CONTROL CORPORATION Total:

$475.00
$475.00

100‐500‐7100
Vendor 01359 ‐ TRENT WEMPE Total:

$46.13
$46.13

520‐670‐7590
Vendor 01375 ‐ UNITED LABORATORIES Total:

$533.60
$533.60

100‐100‐7622
100‐200‐7622
100‐220‐7622
100‐300‐7622
100‐500‐7622
100‐610‐7622
100‐620‐7622
100‐640‐7622
100‐720‐7622
100‐730‐7622
100‐800‐7622
510‐660‐7622
520‐670‐7622

DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
DFT0000327
03/11/2019
Vendor 01399 ‐ VERIZON WIRELESS Total:

$64.80
$92.39
$35.12
$52.38
$118.70
$89.53
$69.68
$79.68
$54.66
$47.04
$437.40
$72.38
$108.15
$1,321.91

Payable Number

Account Number

Payment Number

Vendor: 01412 ‐ VISA
INV0000437
VISA CARD #0068 3/1/2019
INV0000437
VISA CARD #0068 3/1/2019
INV0000437
VISA CARD #0068 3/1/2019
INV0000437
VISA CARD #0068 3/1/2019
INV0000437
VISA CARD #0068 3/1/2019
INV0000437
VISA CARD #0068 3/1/2019

Description (Payable)

Payment Date

Amount

510‐660‐6140
510‐660‐6140
510‐660‐6720
520‐670‐5310
520‐670‐6230
520‐670‐6720

DFT0000342
03/11/2019
DFT0000342
03/11/2019
DFT0000342
03/11/2019
DFT0000342
03/11/2019
DFT0000342
03/11/2019
DFT0000342
03/11/2019
Vendor 01412 ‐ VISA Total:

$25.60
$25.60
$94.02
$140.00
$111.25
$94.02
$490.49

Vendor: 01415 ‐ VISA
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019
INV0000438
VISA CARD #0050 3/1/2019

100‐610‐6090
100‐610‐6090
100‐610‐6110
100‐610‐6730
100‐640‐6670
100‐720‐6660
100‐720‐6660
100‐720‐6730
100‐720‐6730
100‐720‐6730
310‐000‐8000

DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
DFT0000357
03/11/2019
Vendor 01415 ‐ VISA Total:

$4.78
‐$4.78
$6.99
$14.37
$1.97
$12.47
$20.74
$40.93
$16.61
$244.72
$28.41
$387.21

Vendor: 01434 ‐ VISA
INV0000452
VISA CARD # 0118 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000452
VISA CARD # 0118 ‐ 03.01.2019

100‐500‐6090
100‐500‐6090

DFT0000358
03/11/2019
DFT0000358
03/11/2019
Vendor 01434 ‐ VISA Total:

$8.00
$30.59
$38.59

Vendor: 01437 ‐ VISA
INV0000456
VISA CARD #0175 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000456
VISA CARD #0175 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000456
VISA CARD #0175 ‐ 03.01.2019

100‐100‐5310
100‐100‐7700
100‐500‐6120

DFT0000359
03/11/2019
DFT0000359
03/11/2019
DFT0000359
03/11/2019
Vendor 01437 ‐ VISA Total:

$263.96
$40.00
$44.31
$348.27

Vendor: 01442 ‐ VISA
INV0000415
VISA CARD #0167 3/1/2019
INV0000415
VISA CARD #0167 3/1/2019
INV0000415
VISA CARD #0167 3/1/2019
INV0000415
VISA CARD #0167 3/1/2019
INV0000415
VISA CARD #0167 3/1/2019

100‐100‐6030
100‐610‐6020
100‐610‐6020
100‐610‐6020
100‐610‐6020

DFT0000325
03/11/2019
DFT0000325
03/11/2019
DFT0000325
03/11/2019
DFT0000325
03/11/2019
DFT0000325
03/11/2019
Vendor 01442 ‐ VISA Total:

$180.34
$28.74
$34.97
$86.05
$360.00
$690.10

Vendor: 01444 ‐ VISA
INV0000420
VISA CARD #0143 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000420
VISA CARD #0143 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000420
VISA CARD #0143 ‐ 03.01.2019

100‐110‐6020
100‐120‐7110
100‐300‐7700

DFT0000326
03/11/2019
DFT0000326
03/11/2019
DFT0000326
03/11/2019
Vendor 01444 ‐ VISA Total:

$11.96
$11.99
$170.00
$193.95

Vendor: 01448 ‐ VISA
INV0000451
VISA CARD #9013 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000451
VISA CARD #9013 ‐ 03.01.2019

100‐100‐5310
100‐100‐6020

DFT0000356
03/11/2019
DFT0000356
03/11/2019
Vendor 01448 ‐ VISA Total:

$18.00
$34.75
$52.75

Vendor: 01561 ‐ VISA
INV0000414
VISA CARD #0191 3/1/2019
INV0000414
VISA CARD #0191 3/1/2019
INV0000414
VISA CARD #0191 3/1/2019
INV0000414
VISA CARD #0191 3/1/2019

100‐640‐6670
100‐640‐6720
100‐640‐6750
100‐640‐6750

DFT0000324
03/11/2019
DFT0000324
03/11/2019
DFT0000324
03/11/2019
DFT0000324
03/11/2019
Vendor 01561 ‐ VISA Total:

$13.25
$2,688.09
$23.99
$8.98
$2,734.31

Vendor: 01608 ‐ VISA
INV0000457
VISA CARD #0209 ‐ 03.01.2019
INV0000457
VISA CARD #0209 ‐ 03.01.2019

100‐120‐6040
100‐140‐7130

DFT0000360
03/11/2019
DFT0000360
03/11/2019
Vendor 01608 ‐ VISA Total:

$30.00
$324.00
$354.00

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

Amount

Vendor: 01484 ‐ WESTAR ENERGY INC.
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL
INV0000448
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ GROUP BILL

100‐000‐4710
100‐110‐7626
100‐620‐7626
100‐640‐7626
100‐720‐7626
100‐730‐7626
100‐800‐7626
510‐000‐4710
510‐660‐7626
520‐000‐4710
520‐670‐7626

DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
DFT0000353
03/14/2019
Vendor 01484 ‐ WESTAR ENERGY INC. Total:

‐$189.08
$23.80
$50.37
$735.56
$3,544.97
$71.94
$901.35
‐$46.29
$825.13
‐$30.79
$903.81
$6,790.77

Vendor: 01483 ‐ WESTAR ENERGY
INV0000447
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ STREET LIGHTS
INV0000447
ELECTRIC SERVICE ‐ STREET LIGHTS

100‐000‐4710
100‐640‐7626

DFT0000350
03/14/2019
DFT0000350
03/14/2019
Vendor 01483 ‐ WESTAR ENERGY Total:

‐$266.98
$4,040.65
$3,773.67

Vendor: 01505 ‐ WITHHOLDING TAX
INV0000432
KANSAS WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0000432
KANSAS WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0000432
KANSAS WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE

100‐2100
510‐2100
520‐2100

DFT0000338
03/15/2019
DFT0000338
03/15/2019
DFT0000338
03/15/2019
Vendor 01505 ‐ WITHHOLDING TAX Total:

$3,577.79
$237.28
$308.83
$4,123.90

Grand Total:

$338,117.41

CITY OF SPRING HILL
AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET

To:
From:
Date:
Meeting:

Mayor and City Council
Frank H. Jenkins Jr., City Attorney
Rita Rubick, Human Resource Manager
March 13, 2019
March 28, 2019

Consent: Consideration of approval of release of potential property damage claim
against Riley K. Wettengel arising from vehicular accident of November 12, 2018.

Background:
This matter was only recently brought to the attention of the City
Attorney, in connection with a request by the Human Resource Manager for review of a
request by Riley K. Wettengel to release any potential property damage claims against
him. From a review of the documents and information provided by Rudy Rubick, Human
Resource Manager, the following appears to be the background for this matter:
On November 12, 2018, Officer Jason Abel of the Spring Hill Police Department
had his police vehicle parked at the intersection of 207th Street and Ridgeview Road in
the westbound lane of travel. Officer Abel was out of the vehicle, assisting a motorist
stuck in the snow. At the same time, Riley K. Wettengel was operating his vehicle
eastbound on 207th Street when his brakes locked up and his vehicle slid into the opposite
lane of travel, striking the Spring Hill Police Department vehicle. Little or no damage
was done to the Police vehicle. Subsequently, Riley K. Wettengel failed to provide proof
of liability insurance for the vehicle he was operating. Consequently, he was notified by
the Kansas Department of Revenue, Division of Vehicles that his driving privileges
and/or vehicle registration had been suspended from November 12, 2018, and would
remain suspended until certain requirements were met, one of which was a release of
liability by any other party involved in the accident.
Through his mother, Riley Wettengel has requested the City to provide the release
of liability required by the Kansas Department of Revenue in order to reinstate the
driving privileges and/or registration of Riley K. Wettengel. The City’s Human Resource
Manager has checked with the Police Department and advises that there was little or no
damage to the Police Department vehicle and no need to make any claim for property
damage. Neither the Police Department nor City staff oppose the restoration of the
driving privileges and/or vehicle registration of Riley K. Wettengel.
It is the determination of the City Attorney that the requested release, if granted,
must be approved by the Governing Body and signed by the Mayor. A proposed form of
release is attached as Exhibit A.
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If the release is approved and signed, it will be provided to Riley K. Wettengel for
his use in attempting to have his driving privileges and/or vehicle registration reinstated
by the Department of Revenue. Although it is not presently believed that the City’s
Police Department vehicle sustained any damage, the granting of a release would bar the
City from making any claim in the future, even if with regard to latent damage that is not
presently known but appears later.

Analysis: It is recommended to approve the attached Release document and release the
claims on the terms contained therein. Little to no damage was apparently done to the
Police Department vehicle in the accident, and it does not appear that latent damages
would become apparent at a later date. Neither the Police Department nor any other City
department or staff oppose the reinstatement of either the driving privileges or vehicle
registration of Riley K. Wettengel.

Alternatives: 1.

2.

Motion approving the proposed release relating to the potential
claim of the City against Riley K. Wettengel and authorizing the
Mayor to sign the proposed Release document.
Motion directing that additional information be provided to the
Governing Body.

Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: It is believed that little or no damage was done
to the Police Department Vehicle; thus, the City should not incur any repair expense. No
funds are being paid to or by any party in connection with the release. The City is
releasing any potential claim for latent property damages that may become apparent later.

Recommendation: Approval of motion approving the proposed release of Riley K.
Wettengel and authorizing the Mayor to execute the Release document on behalf of the
City.

Attachment: Exhibit A – Release In Full Of All Property Damage Claims

cc:

Jim Hendershot, City Administrator
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
Lance Wipf, Interim Police Chief
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RELEASE IN FULL OF ALL
PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

KNOW ALL BY THESE PRESENTS, that the CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS, a Kansas
municipal corporation (hereafter, “City”), does hereby release, acquit and forever discharge RILEY K.
WETTENGEL and insurer(s), if any, with respect to the accident hereafter described, but no others, of and
from any and all actions, causes of action, claims, demands, damages, costs, loss of service, loss of use,
expenses and compensation, on account of or in any way growing out of, any and all known and unknown
property damage resulting or to result from an accident involving a vehicle operated by Riley K. Wettengel
and an unoccupied vehicle owned by the City of Spring Hill, Kansas Police Department that occurred on
or about November 12, 2018, at or near the intersection of 207th Street and Ridgeview Road, Spring Hill,
Johnson County, Kansas.
City warrants that no promise or agreement not herein expressed has been made to it; that in
executing this release it does not rely upon any statement or representation made by the party or parties
hereby released or said party’s or parties’ agents or servants concerning the nature, extent, or duration of
the damages or concerning any other thing or matter, but relies solely upon its own judgment in waiving
and releasing all the aforesaid property damage claims and demands whatsoever, including those
consequences thereof which may hereafter develop as well as those which have already developed or are
now apparent; and that the waiver and release expressed herein is contractual and not a mere matter of
recital. It is further understood and agreed that this release is not to be construed as an admission of liability
on the part of said party or parties hereby released, by whom liability is expressly denied. That those who
are hereby released shall be estopped or otherwise barred from asserting, and expressly waive the right to
assert, any claim or cause of action they may have against the City of Spring Hill, Kansas, its agents,
employees, Mayor, and Council members.
I further state that I have carefully read the foregoing and know the contents thereof, and I sign the
same as the free act and deed of The City of Spring Hill, Kansas.

CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS

By:
Attest:

Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk

Approved as to form:

Frank H. Jenkins, Jr., City Attorney

Steven M. Ellis, Mayor

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
GLENDA GERRITY, CITY CLERK
MARCH 28, 2018
MARCH 21, 2018

Consent Item: Special Event Permit: Let Your Light Shine Family 1-mi Walk/5K Run
and Silent Auction, Avelyn SonShine Journey & Miami County Community Foundation
Background: Michele Ivans submitted a special event application for a 1-mi Walk/5K
Run to be held on May 25, 2019 from 6:15am to Noon. The race is scheduled to begin
at 8:30a.m. with the start/finish at Life Spring Church located at 206 N. Webster,
Spring Hill, KS
Analysis: The application and required documents were accepted by the City Clerk’s
office. Mrs. Ivans met with Interim Chief Wipf about the route and volunteers will be
posted at each intersection to assist the Spring Hill Police Department with traffic
control. The City will provide cones and barricades to help mark the route. A portion of
the route runs in the center lane of Webster Street from Lawrence to Sycamore Drive and
a water station will be located at South Street & Main Street. Walkers will remain on the
sidewalk. Staff will request that Mrs. Ivans meet with the Police Department at least two
weeks before the event for final review of the route and volunteer locations.
Alternatives: Approve the Permit
Deny the Permit
Legal Review: The application was reviewed by the Spring Hill Police and Street
Departments, Johnson County Fire District No. 2 and Risk Manager with no issues to
report. The certificate of insurance was approved by the Risk Manager.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: Overtime in the Police Department is
unavoidable if additional police coverage is needed.
Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the Special Event Application for the
Let Your Light Shine Family 1-mi Walk/5K Run to be held on May 25, 2019.
Attachments:

Special Event Application
Approval Permit

CERTIFICATE OF EVENT APPROVAL
Special Event: Let Your Light Shine Family 1 mile Walk & 5K Run with Silent Auction
Applicant:

Josh & Michele Ivans

Sponsoring Organization:

Avelyn SonShine Journey w/the Miami County Community Foundation

Event Supervisor:

Michele Ivans

Contact Number:

(913) 314-3535 cell phone

Date and Times of Event:
Type of Event:
Location of Event:

May 25, 2019

6:15am – Noon - Race Starts at 8:30am

5K Run, 1- Mile Walk
Life Spring Church, 206 N. Webster, Spring Hill, KS

Route (if applicable): Attached
Additional Comments or Conditions:
This form shall be in the possession of the event supervisor or their representative at the event
site and shall be presented upon request to any officer of the Police Department prior to or
during the event.
If Traffic Control assistance is required, it is the responsibility of the applicant/sponsor to make
arrangements for traffic signs or personnel as directed by the City of Spring Hill Police
Department, 913-592-2700, and Streets Department, 913-592-3317.
Failure to adhere to requirements of conditions contained herein will render this approval void.
The City of Spring Hill, Kansas, shall be held harmless from any liability resulting from the
conduct of this event.
Issued by:

Mayor
Attest:

City Clerk

Date:

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
MELANIE LANDIS, ASSISTANT CITY ADMINISTRATOR
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 21, 2019

Consent Item: Agreement for web-based training program with Scenario Learning d/b/a
Vector Solutions
Background: With the wide variety of programming that takes place in the City facilities,
training to work with youth is an important part of some staff positions. Vector Solutions
provides a web-based training that includes a wide variety of training opportunities for all
city staff as well as child safety and boundary invasion training for those working with
youth. Upon completion of a training session demonstration, both the city’s Human
Resource Manager and Facilities Manager recommend the training program for city staff.
Alternatives:
1. Approve the client agreement with Scenario Learning d/b/a Vector Solutions.
2. Deny the client agreement with Scenario Learning d/b/a Vector Solutions.
3. Table the issue and direct staff to further research.
Legal Review: The agreement has been reviewed and approved by the city attorney.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: The cost of the program is $500 annually with
a discount of $50 for a two-year agreement. The cost will be paid respectively from the
General Fund, Water Fund, and Sewer Fund.
Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the agreement Scenario Learning d/b/a Vector Solutions.
Attachment: Agreement
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Scenario Learning D/B/A Vector Solutions Client Agreement
This Client Agreement (the “Agreement”), effective as of the date noted in the attached Schedule A (the “Effective Date”), is by and between Scenario Learning,
LLC (“Scenario”), an Ohio limited liability company, and the undersigned client (“Client”), and governs the purchase and ongoing use of the services described
in this Agreement (the “Services”).
1. Services. Scenario shall provide the following
services:
1.1. Access. Scenario will provide Client a
nonexclusive,
non-transferable,
revocable,
limited license to remotely access and use the
Services hereunder and, unless prohibited by
law, will provide access to any employee or
contractor of Client, designated by Client
(“Users”).
1.2. Availability.
Scenario
shall
use
commercially reasonable efforts to display its
content and coursework for access and use by
Client’s Users twenty-four (24) hours a day,
seven (7) days a week, subject to scheduled
downtime for routine maintenance, emergency
maintenance, system outages and other outages
beyond Scenario’s control.
1.3. Help Desk. Scenario will assist Users as
needed on issues relating to usage via e-mail,
and a toll-free Help Desk five (5) days per week
at scheduled hours.
2.

Client’s Obligations.

2.1. Compliance. Client shall be responsible for
Users’ compliance with this Agreement and use
commercially reasonable efforts to prevent
unauthorized access to or use of the Services.
Additionally, if Client receives as part of the
Services it is purchasing hereunder the:
(a) “SafeSchools
Alert
Service,”
Client
acknowledges that all transmissions it receives
from the SafeSchools Alert Service may contain
highly sensitive information and Client shall
ensure that such information is secured from
transmission and/or disclosure to unauthorized
recipients. Client agrees that it will be solely
responsible for establishing a security system to
prevent the transmission and/or disclosure of
such information to unauthorized recipients. In
addition, Client agrees that it shall be solely
responsible for the determination of the identities
of authorized recipients and unauthorized
recipients. Client agrees to handle the data in
accordance with the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (“FERPA”) and any associated
federal, state or local laws or regulations, and that
it will monitor employees using the SafeSchools
Alert Service to ensure they abide by the
SafeSchools Alert Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use; or
(b) “SafeSchools Accident Tracking
Service,” Client represents and warrants that it is
not a health care provider, health plan, or health
care clearinghouse (collectively, a "covered
entity") as those terms are defined under the
federal Health Information Portability and
Accountability Act ("HIPAA").
Client further
represents and warrants that it is not a business

associate as that term is defined under HIPAA.
Client further agrees to indemnify and hold
Scenario and its officers, members, agents and
employees harmless from any and all claims and
demands (including reasonable attorneys' fees
associated with the same) made by Client and/or
any third party due to or arising out of any claim
that Scenario is a covered entity or business
associate, due to Client’s use of the SafeSchools
Accident Tracking Service.
2.2. Identify Named Users. For Clients utilizing
Scenario’s learning management
system
(“Scenario LMS”), Client shall (i) provide a listing
of its Named Users no later than the Effective
Date of this Agreement; (ii) cause each of its
Named Users to complete a unique profile if not
created by Scenario on their behalf; (iii) timely
maintain user database by adding a unique
profile for each new Named User. Due to
licensing and data retention requirements,
Named Users may not be deleted from the
Scenario LMS. Client agrees to pay for the
greater of (i) number of Named Users in the
Scenario LMS, and (ii) the number of Named
Users who accessed a course in a given contract
year.
2.3. Future Functionality. Client agrees that its
purchases hereunder are neither contingent on
the delivery of any future functionality or features
nor dependent on any public comments regarding
future functionality or features.
3. Fees and Payments.
3.1. Fees. Client will pay for the Services in
accordance with the fee schedule in Schedule A
attached to this Agreement. Fees, both during the
Initial Term, as well as any Renewal Terms, shall
be increased by 3.0% per year.
3.2. Payments. All fees due under this
Agreement must be paid in United States dollars.
Company will invoice Client in advance pursuant
to the Payment Terms in Schedule A. All invoices
are payable 30 days after invoice date. All fees
collected by Scenario under this Agreement are
fully earned when due and nonrefundable when
paid.
3.3. Suspension of Service for Overdue
Payments. Any fees unpaid for more than thirty
(30) days past the due date shall bear interest at
1.5% per month. Scenario shall have the right, in
addition to all other rights and remedies to which
Scenario may be entitled, to suspend Client’s
Users’ access to the Services without notice until
all overdue payments are paid in full.
3.4. Taxes. All fees under this Agreement
exclude all sales, use, and other taxes and
government charges, whether federal, state or
foreign, and Client will be responsible for
payment of all such taxes (other than taxes based
on Scenario’s income), fees, duties, and charges,
and any related penalties and interest, arising

from the payment of any and all fees under this
Agreement including the access to or
performance of the Services hereunder.
If
Scenario has a legal obligation to pay or collect
taxes for which Client is responsible under the
Agreement, then the appropriate amount will be
invoiced to and paid by Client, unless Client
claims tax exempt status for amounts due under
this Agreement and provides Scenario a valid tax
exemption certificate (authorized by the
applicable governmental authority) at least five
(5) business days prior to the date of the
applicable Company invoice.
4. Intellectual Property Rights.
4.1. Client acknowledges that Scenario alone (and
its licensors, where applicable) shall own all rights,
title and interest in and to Scenario’s software,
website or technology, the course content, and the
Services provided by Scenario, as well as any and
all suggestions, ideas, enhancement requests,
feedback, recommendations or other information
provided by Client, and this Agreement does not
convey to Client any rights of ownership to the
same.
The Scenario name and logo are
trademarks of Scenario, and no right or license is
granted to Client to use them.
4.2. Except as otherwise agreed in writing or to the
extent necessary for Client to use the Services in
accordance with this Agreement, Client shall not:
(i) copy the course content in whole or in part; (ii)
display, reproduce, create derivative works from,
transmit, sell, distribute, rent, lease, sublicense,
transfer or in any way exploit the course content in
whole or in part; (iii) embed the course content into
other products; (iv) use any trademarks, service
marks, domain names, logos, or other identifiers of
Scenario or any of its third party suppliers; or (v)
reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or
access the source code of any Scenario software.
5. Term and Notice.
5.1 Term. The term of this Agreement shall
commence on the Effective Date, and will remain
in full force and effect for the initial term (“Initial
Term”) indicated in Schedule A. The parties
hereafter may agree, in a writing signed by both
parties, to a Renewal Term, but such Renewal
Term shall not be an automatic renewal. Any
access to or usage of the Services following the
Expiration Period shall be deemed Client’s renewal
of the Agreement under the same terms and
conditions.
5.2 Notice. All required notices hereunder by
either party shall be given by personal delivery
(including reputable courier service), fees prepaid,
or by sending such notice by registered or certified
mail return receipt requested, postage prepaid,
and addressed as set forth on the last page of this
Agreement. Such notices shall be deemed to have
been given and delivered upon receipt or
attempted delivery (if receipt is refused), as the
case may be, and the date of receipt identified by
the applicable postal service on any return receipt
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card shall be conclusive evidence of receipt. Either
party, by written notice to the other as above
described, may alter the address for receipt by it of
written notices hereunder.
A copy of all such notices and other documents
required or desired to be given to City hereunder
shall also be given as follows:
City of Spring Hill, Kansas
401 North Madison Street
P.O. Box 424
Spring Hill, KS 66083
Attn:
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
Email:
glenda.gerrity@springhillks.gov
5.3.Termination For Non-Funding.
If, in the
judgment of the City, sufficient funds are not
appropriated to continue the function performed in
the Agreement and for the payment of the charges
hereunder, City may terminate the Agreement at
the end of the fiscal year during which the City
makes such judgment. City agrees to give written
notice of termination to Scenario at least 30 days
prior to the end of the fiscal year during which the
judgment is made.
In the event of such
termination, the City will not be entitled to the
refund of any fees already paid.
6. Mutual Warranties and Disclaimer.
6.1 Mutual Representations & Warranties. Each
party represents and warrants that it has full
authority to enter into this Agreement and to fully
perform its obligations hereunder.
6.2 Disclaimer.
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY
PROVIDED HEREIN, NEITHER PARTY MAKES
ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER
EXPRESS,
IMPLIED,
STATUTORY
OR
OTHERWISE, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TO THE MAXIMUM
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

7. Miscellaneous.
7.1 Limitation on Liability. Except as it relates to
claims related to the infringement of intellectual
property, including claims related to section 7.2, (a)
in no event shall Scenario be liable to Client or its
Users, whether in contract, warranty, tort (including
negligence) or otherwise, for special, incidental
indirect or consequential damages (including lost
profits) arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement, and (b) the total liability of Scenario for
any and all damages, including, without limitation,
direct damages, shall not exceed the amount of the
total fees already paid to Scenario for the
preceding twelve (12) months.
7.1.1 Application of Kansas Tort Claims Act. The
City is a governmental entity within the meaning of
K.S.A. 75-6106 (Kansas Tort Claims Act). The
liability for each of the acts or omissions of its
officers, employees, agents, City Council
members and Mayor shall be determined pursuant
to the provisions of that Act. City shall not be
deemed to have waived any defense available to it
under the provisions of the Act, whether with
respect to Scenario or to third parties.
7.2 Indemnification. Each party shall indemnify
and hold the other harmless from any and all
claims, damages, losses and expenses, including
but not limited to reasonable attorney fees, arising
out of or resulting from any third-party claim that
any document, course, or intellectual property
provided by or uploaded to the Scenario LMS by
the other party infringes or violates any intellectual
property right of any person.
7.3 Assignment. Neither party may assign or
delegate its rights or obligations pursuant to this
Agreement without the prior written consent of the
other, provided that such consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld.
Notwithstanding the
foregoing, Scenario may freely assign or transfer
any or all of its rights without Client consent to an

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the last date set forth below.

Scenario Learning, LLC D/B/A Vector Solutions
4890 W. Kennedy Blvd., Suite 300 Tampa, FL 33609

“SCENARIO”
Scenario Learning, LLC, D/B/A Vector Solutions
an Ohio limited liability company
3/21/2019

By:________________________________
Sales Director
Capacity:____________________________
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affiliate, or in connection with a merger,
acquisition, corporate reorganization, or sale of all
or substantially all of its assets.
7.4 Applicable Law; Venue; Attorneys’ Fees. This
Agreement is made in Kansas and is to be
interpreted and enforced under Kansas law. Any
litigation between the parties arising out of or
related to this Agreement shall be brought only in
the District Court of Johnson County, Kansas, and
in no other court or location. In any such litigation,
the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of
reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred
in the litigation.
7.5 Force Majeure. Scenario shall have no
liability for any failure or delay in performing any of
its obligations pursuant to this Agreement due to,
or arising out of, any act not within its control,
including, without limitation, acts of God, strikes,
lockouts, war, riots, lightning, fire, storm, flood,
explosion, interruption or delay in power supply,
computer virus, governmental laws, regulations or
other restraints.
7.6 No Waiver.
No waiver, amendment or
modification of this Agreement shall be effective
unless in writing and signed by the parties.
7.7 Severability.
If any provision of this
Agreement is found to be contrary to law by a court
of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be
of no force or effect; but the remainder of this
Agreement shall continue in full force and effect.
7.8 Entire Agreement. This Agreement and its
schedules and exhibits represent the entire
understanding and agreement between Scenario
and Client, and supersedes all other negotiations,
proposals, understandings and representations
(written or oral) made by and between Scenario
and Client.
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City of Spring Hill 401 North Madison Street Spring Hill, KS 66083
“CITY”
City of Spring Hill, Kansas,
A Kansas municipal corporation
By:
Steven M. Ellis, Mayor

ATTEST:
By:
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
By:
Frank H. Jenkins, Jr., City Attorney
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Client Agreement/Schedule A
Date: 02-28-2019

Pricing valid for 30 days.

Client Information
Client Name: City of Spring Hill
Address:
401 North Madison Street
Spring Hill, Kansas 66083
Primary Contact Name:
Rita Rubick

Primary Contact Phone: 913-5923664

Terms
Effective Date:

Initial Term (months):
24

Invoicing Contact Information (Please fill in missing information)
Billing Contact Name: Jamie Rusconi
Billing Address:
401 North Madison Street
Spring Hill, Kansas 66083

Billing Phone: 913-5923664

Billing Email:
accountspayable@springhillks.gov

PO#:

Billing
Frequency:
Multi-Year

Payment
Terms:
Net 30

Annual Subscription Services
FOR TRAINING PRODUCTS ONLY: Additional Named Users added after the Effective Date shall be billed at the Full
Per Named User Fee below, and such Additional Named Users shall become part of the minimum contracted Users
through the end of the Initial Term.
Minimum
Annual Price
Product
Description
Named
Total
Per User
Users
SafeSchools Training

SafeSchools Training

45 users falls into the $500 per
year minimum purchase range; 2
Year Contract
5% off (2 year contract discount)

1

$1,000.00

1

($50.00)
Total:

Grand Total (including Implementation & Training):

$1,000.00

($50.00)
$950.00
$950.00

*Total does not include any taxes that may apply. Any such taxes are the responsibility of the
Customer.
Please note that this is not an invoice. An invoice will be sent within fourteen (14) business days.
Revised 03.08.2019 VS Legal

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
MELANIE LANDIS, ASSISTANT CITY ADMINISTRATOR
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 21, 2019

Consent Item: Membership agreement – Center for Internet Security, Multi-state
Information Sharing and Analysis Center Division (MS-ISAC)
Background: MS-ISAC is a division of the Center for Internet Security and members of
the group are able to participate in information sharing and assistance with cyber security
concerns. The mission of MS-ISAC is to “improve the overall cybersecurity posture of
the nation’s state, local, tribal and territorial governments through focused cyber threat
prevention, protection, response and recovery.” The City of Spring Hill will find value in
the services included in the membership such as 24/7 security operation center, incident
response services, cybersecurity advisories and notifications, and digital forensics.
Alternatives:
1. Approve the membership agreement with the Center for Internet Security, Multistate Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC) Division.
2. Deny the membership agreement with the Center for Internet Security, Multi-state
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC) Division.
3. Table the issue and direct staff to further research.
Legal Review: Due to the sensitive nature of the information sharing that can occur
when seeking assistance with internet security issues, an agreement is necessary. The
agreement defines the roles and responsibilities of each organization. The membership
agreement form was provided by the agency and reviewed and approved by our city
attorney.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: There is no annual fee to be a member of this
organization.
Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the City Council approve the membership agreement with the
Center for Internet Security, Multi-state Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MSISAC) Division.
Attachment: Agreement

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
MELANIE LANDIS, ASSISTANT CITY ADMINISTRATOR
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 21, 2019

Consent Item: Award of Contract – Downey Lawn Care, LLC
Background: An RFP for mowing services for the Spring Hill Cemetery was released
on December 28, 2018 and subsequently the City Council accepted the bid from Downey
Lawn Care at the March 14, 2019 meeting. A form of the proposed contract was included
with the RFP and the same form has been agreed to by Downey Lawn Care, LLC.
Alternatives:
1. Approve the contract with Downey Lawn Care for mowing of the Spring Hill
Cemetery.
2. Deny the contract with Downey Lawn Care for mowing of the Spring Hill
Cemetery.
3. Table the issue.
Legal Review: The contract form was provided by the city attorney. A complete
certificate of insurance will be provided at approval of the contract.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: The cost of mowing services is paid by the
Cemetery Board from operating funds partially supported by the City of Spring Hill
through an annually approved appropriation. The cost is $900.00 per complete service
which includes mowing, trimming, etc. and the application of pre-emergent in the spring
for a cost of an additional $1,350.00.
Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the City Council approve the contract with Downey Lawn Care
for mowing services for the Spring Hill Cemetery.
Attachments:
Contract

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO: GOVERNING BODY
SUBMITTED BY: JOSE LEON, ASSISTANT CITY ADMINISTRATOR
MEETING DATE: MARCH 28, 2019
DATE: JULY 31, 2018

Consent Agenda: An action to authorize the Mayor to execute an Improvement
Agreement relating to All of Lots 1 through 10, Block 63, Spring Hill subdivision.
Issue: With the approval of the development plan, it is necessary to enter into an
Improvement Agreement relating to the installation and construction of the sewer
main extension.
Background: Dan Hecke Construction, LLC., desires to begin construction on the
development plan. To guide the infrastructure construction, it is necessary to enter into
an Improvement Agreement with the developer.
Analysis: Over the past month staff has met with the Dan Hecke Construction, LLC. to
write the attached Improvement Agreement. With assistance from the City Attorney
Frank Jenkins, the Improvement Agreement has been completed and approved by both
staff and the developer.
Alternatives: Approval, denial, remand for further study
Legal Review: City Attorney, Frank Jenkins has reviewed the attached Improvement
Agreement for consideration.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: There will be no financial impact to the City.
Recommendation: Staff recommends authorizing the Mayor to execute the
Improvement Agreement relating to the Development Plan of All of Lots 1 through 10,
Block 63, Spring Hill subdivision.
Attachments: Improvement Agreement, for all of Lots 1 through 10, Block 63, Spring
Hill subdivision.

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
JAMES E. BOYER, UTILITY SUPERINTENDENT
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 20, 2019

Consent / Formal Action / Discussion Item: Consent
Issue: Wastewater Treatment Facility UV Disinfection Replacement.
Background: On February 22, 2018, city staff recommended, and City Council
approved hiring Lamp, Rynearson & Associates, Inc. to assist in the selection process for
a new UV Disinfection System.
Analysis: City staff and Greg Kendall, Consulting Engineer w/Lamp, Rynearson &
Associates, Inc. have completed their vendor proposal assessments, on-site visits to
facilities, Wastewater Treatment Plant UV Disinfection System Replacement Study, and
rating scale Decision Matrix. Capital cost and rating results are as follows:
-

Calgon (Mega Industries): Decision Matrix Rating of 26 - $239,770.00.
Trojan (Crossland): Decision Matrix Rating of 20 - $215,000.00.
Glasco (Mega Industries): Decision Matrix Rating of 21 - $208,940.00.
Trojan (Mega Industries): Decision Matrix Rating of 23 - $183,700.00.

Calgon received the highest rating of 26 for meeting the engineer and city staff criteria
for an optimum Ultraviolet Disinfection design, operation, maintenance, and annual cost
factors.
One of the main reason’s city staff is prefers Calgon and not the lower bid units, is based
upon the long-term operation and maintenance costs. The Calgon UV System will cost
less to operate and maintain over the next 20 years; the “Return on Investment”
documents outline annual O&M costs and depreciation for each unit.
Although Calgon Carbon was the most preferred system by our engineering consultant
and city staff, we were unable to quantify enough intangibles such as manhour costs to
maintain the Trojan unit to offset the increased capital price of the Calgon unit.
Alternatives:
• Approve the purchase of the new UV Disinfection System.
• Deny such.
• Remand the staff for additional information.
Legal Review: Completed and approved.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: Expenditures paid through the Sewer Fund.

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET

Recommendation: Motion to approve the purchase of the Trojan UV Disinfection
System from Mega Industries for the amount of $183,700.00.
Attachments:
- Engineering Decision Matrix Documents
- Utilities Division – Return on Investment Justification Sheets
- Bid Tab Sheet
- Memo RE: UV System Replacement Assessment from Jim Boyer, Utility
Superintendent.

Utilities Division 2019 Budgetary Requests
Return On Investment (ROI) Justification
Project Request: Calgon

UV Disinfection System - Mega Industries

Department/Division Making Request: Public Works / Utilities Division
Capital Cost: $239,770.00

Funding Source: Sewer Fund

Purchase Year: 2019

Equipment Supply Cost: $155,000.00 - Installation Cost: $84,770.00

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Initial Costs
$239,770.00

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$11,511.00

$11,742.00

$11,976.00

$12,216.00

$12,460.00

$228,259.00 $216,517.00 $204,541.00

Year 6
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

$12,709.00

O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
$12,964.00

$167,156.00 $154,192.00

Year 11
$14,032.00
$99,693.00

Year 16
$15,493.00
$25,208.00

$192,325.00 $179,865.00

$ 13,223.00
$140,969.00

$13,487.00

$85,380.00

$ 14,599.00
$70,781.00

$14,891.00
$55,890.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 17
Year 18
Year 19
$15,803.00
$9,405.00

$ 16,119.00
-$6,714.00

13,757.00

$127,482.00 $113,725.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
$14,313.00

Year 10

$16,441.00

Year 15
15,189.00
$40,701.00

Year 20
16,770.00

-$23,155.00 -$39,925.00

Cumulative Costs
$519,465.00
$279,695.00
-$39,925.00

True Return On Investment(ROI) / Total Net Value = $239,770.00 + years 1 thru 20 Operation and
Maintenance Costs [lifecycle duration] = total Comulative Costs

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) for Tangible and Intangible Costs and Benefits

Contract Services: The Calgon System varies from the others in that the proposed system used 24 higher wattage lamps and
the system uses an electrically driven wiper system which omits the need for pressurized air and the associated air control
components and equipment. This system also needs no additional air conditioning cooling system for the electrical controls.
Although the Calgon System is the only one that requires grating over the existing channel, installation of grating over the
channel is a good idea in and of itself as a employee safety improvement. O&M costs begin to exceed original purchase price
in year 18.
Customer Service: There is no single system that is clearly better than other others. Other important factors were
considered; The Decision Matrix below provides the numbered "rating" that scores the Calgon unit with "1" being the lowest
and "3" being the highest. Also, city staff has had a solid business relationship with Enviroline, Inc. for the past 20 years.
Enviroline, Inc. has provided local service to our existing Wedeco UV System since it was installed when the Spring Hill
Wastewater Treatment Facility was built almost 20 years ago.

Installed Cost:
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost:
Actual Output Wattage:
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
Cooling Needs:
Ballast Location:
Wiper Drive Type:
Adjustable operating range:
Made in America:
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
Equipment Cost:

2
2
1
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
1
Total Score: 26

Utilities Division 2019 Budgetary Requests
Return On Investment (ROI) Justification
Project Request: Glasco

UV Disinfection System - Mega Industries

Department/Division Making Request: Public Works / Utilities Division
Capital Cost: $208,940.00

Funding Source: Sewer Fund

Purchase Year: 2019

Equipment Supply Cost: $119,870.00 - Installation Cost: $89,070.00

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Initial Costs
$208,940.00

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$13,119.00

$13,381.00

$13,649.00

$13,922.00

$14,200.00

$195,821.00

$182,440.00

$168,791.00

$154,869.00

$140,669.00

Year 6
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

$14,484.00

$14,774.00

$126,185.00

$111,411.00

Year 11
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9

$15,992.00

$ 15,070.00
$96,341.00

$15,371.00
$80,970.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
$16,312.00

$ 16,638.00

$49,300.00

$32,988.00

Year 16

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 17
Year 18
Year 19

$17,656.00

$18,009.00

-$35,587.00

-$53,596.00

$16,350.00

$16,971.00

$ 18,370.00
-$71,966.00

-$621.00

$18,737.00
-$90,703.00

Year 10
15,678.00
$65,292.00

Year 15
17,310.00
-$17,931.00

Year 20
$19,112.00
-$109,815.00

Cumulative Costs
$527,695.00
$318,755.00
-$109,815.00

True Return On Investment(ROI) / Total Net Value = $208,940.00 + years 1 thru 20 Operation and
Maintenance Costs [lifecycle duration] = total Comulative Costs

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) for Tangible and Intangible Costs and Benefits

Contract Services: The Glasco Unit uses 48 lamps of the same wattage, require an air conditioning cooling system, and use
pneumatic wipers that require and air compressor (less desirable and adds to other additional maintenance costs). Operators in
Camdenton, MO. stated that when they purchased the unit a few years ago they had problems with the original lamps and the
sales representative would not stand behind or replace them with new lamps. Legal action was taken before Glasco, Inc. would
replace the lamps. O&M costs begin to exceed original purchase price in year 14.
Customer Service: There is no single system that is clearly better than other others. Other important factors were considered;
The Decision Matrix below provides the numbered "rating" that scores the Glasco unit with "1" being the lowest and "3" being
the highest.

Installed Cost:
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost:
Actual Output Wattage:
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
Cooling Needs:
Ballast Location:
Wiper Drive Type:
Adjustable operating range:
Made in America:
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
Equipment Cost:

1
1
3
1
1
3
2
3
3
1
2
Total Score: 21

Utilities Division 2019 Budgetary Requests
Return On Investment (ROI) Justification
Project Request: Trojan

UV Disinfection System - Crossland Heavy Contractors

Department/Division Making Request: Public Works / Utilities Division
Capital Cost: $215,000.00

Funding Source: Sewer Fund

Purchase Year: 2019

Equipment Supply Cost: $105,000.00 - Installation Cost: $110,000.00

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Initial Costs
$215,000.00

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$11,636.00

$11,869.00

$12,106.00

$12,348.00

$12,595.00

$203,364.00 $191,495.00 $179,389.00

Year 6
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

$12,847.00

O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
$13,104.00

$141,599.00 $128,495.00

Year 11
$14,184.00
$73,406.00

Year 16
$15,661.00

$167,041.00 $154,446.00

$ 13,366.00
$115,129.00

$13,633.00

13,906.00

$101,496.00

$87,590.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
$14,468.00
$58,938.00

$ 14,757.00
$44,181.00

$15,052.00
$29,129.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 17
Year 18
Year 19
$15,974.00

-$1,885.00 -$17,859.00

$ 16,293.00
-$34,152.00

Year 10

$16,619.00

Year 15
15,353.00
$13,776.00

Year 20
16,951.00

-$50,771.00 -$67,722.00

Cumulative Costs
$497,722.00
$282,722.00
-$67,722.00

True Return On Investment(ROI) / Total Net Value = $215,000.00 + years 1 thru 20 Operation and
Maintenance Costs [lifecycle duration] = total Comulative Costs

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) for Tangible and Intangible Costs and Benefits

Contract Services: Of the proposals received, only the Trojan locates the lamp ballasts in the lamp modules, as opposed to
the control panel (less desirable). Trojan is also the only system with a cleaning system located on the modules (less
desirable). O&M costs begin to exceed original purchase price in year 16.
Customer Service: There is no single system that is clearly better than other others. Other important factors were
considered; The Decision Matrix below provides the numbered "rating" that scores the Trojan unit with "1" being the lowest
and "3" being the highest.
Installed Cost:
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost:
Actual Output Wattage:
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
Cooling Needs:
Ballast Location:
Wiper Drive Type:
Adjustable operating range:
Made in America:
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
Equipment Cost:

1
2
2
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
Total Score: 20

Utilities Division 2019 Budgetary Requests
Return On Investment (ROI) Justification
Project Request: Trojan

UV Disinfection System - Mega Industries

Department/Division Making Request: Public Works / Utilities Division
Capital Cost: $183,700.00

Funding Source: Sewer Fund

Purchase Year: 2018

Equipment Supply Cost: $95,000.00 - Installation Cost: $88,700.00

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Initial Costs
$183,700.00

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$11,636.00

$11,869.00

$12,106.00

$12,348.00

$12,595.00

$172,064.00 $160,195.00 $148,089.00

Year 6
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

$12,847.00
$110,299.00

Year 11
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

Total Costs
O&M Costs
Net Present
Value

$14,184.00
$42,106.00

Year 16
$15,661.00

$135,741.00 $123,146.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
$13,104.00
$97,195.00

$ 13,366.00
$83,829.00

$13,633.00
$70,196.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
$14,468.00
$27,638.00

$ 14,757.00
$12,881.00

$15,052.00

-$33,185.00 -$49,159.00

$ 16,293.00
-$65,452.00

13,906.00
$56,290.00

Year 15
$15,353.00

-$2,171.00 -$17,524.00

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE/ROI YEARS
Year 17
Year 18
Year 19
$15,974.00

Year 10

$16,619.00

Year 20
$16,951.00

-$82,071.00 -$99,022.00

Cumulative Costs
$466,422.00
$282,722.00
-$99,022.00

True Return On Investment(ROI) / Total Net Value = $183,700.00 + years 1 thru 20 Operation and
Maintenance Costs [lifecycle duration] = total Comulative Costs

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) for Tangible and Intangible Costs and Benefits

Contract Services: Of the proposals received, only the Trojan locates the lamp ballasts in the lamp modules, as opposed to
the control panel (less desirable). Trojan is also the only system with a cleaning system located on the modules (less
desirable). O&M costs begin to exceed original purchase price in year 14.
Customer Service: There is no single system that is clearly better than other others. Other important factors were
considered; The Decision Matrix below provides the numbered "rating" that scores the Trojan unit with "1" being the lowest
and "3" being the highest.
Installed Cost:
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost:
Actual Output Wattage:
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
Cooling Needs:
Ballast Location:
Wiper Drive Type:
Adjustable operating range:
Made in America:
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
Equipment Cost:

3
3
2
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
Total Score: 23

CITY OF SPRING HILL, KS BID TAB – Final Assessment

Legend:
OOOOO: Least Considered
OOOOO: Considered
OOOOO: Most Considered

Bidder's Name and Address

Item Description
1.

Ultraviolet Disinfection System

Owner CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS

Project: Wastewater Treatment Facility
UV Disinfection System

Received Bids @ City of Spring Hill
401 N Madison, Spring Hill, KS. 66083

Date/Time: March 11, 2019 / 10:00am

Mega Industries
Trojan Technologies

Mega Industries
Calgon Carbon

Crossland Heavy Contractors
Trojan Technologies

Mega Industries
Glasco

Price

Price

Price

Price

$183,700.00

$239,770.00

$215,000.00

$208,940.00
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SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS:
1)
Considerations were made in the
decision process.
Values were assigned to categories
to help in the decision process.
Each item is given a score from
1 to 3 with 3 being the highest or
best. These scores and categories
are at the right. The Decision Matrix
at the right includes values combined
from Lamp Rynearson Engineering
and from City staff.
Also, considerations were given to
Tangible/Intangible benefits as
noted in the return on investment
sheets and Memo.

Installed Cost:
3
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost: 3
Actual Output Wattage:
2
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
2
Cooling Needs:
3
Ballast Location:
1
Wiper Drive Type:
1
Adjustable operating range:
2
Made in America:
1
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
2
Equipment Cost:
3
Total Score: 23

Installed Cost:
2
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost: 2
Actual Output Wattage:
1
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
3
Cooling Needs:
2
Ballast Location:
3
Wiper Drive Type:
3
Adjustable operating range:
3
Made in America:
3
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
3
Equipment Cost:
1
Total Score: 26

Installed Cost:
1
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost: 2
Actual Output Wattage:
2
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
2
Cooling Needs:
3
Ballast Location:
1
Wiper Drive Type:
1
Adjustable operating range:
2
Made in America:
1
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
2
Equipment Cost:
3
Total Score: 20

Installed Cost:
1
20 Year Estimated O & M Cost: 1
Actual Output Wattage:
3
Number of Lamps to Maintain:
1
Cooling Needs:
1
Ballast Location:
3
Wiper Drive Type:
2
Adjustable operating range:
3
Made in America:
3
Mfg Like/Dislike by Operators:
1
Equipment Cost:
2
Total Score: 21

Unit life expectancy is 20 years.
Based upon return on investment
spreadsheets, the Trojan Unit’s
cumulative cost will be:
$466,422.00.
O&M Costs: $282,722.00

Unit life expectancy is 20 years.
Based upon return on investment
spreadsheets, the Calgon Unit’s
cumulative cost will be:
$519,465.00.
O&M Costs: $279,695.00

Unit life expectancy is 20 years.
Based upon return on investment
spreadsheets, the Trojan Unit’s
cumulative cost will be:
$497,722.00.
O&M Costs: $282,722.00

Unit life expectancy is 20 years.
Based upon return on investment
spreadsheets, the Glasco Unit’s
cumulative cost will be:
$527,695.00.
O&M Costs: $318,755.00

Memo
To:

Jose Leon, Assistant City Administrator

From:

Jim Boyer, Utility Superintendent

Date:

March 20, 2019

Re:

Wastewater Treatment Facility – UV Disinfection Replacement Assessment

Background:
In the 2018 proposed budget requests, city staff requested to purchase a new UV Disinfection System
for the Wastewater Treatment Facility. The Governing Body approved to hire Consulting Engineer
Lamp, Rynearson & Associates to assist with a unit selection process. Request for Proposals were
advertised, and we received proposals from four (4) vendors for equipment installation.
Analysis:
Greg Kendall, Consulting Engineer, and city staff conducted on-site visits to three (3) different
Wastewater Treatment Facilities with UV system operations based upon price, long range maintenance
costs, design capabilities and service after the sale. We chose Trojan (Olathe, KS.), Calgon (Carl Junction,
MO.), and Glasco (Camdenton, MO.) units for the final selection to make comparable assessments; the
City of Spring Hill currently operates a Wedeco UV System.
Operators from each system liked their own specific UV System manufacturer and had no negative
comments for their overall performance, maintenance cost, and electrical component failure issues of
each unit.
Based upon the engineering “Decision Matrix” in the Consulting Engineers Study, and with additional
values input from city staff, several categories rate each item (value) on a scale from 1 to 3 (3 being the
highest or best). From this scale, Calgon/Mega was the highest rated at 26 points, Trojan/Mega
received a rating of 23 points, Glasco/Mega received a rating of 21 points, and Trojan/Crossland
received a rating of 20 points.

Factors that city staff considered in choosing Calgon versus the other units:
- 20 year estimated cumulative operations and maintenance costs were lower than the other units:
Calgon/Mega = $279,694.00
Glasco/Mega = $318,755.00
Trojan/Mega = $282,722.00
Trojan/Crossland = $282,722.00
- Fewer number of lamps results in less maintenance.
- Ballast warranty for each lamp is 10 years which is twice the warranty versus competitors.
- Ballast location is designed away from the enclosure that’s just above the UV module; this is critical
to electrical circuit board integrity, longevity, and ease of operator access for replacement.

-

Uses an electric wiper system versus a pneumatic system (which requires additional air
compressor equipment and airline maintenance) or hydraulic system (which requires an oil tank
reservoir, pump, and fluid lines to relevant wiper components).
A supplementary air conditioning system is not required to cool the electrical control cabinets.
The Calgon sales representative provides nearly 20 years of beneficial equipment service after the
sale and is a trusted advisor in this field.

Below is the final upfront capital costs from each vendor:
- Calgon/Mega Industries: $239,770.00
- Trojan/Crossland Heavy Contractors: $215,000
- Glasco/Mega Industries: $208,940
- Trojan/Mega Industries: $183,700
A major factor city staff considered when focusing on Calgon Carbon and not the lower bid units is
based upon the long-term operation and maintenance costs. The Calgon UV System is estimated to
cost around $3,000.00 less to operate and maintain over 20 years and has fewer equipment
components. It has a simpler design and ranked more operator friendly for improved overall operator
maintenance.
Although Calgon Carbon was the most preferred UV Disinfection System by our engineering consultant
and by city staff, we were unable to quantify enough intangibles such as manhour costs to maintain the
Trojan unit to offset the increased capital price of the Calgon unit. Based upon the upfront capital cost
difference between the Calgon (239,770.00 - highest) and the Trojan-Mega ($183,700.00 - lowest)
units of $56,070.00, we could not reasonably recommend Calgon.
City staff estimated $200,000.00 for the purchase price of a new UV Disinfection System Capital
Improvement Project.
Recommendation:
Award the installation of the new Ultra-Violet Disinfection System to Mega Industries for the Trojan
UV Disinfection System for a total cost of $183,700.00.
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AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
JIM HENDERSHOT, CITY ADMINISTRATOR
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 14, 2019

Consent Agenda: Site Plan SP-01-19, Spring Hill Self Storage (Attic Storage)
Issue: Approval of site plan application for the expansion of self-storage located at Spring Hill
Self Storage, 21660 W. 207th St.
Background: The applicant, Spring Hill Associates, LLC. – Rogers Strickland, has submitted a
site plan application to expand an existing self-storage business located at 21660 W. 207th St.
The application shows the addition of two 145’x40’ self-storage buildings to be built on the .9
acre tract along with landscaping, drive entrance and storm water systems.
Analysis: The Spring Hill Planning Commission conducted the review of this application at
their regular meeting on March 7, 2019 with no comment received from the public. Draft
minutes from this meeting are included with this packet. After discussion, the Planning
Commission voted unanimously to recommend approval of the site plan application.
Alternatives: Alternatives include approval, denial, continuation, or returning the application to
the Planning Commission for further review.
Legal Review: n/a
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: n/a
Recommendation: The Planning Commission and staff recommend approval of site plan SP01-19 including the issuance of a building permit for Spring Hill Self Storage, 21660 W. 207th
St.
Attachments:

Staff report
PC minutes of March 7, 2019
Site plan

Agenda Item No. 6
SPRING HILL PLANNING COMMISSION
SITE PLAN STAFF REPORT
Case #:

SP-01-19

Meeting Date:

Description:

Proposed Final Plat Spring Hill Self Storage Subdivision No.2

Location:
Applicant:

East of Hwy 169 and North of 207th Street 21660 W. 207th Street
Spring Hill Associates, LLC. – Rogers Strickland

Engineer:

Milburn Civil Engineering – Justin Milburn

Site Area:

7.24 +/- acres total

Minimum Lot Area:

No minimum

Number of
Lots:

Current Zoning:

“C-2” General
Business District

Proposed Use:

Related Applications: PP-01-19, FP-02-19

SITE LOCATION

SP-01-19

March 7, 2019

1

Self-Storage

LOCATION OF PROPERTY

Existing
storage area

Proposed
new area.

FINAL PLAT

SP-01-19

Page 2

CURRENT ZONING

SITE LOCATION

SP-01-19

Page 3

PROPOSED SITE PLAN

Site location

SP-01-19

Page 4

BACKGROUND:
Spring Hill Associates, LLC. – Rogers Strickland has submitted a Site Plan, (Spring Hill
Self Storage Subdivision No.2), containing 7.24 +/- acres total located in a C-2 (General
Business District) zoning. The property located south of East of Hwy 169 and North of
207th Street 21660 W. 207th Street. The proposed plan would expand the existing selfstorage operation under the existing conditional use permit (CUP).

STAFF COMMENT:
The Final Plat (FP) was approved at the March 7, 2019, Planning Commission meeting.
Spring Hill Associates, LLC. – Rogers Strickland has submitted a Site Plan, for the
expansion of the existing self-storage on the approved FP. The application shows the
addition of two 145’x40’ self-storage buildings to be built on the property. The Spring
Hill Zoning Ordinance allows for this type of use in the “C-2” district with the approval
of the site plan and building permit, as per section 17.326 C /4.

The site plan has been reviewed to the standards of the site plan requirements in the
Zoning Ordinance.
1. All lot lines, set-backs and rights-of-way are identified.
2. All existing and proposed structures with applicable data are identified.
3. All parking and loading areas have been identified, and the type of surfacing and base
course has been identified. The site plan shows gravel drive around the building. This
area must be hard surface. Only the storage area can be gravel surface.
4. Watering sources for landscape have been identified.
5. Parking and drive have been identified. Label buildings A and B in site plan.
6. The landscape plan that has been submitted for the expansion meets the requirements
of the zoning ordinance.
7. The exterior of the building facing the street and the residential zoned property have
texturcote wall panels with a stone cap incorporated with the metal wall panels for a
softer aesthetic quality and a distinguished visual statement.
8. The photometric site plan provides assurance that the adjacent highway, street and
neighborhood will not be burdened by lighting glare.
9. If any type of monument sign is going to be constructed, the location and size must be
placed on the site plan.

SP-01-19
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10. Sheet C000 – Under Utilities, Sanitary Sewers add Jim Boyer’s name and title,

Utility Superintendent. Also change Jim’s phone number to 913-592-2996. Sheet
C001 – the end of the new storm sewer line should have an end section and
appropriate size rip/rap.
11. Note 4 should call out a commercial drive.
12. Note 9 location of pipe in construction plans needs to move north to allow for

ditches and shoulders on 207th Street.
13. Stormwater detention facility should construct using HDPE or Concrete material.
14. Grading at ditch in Right of Way should be improved to drain at minimum of 2.5%

slope.
15. Park Impact fee will be calculated and paid at the building permit stage.

Planning Commission Review and Action: Upon review of the final plat application,
the Planning Commission may by a majority vote of those members present:
• Recommend approval of the application to the Governing Body, or
• Recommend denial of the application to the Governing Body and notify the
applicant of such action, or
• Table action on the application to a specific date and notify the applicant of such
action.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Site Plan, SP-01-19 for Spring Hill Self Storage
Subdivision No.2, as presented in staff report.
Suggested Motion: Motion to recommend approval of Site Plan application SP-01-19 for
the Spring Hill Self Storage Subdivision No.2, as presented in the staff report.
Attachments: 1. Site Plan and accompanying plan sheets.

SP-01-19
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EXCERPT PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
THE FOLLOWING MINUTES ARE SUBJECT TO MODIFICATION
AND ARE NOT OFFICIAL MINUTES
UNTIL APPROVED BY THE SPRING HILL PLANNING COMMISSION

City of Spring Hill, Kansas
Minutes of Planning Commission Regular Session
March 7, 2019
A Regular Session of the Planning Commission was held at the Civic Center, 401 N. Madison St., Spring Hill, Kansas on
March 7, 2019. The meeting convened at 7:00 p.m. with Chairman Stephen Sly presiding, and Amy Long, Planning
Secretary recording.
Commissioners in attendance: Scott Buescher
Josh Erhart
Mike Denny
Cindy Squire
Stephen Sly
Troy Mitchell
Commissioners absent:

Josh Nowlin
Janell Pollom

Staff in attendance:

Jose Leon, Assistant City Administrator
Patrick Burton, Project Coordinator
Amy Long, Secretary

Public in attendance:

Bill Peterman
Justin Milburn – Engineer for Spring Hill Self Storage
Rogers Strickland – Spring Hill Self Storage
Travis Schram – Grata Development – Boulder Springs

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll of the Planning Commissioners. With a quorum present, the meeting commenced.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Motion by Mr. Erhart, seconded by Mr. Mitchell to approve the agenda as presented.
Roll Call Vote: Denny- Aye, Buescher-Aye, Sly-Aye, Mitchell- Aye, Erhart- Aye, Squire-Aye
Motion carried 6-0-0

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Members of the public are welcome to use this time to make comments about City matters that do not appear
on the agenda.
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EXCERPT PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
THE FOLLOWING MINUTES ARE SUBJECT TO MODIFICATION
AND ARE NOT OFFICIAL MINUTES
UNTIL APPROVED BY THE SPRING HILL PLANNING COMMISSION

FORMAL COMMISSION ACTION
5.

Site Plan Application (SP-01-19) – Spring Hill Self Storage (Attic Storage)

Beginning of Staff Report
End of Staff Report
Mr. Burton presented the staff report as outlined above. Mr. Mitchell asked about sidewalks. Mr. Burton said it didn’t
make much sense for staff to force them to put sidewalks in that area because it would end at the highway and having
kids race down towards that area would not be safe. It’s staff’s opinion that when 207th is improved, the Applicant will
pay for the sidewalk portion of that and the City will obtain an Affidavit and file it and have it put on the Deed to the
property. Mr. Buescher and Mr. Denny said it doesn’t make any sense to put a sidewalk on 207th St. Mr. Buescher
asked instead of a sidewalk, why doesn’t the Applicant make a contribution to the park system since it doesn’t make
any sense to put side walks in the area. Mr. Burton said the City has put a plan in place with the Applicant that the City
thinks is a good solution.
Motion by Mr. Erhart, seconded by Mr. Mitchell to approve Site Plan application SP-01-19 for the Spring Hill Self
Storage Subdivision No.2 including conditions as presented in the staff report along staff recommendation with the
sidewalk agreement.
Roll Call Vote: Denny–Aye, Buescher-Aye, Sly-Aye, Mitchell- Aye, Erhart- Aye, Squire-Aye
Motion carried 6-0-0
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Planting Notes
1. Location of all existing utilities needs to done before commencing work.
2. The planting plan graphically illustrates overall plant massings. Each plant species massing shall be placed in the
field to utilize the greatest coverage of ground plane. The following applies for individual plantings:
a. Creeping groundcover shall be a minimum of 6" from paving edge.
b. All trees shall be a minimum of 3' from paving edge.
c. All plants of the same species shall be equally spaced apart and placed for best aesthetic viewing.
d. All shrubs shall be a minimum of 2' from paved edge.
3. Mulch all planting bed areas to a minimum depth of 3". Mulch individual trees to a minimum depth of 4".
4. Note: If plants are not labeled - they are existing and shall remain.
5. In the event of work in or on a JCW sanitary main, any trees or plantings placed within the sewer easement may
be removed without replacement or compensation there-of and shall be replaced by the property owner as required
by the City
6. All landscaped areas in ROW shall be sodded and irrigated unless otherwise specified.

LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
15245 Metcalf Ave.
Overland Park, KS 66223
913.787.2817

Materials:
1. Plant material shall be healthy, vigorous, and free of disease and insects as per AAN standards.
2. Shredded bark mulch installed at trees shall be finely chipped and shredded hardwood chips, consisting of pure
wood products and free of all other foreign substances. Pine bark compost mulch installed at planting bed areas
shall be free of all other foreign substances.
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FF Elev = 1037.88

CLIENT

Spring Hill Self Storage
21660 W 207TH ST
Spring Hill, KS

PROJECT

Spring Hill Self Storage
Expansion project
21660 W 207TH ST
Spring Hill, KS

Landscape Schedule
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NOTES: 1. SPACING FOR GROUNDCOVERS, SHRUBS, AND PERENNIALS NOTED ON PLANS.
2. TILL SOIL IN BED TO A 12" MINIMUM DEPTH AND THOROUGHLY MIX IN SOIL
AMENITIES AS NOTED ON PLANS.
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Installation:
1. All planting beds shall be amended with 1 cubic yard of peat moss per 1,000 square feet. Till peat moss into soil
to a 6" depth. A 10-10-10 fertilizer shall be spread over all planting areas prior to planting, at a rate of 50 pounds
per 2,000 square feet.
2. After plants have been installed, all planting beds shall be treated with Dacthal pre-emergent herbicide prior to
mulch application.
3. Plant pit backfill for trees and shrubs shall be 50% peat or well composted manure and 50% topsoil.
4. Plant material shall be maintained and guaranteed for a period of one year after Owner's acceptance of finished
job. All dead or damaged plant material shall be replaced at Landscape Contractor's expense.
6. Landscape contractor shall maintain all plant material until final acceptance, at which point the one year
guarantee begins.
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TREE PLANTING NOTES:
1) DO NOT HEAVILY PRUNE THE TREE,
PRUNE ONLY CROSSOVER LIMBS, CO-DOMINANT
LEADERS, & BROKEN OR DEAD BRANCHES.
SOME INTERIOR TWIGS & LATERAL BRANCHES
MAY BE PRUNED. DO NOT REMOVE THE
TERMINAL BUDS OF BRANCHES THAT
EXTEND TO THE EDGE OF THE CROWN

207th Street
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FH

S87°45'40" W 150.00'

STAKING REQUIREMENTS:
1) WIRE / CABLE SHALL BE
GALV, 12-GAUGE
2) TIGHTEN WIRE /
CABLE ONLY ENOUGH
TO KEEP FROM
SLIPPING, ALLOW FOR
SOME TRUNK
MOVEMENT PLASTIC
HOSE SHALL BE LONG
ENOUGH TO ACCOMMODATE 112 " OF
GROWTH
3) STAKES SHALL BE 2"x
2" HARDWOOD OR EQUAL

4) APPLY 4"THK WOOD MULCH, DO NOT
PLACE MULCH IN DIRECT CONTACT
w/ TREE TRUNK

PERENNIAL PLANTING NOTES:
1) APPLY 2"THK BED OF MULCH
ON PERENNIAL PLANT BED,
DO NOT COVER PLANTS
2) THOROUGHLY MIX PEAT IN
TOP 3-4" OF SOIL

DO NOT PRUNE LEADER

3) BREAK UP EXISTING SOIL
TO A DEPTH OF 24"
PRUNE DAMAGED OR DEAD WOOD
IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO PLANTING. NEVER LEAVE
LEAVE "V" CROTCHES OR DOUBLE LEADER.

4) PROVIDE NEW TOPSOIL
TO A DEPTH OF 12"
SHRUB PLANTING NOTES:
1) SET SHRUB AT SAME DEPTH
AT WHICH IT GREW IN THE FIELD
OR CONTAINER

3 METAL STAKES. PLACE NEXT TO ROOT BALL
AS SHOWN. SPACE EQUIDISTANT AROUND TREE.

2) PRUNE, THIN & SHAPE SHRUBS
IN ACCORDANCE w/ STANDARD
HORTICULTURAL PRACTICE

0

1

LANDSCAPE PLAN

4

PLANTING INSTALLATION DETAILS

20

PLANT ROOT BALL 2" HIGHER THAN GRADE
AT WHICH TREE GREW.
INSTALL WEED CONTROL FABRIC IF TREE
IS IN LANDSCAPE BED
CONTINUOUS SAUCER, RIM FOR WATER & MULCH
CUT & REMOVE BURLAP FROM TOP 1/3 OF BALL.
SPECIFIED BACKFILL MIXTURE

Date: 1.21.19
Project #: 499
Landscape Plan

EXISTING UNDISTURBED SUBSOIL
BACKFILL w/ SUITABLE
TOPSOIL, TYP

40

4" MIN. SPECIFIED MULCH

6) REMOVE ALL TWINE, ROPE, WIRE
AND BURLAP FROM THE UPPER 1/3 OF
ROOT BALL (REMOVE WIRE BASKETS)
7) PLACE ALL ROOT BALLS ON UNEXCAVATED OR TAMPED SOIL, TYP

NORTH

TREE TIE SYSTEM, SEE STAKING REQUIREMENTS

INITIAL WATERING:
WHEN BACKFILL IS 2/3
COMPLETE, WATER
THOROUGHLY UNTIL NO
MORE IS ABSORBED

5) EACH TREE MUST BE PLANTED
SUCH THE TRUNK FLARE IS VISIBLE
AT THE TOP OF THE ROOT BALL.
TREES WHERE THE FLARE IS NOT
VISIBLE SHALL BE REJECTED.
DO NOT COVER THE TOP
OF THE ROOT BALL w/ SOIL

SCALE: 1"=20'

ROOT BALL
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AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
RYAN CROWLEY, PARKS SUPERINTENDENT
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 19, 2019

Formal Action: Approval of bid.
Issue: Bid for the Parks and Recreation Master Plan Request for Proposal (RFP).
Background: In November of 2016, Mayor Ellis requested the Parks Advisory Board to
research and discuss recommendations for future parks and recreational improvements,
based on the highest desired and best use of City resources according to residents. In
February of 2017, the Parks Advisory Board held a focus group and determined the need
for an updated Parks Master Plan that encourages partnerships in regional development.
During the June 2017 Parks Advisory Board meeting, the board voted unanimously to
recommend the City of Spring Hill support an updated Parks Master Plan that would
actively pursue the development of local trails and pathway connections by a
combination of sidewalks, trails, bike lanes and subdivision development.
A Capital Improvement Project budget request of $35,000.00 was submitted and accepted
for the 2019 city budget. A partnership with the Spring Hill Recreation Commission was
developed to share the cost of the project which they agreed, and combined, made a total
budget of $70,000.00
On Tuesday, February 19th, the City received 4 submittals in response to the RFP.
Greenplay, Dick Horton Consulting, Vireo, and SWT Design submitted proposals. All
proposals met the requirements provided in the RFP. All bidders were asked to submit
cost amounts for the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. As the project budget was
released in the proposal the cost of the proposals varied by one-dollar.
Analysis The review team proceeded to interview three firms. Vireo is recommended to
produce the Parks and Recreation Master Plan with a cost proposal of $65,000.
Alternatives: Approval, denial, return to staff for further consideration.
Legal Review: Agreement content has been reviewed and approved by the City
Attorney as well as insurance requirements
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: This recommendation is being presented in
accordance with Section 3 of the Spring Hill Purchasing Policy. The City’s portion of the
project is being funded by the Special Parks Fund.

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
Recommendation: Staff recommends the City Council motion to accept the proposal
submitted by Vireo for a total cost of $65,000, with the City being responsible for
$32,500.
Attachments: Copy of the Vireo proposal.

Proposed Fee
The Vireo Team proposes to complete the project as outlined in this response for an estimated lump sum fee not to exceed $65,000, and
the following list itemizes each task as requested. The estimated cost reflects our firm’s experience and best understanding of the project.
We look forward to discussing this further with you.

Phase

Task

Project Kick-Off & Plan Review

1.1 Kick-Off Meeting & Goal Setting
1.2 Develop the Work Plan
1.3 Review Existing Plans & Policies
1.4 Demographics & Recreational Trends

Community Outreach

1. Key Leader Interviews & Focus Groups
2. Public Meetings
3. Statistically Valid Survey

Inventory, Assessment, & Analysis

3.1 Parks, Facilities, & Amenities (Gap Analysis)
3.2 Recreational Programming
3.3 Operations & Maintenance Review

Funding & Implementation

4.1 Cost, Funding, & Revenue Strategies
4.2 Implementation
4.3 Capital Improvements Plan
4.4 Draft & Final Plans
Total Fee $65,000

Landscape Architecture | Planning | Design

Kansas City | Omaha

RFP: Spring Hill Recreation Commission &
City of Spring Hill Parks Master Plan
February 19, 2019

February 19, 2019
City of Spring Hill
Attn: Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
401 N Madison Street
Spring Hill, Kansas 66083
RE: RFP Spring Hill Recreation Commission & City of Spring Hill Parks Master Plan
Dear Brian and Ryan,
Vireo (Patti Banks Associates, DBA Vireo) is pleased to submit this proposal to assist the Spring Hill
Recreation Commission and the City of Spring Hill, Kansas with the a comprehensive facilities master
plan for the City-owned Civic Center, Sports Complex, Aquatic Center, and other City-owned parks
and land space. We have reviewed your Request for Proposals (RFP) and have crafted a portfolio of our
qualifications that demonstrates our ability to help you coordinate this project.
Vireo is a landscape architecture, planning, and design firm, known for innovative and meaningful public
engagement, landscape architecture, natural resource planning, preserving resources as the foundation for a
sustainable, healthy community; and weaving these assets into an extraordinary parks, trails, and recreation
system plan. We are confident we can maximize the value of your current parks and recreation assets,
while targeting future investments in programs and facilities, where they will have the most positive impact.
For your master planning initiative, we have teamed with the following firms.
Heller and Heller Consulting brings nationally recognized expertise related to parks and recreation
operations, programming and management gained through decades of leading and working for parks and
recreation departments across the country.

www.bevireo.com

Kansas City
929 Walnut St.
Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64106
816.756.5690

ETC Institute, a frequent park planning partner, will conduct a statically valid survey to reflect a clear
and accurate picture of the needs and desires of the community. Their extensive history working with
communities and recreation providers of all shapes and sizes allows them to help us get the information
we need to move forward with confidence.
SFS Architects, a leader in the field of public facilities architecture, has partnered with numerous clients
to assess, plan, and design community venue facilities including, park shelters, concessions/restrooms,
educational exhibits, amphitheaters and festival plazas, and park maintenance facilities.
Lamp Rynearson, an engineering firm with whom we have also worked with over the years to provide
quality aquatic analysis and planning. Public and municipal clients across the United States have trusted
their specialized aquatics engineers to plan and design their projects.
For additional support if needed, we can team with the following firm.
McAfee Henderson Solutions (MHS), was founded in 2000 with the objective to provide professional
civil engineering and land surveying services throughout Kansas. They have great familiarity with the area
in and around Spring Hill because of their current ongoing work with you.
We are confident that the collective knowledge and experience of our team crafting quality designs for
community facilities will help you see yourselves and opportunities with clarity, thus crafting a plan that
makes the best use of all of the City’s resources. We understand that high quality recreation programming
and well-maintained parks and public spaces are a top priority for the Spring Hill area. We have enjoyed
collaborating with your team on the Spring Hill Veterans Park and we are excited and ready to again get
to work, moving forward with you to develop a plan to guide asset management and funding efforts.
Sincerely,

Steve Rhoades, PLA
Owner | Principal | Landscape Architect
816.777.3004 | steve@bevireo.com
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Brian Garvey | AIA, LEED AP
Principal-Architect

Larry Reynolds | PLA, CPSI
Project Manager | Landscape Architect | Park Planner
Aquatic Planning & Design

Recreational Programming
Assessment

Barbara Heller President

Statistically Valid Survey
ETC Institute has the capabilities for performing all data
collection tasks. We are able to directly control the scheduling
of all research activities to ensure that all surveys are completed
on time. Our senior research professionals are able to directly
monitor the administration of the survey, which allows our team
to understand anomalies in the data collection process which
could later compromise the analysis.

ETC Institute is a 94-person market research firm that specializes in the design and administration
of market research for governmental organizations. Our major areas of emphasis include citizen
satisfaction surveys, parks and recreation surveys, community planning surveys, business surveys,
transportation surveys, employee surveys, voter opinion surveys, focus groups, and stakeholder
interviews. Since 1982, ETC Institute has completed research projects for organizations in 49
states. ETC Institute has designed and administered more than 3,500 statistically valid surveys and
our team of professional researchers has moderated more than 1,000 focus groups and 2,000
stakeholder meetings. During the past five years alone, ETC Institute has administered surveys in
more than 700 cities and counties across the United States. ETC Institute has conducted research
for more major U.S. cities than any other firm.

Our Research is Implementation Oriented: ETC Institute’s clients do not usually hire ETC Institute
just to gather data. They use our services because they know we are focused on helping them
achieve their short and long range objectives. A good measurement of our ability to help our
clients implement their goals and objectives involves the values of new projects that have been
funded as a result of our work. During the past five years, the results of our market research have
led to more than $3 billion in new funding for state, municipal and county governments as well as
numerous nonprofit organizations. Projects that have been funded include a wide range of
transportation improvements, community redevelopment projects, improvements to schools and
health care institutions, water and electrical utility improvements, tourism attractions,
neighborhood improvements, downtown revitalization projects, open space acquisition and park
improvements, and the development of numerous specialized leisure facilities such as community
centers, aquatic centers, and sports facilities. Our ability to help our clients integrate survey
research with community planning decisions helps our clients maximize the value of their
investment in our services.

Jason Morado Statistically Valid Survey

Our Research Helps Community Leaders Balance the Needs of the General Public with Special
Interest Groups. Special interest groups often dominate local-decision making processes because
they actively participate in community meetings and share their ideas with local officials. While
input from special interest groups is important, the needs of the general public can be overlooked
if community leaders only have input from well organized groups and community activists. ETC
Institute’s surveys are designed to ensure the needs of the entire community are represented.

ETC Institute

SFS is an award-winning firm with a distinct parks and recreation
focus. The firm has planned and designed parks, community
recreation centers, aquatic centers and natatoriums in more than
40 municipalities throughout the region. These facilities excel in
maximizing entertainment value through creative design and
incorporate cutting-edge, sustainable amenities and engineering.

Stephen Rhoades | PLA
Principal-In-Charge | Landscape Architect
Recreation Association

Heller and Heller’s team has been in business for 9 years and
has worked across the country on every type of planning and
efficiency engagement. No matter how large or small the project,
they treat all clients with the same personal attention and
commitment to excellent work. Heller and Heller Consulting
has worked with Park Districts all across the United States. Their
experience working with a wide variety clients ensures that they
are able to contribute to the success of your park system.

Firm Overview

Facility Planning & Design

FIRM PROFILE

Large enough to handle complex projects and personal enough to
provide the attention you deserve – Lamp Rynearson is the “rightsized” firm to meet your civil engineering, survey, and landscape
architecture needs. More than just monitoring budgets and
meeting schedules, our professionals actively engage stakeholders,
Lamp Rynearson
Larkin
Aquatics,
a full-service
incorporate
sustainable formerly
design principals,
and
act fearlessly
when
engineering
firm made up of over 160 talented profession
faced
with challenges.

specializes
in the |planning
and design of recreation and
Kyle McCawley
PE
aquatic
facilities.
This portion of our firm’s submittal will
Senior Project
Engineer
focus on our desire and ability to provide quality aquatic
services as a valuable piece of Lenexa’s Parks Facility
Design projects. Furthermore,
Lamp
Rynearson also has a
Survey & Civil
Engineering
Landscape Architecture Group specializing in parks desig
who can support an aquatics-focused project.

McAfee Henderson Solutions (MHS), was founded in 2000
Wethe
have
the expertise
necessary
to provide
with
objective
to provide on-staff
professional
civil engineering,
land a
full range
quality aquatic
services,
fromthroughout
programming
surveying,
andof construction
observation
services
Kansas.
They have great
familiarity
with plans
the areaand
in and
around
and preliminary
design,
to final
specifications.
Spring
Hill
because
of
their
current
ongoing
work
with
you.
Our staff is made up of creative professionals experienced

with
all Henderson
facets of aquatic
Matt
| PE design including water treatment,
structures,
hydraulics,
filtration, chemical treatment, coating
Principal
piping, pumps, geotechnical concerns, lighting, concrete
and electrical design. This experience positions us to satisf
needs for aquatic facilities, while engineering expertise
enables us to manage complex technical demands of pool
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Landscape Architecture | Parks Planning & Design |
Communtiy Engagement
Vireo is a 20-person landscape architecture, community planning and environmental
planning firm that has focused on ecologically-based planning and design for over
20 years. Vireo is located in downtown Kansas City, Missouri as well as Omaha,
Nebraska.
Vireo is in the business of creating healthy places for people. We’ve built the firm
on the design of environments that are attractive, livable, vibrant and sustainable –
places where people want to be. We are able to make a real impact, bringing life
to public spaces and contributing to both the livability and economic success of our
cities. Whether it’s large-scale planning for the future or starting with small-scale
improvements, we listen to the people who care about the places in their lives.
We create ways to make those places more vibrant, welcoming, inclusive and a
reflection of the people who live and work there.
Our work for each park and system incorporates healthy design principles, ensuring
an added layer of benefit to the community’s green spaces and helping them enhance
their brand as a healthy place to live. By doing so, we begin to integrate solutions
that remove potential barriers and create better opportunities for achieving a
healthier community.
With firm experience that ranges from policy development and master planning,
through site analysis, design, construction, and implementation, Vireo knows how to
integrate policy, design, and development at all levels. Our clients include regional
planning councils, counties, cities, institutions, and private developers. We are in a
unique position to help each of our clients because of our previous and ongoing
work and our passion for community planning. Vireo uses a participatory process
to generate solutions that increase our connections to nature while allowing us to
live healthier lives.
Vireo, LLC is a Women’s Business Enterprise (WBE). Our staff includes landscape
architects, community planners, natural resource planners, community engagement
specialists, architects, ecologists and graphic designers. By combining our talents,
we can provide our clients with the ability to reach out to people, to plan for
the future and to create sustainable solutions that beautify, engage and grow the
community in all respects. Our portfolio includes park and trail planning and design;
environmentally sensitive site design; natural resource planning, transit supportive
development planning; traditional neighborhood design; urban and streetscape
design; public process management and project management.

www.beVireo.com
Kansas City

Omaha

929 Walnut St.
Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64106

1111 N. 13th St.
Suite 116
Omaha, NE 68102

816.756.5690

402.553.5485

Tax Id: 43-1714841
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SYSTEM-WIDE PARK PLANS
Maryland Heights Parks & Rec Master Plan - Maryland Heights, MO
Cameron Parks Master Plan - Cameron, MO
Wyandotte County Parks System Master Plan, Wyandotte Co, KS
Liberty Parks & Rec Rejuvenation Master Plan - Liberty, MO
Parkville Parks System Master Plan Update - Parkville, MO
Omaha Suburban Parks System Master Plan - Omaha, NE
Independence Parks System Master Plan - Independence, MO
Moore Park System Master Plan - Moore, OK
Salina Parks System Master Plan - Salina, KS
Emporia Park System Amenity Inventory - Emporia, KS
Gardner Parks Master Plan Update - Gardner, KS
Liberty Parks & Open Space Master Plan - Liberty, MO
Odessa Parks & Recreation Master Plan - Odessa, MO
PARKS & PARK MASTER PLANS
Ernie Miller Park & Nature Center Master Plan - Olathe, KS
Ronald McDonald Children’s Serenity Garden - Kansas City, MO
Lawrence Slaughter Reading Park - Liberty, MO
City & McCalment Parks - Unionville, MO
Fort Scott Riverfront Park - Fort Scott, KS
Manchester Park - Lenexa, KS
Hidden Woods Park - Lenexa, KS
Thomas S. Stoll Park - Johnson County KS
Centennial Park / Lake of the Prairie - Lenexa, KS
Amity Woods Nature Park - Kansas City, MO
Platte Purchase Park - Kansas City, MO
Hodge Park - Kansas City, MO
Fassnight Park - Springfield, MO
Cedar Station Park - Lenexa, KS
Nall Park - Roeland Park, KS
Berkley Riverfront Park - Kansas City, MO
Nebraska Venture Parks - Omaha, NE
Omaha Riverfront Park - Omaha, NE
Cunningham Lake Master Plan - Omaha, NE
Dodge Park - Omaha, NE
Lynch Park - Omaha, NE
Saddlebrook Park - Omaha, NE
Meadow Lane Park - Omaha, Nebraska
Close Park - Springfield, MO
BUILT / UNDER CONSTRUCTION PARK DESIGNS
Stilwell Community Park Inclusive Playground - Stilwell, KS
Shawnee Mission Park Inclusive Playground - Shawnee, KS
Meadowmere Splash Park - Grandview, MO
Meadowmere Destination Playground - Grandview, MO
John C. O’Renick Park - Sugar Creek, MO
Adams Park - Omaha, NE
Black Hoof Park / Lake Lenexa - Lenexa, KS
Penn Valley Park Lake & Drive - Kansas City, MO
Landscape Architecture | Planning | Design
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•
•
•
•

Warrenville Park District, IL
Blue Valley Recreation
Commission, IL
City of Durango, CO
Kentucky State Parks

FEASIBILITY STUDIES
• Palatine Park District, IL
• City of Lincolnwood Parks and
Recreation, IL
• Carol Stream Park District, IL
• Wheeling Park District, IL
• McHenry, IL
• Rochelle, IL
• Kalispell, MT
• Michigan City, IN Washington
Park

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bloomingdale Park District, IL
Plainfield Park District, IL
Joliet Bolingbrook Special
Recreation Association
Western DuPage Special
Recreation Association
Rolling Meadows Park District,
IL
Lake Bluff Park District, IL
Special Olympics, IL
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Charlestown, MA 02129
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(224) 456-6934

Recreational Programming
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725 W. Frontier Lane
Olathe, KS 66061
913.829.1215
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Firm Overview
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health care institutions, water and electrical utility improvements, tourism attractions,
neighborhood improvements, downtown revitalization projects, open space acquisition and park
lps Community Leaders Balance the Needs of the General Public with Special
and the
development
of processes
numerous
specialized leisure facilities such as community
Special interestimprovements,
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inorganized
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s are designed to ensure the needs of the entire community are represented.

Our Research Helps Community Leaders Balance the Needs of the General Public with Special
Interest Groups. Special interest groups often dominate local-decision making processes because
they actively participate in community meetings and share their ideas with local officials. While
input from special interest groups is important, the needs of the general public can be overlooked
if community leaders only have input from well organized groups and community activists. ETC
Institute’s surveys are designed to ensure the needs of the entire community are represented.

ETC Institute
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FIRM BACKGROUND
SFS Architecture:
Driven
Facility
Planning & Design

by Connections

100 Central Street, Suite 31
Kansas City, MO 64108
Phone: (816) 474-1397
Fax: (816) 421-8024
www.sfsarch.com

At SFS Architecture, we design spaces that enrich people, organizations and communities. Design is what we do; it’s
what we love. And what we love most is design that is dynamic and sustainable, enduring and enriching — design that builds
relationships between people, their communities and the larger environment.
For 46 years, our client-focused process has resulted in architecture that connects beauty with function and our clients’ vision
with reality. Each project begins and ends with discovery: of an organization’s unique needs; of a community’s character and
aspirations; of the details that spark the “big idea” behind each design.
Successful projects begin with strong relationships. We engage our clients in a collaborative dialogue throughout the process.
We exchange ideas, share expertise and – above all – we listen. Through open, candid communication, we gain consensus and
create truly successful design.
Since the firm’s inception in 1973, we have utilized a rigorous design approach to achieve our clients’ goals for quality,
function, budget, schedule and sustainability.

Contact Information

100

+

Kerry Newman, AIA, LEED AP Principal | 2100 Central Street, Suite 31 | Kansas City, MO 64108
o: 816.474.1397 f: 816.421.8024
knewman@sfsarch.com

Communities Served
KANSAS + MISSOURI + NEBRASKA + IOWA

30
Aquatic
Centers

60+ 30
Parks/Recreation
Facilities

Focus on Civic Architecture
An award-winning firm, SFS has long been a leader in the
planning and design of functional and sustainable civic
architecture. Facilities have been planned and designed to
support each agency’s mission, vision, values and culture, while
providing enduring civic architecture.
- Recreation centers: community centers, fieldhouses, athletic
complexes, sports fields, parks, amphitheaters, outdoor aquatic
centers and splash pads, natatoriums
- Activity centers: senior centers, conference centers, event spaces,
food service/dining, fitness centers/fit rooms, daycare/childcare
centers
- Exterior courtyards and plazas, amphitheaters and green roofs
- Public safety facilities: police, fire, emergency management; fire
training centers, vehicle storage and maintenance facilities; law
enforcement centers; detention centers

Community
Centers
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9001 State Line Rd. #200
Kansas City, MO 64114
Phone: (816) 361-0440
Fax: (816) 361-0045
lamprynearson.com

Aquatic Planning & Design

FIRM PROFILE
Lamp Rynearson formerly Larkin Aquatics, a full-service
engineering firm made up of over 160 talented professionals,
specializes in the planning and design of recreation and
aquatic facilities. This portion of our firm’s submittal will
Lamp Rynearson formerly Larkin Aquatics, a full- Services provided by our firm include those listed
focus on our desire and ability to provide quality aquatic
service engineering firm made up of over 160 talented below.
professionals, specializes in the planning and design of • New Facility Design
services
asfacilities.
a valuable
piece
of Lenexa’s Parks Facility
recreation
and aquatic
This portion of our
• Conceptual Planning
firm’s submittal will focus on our desire and ability to • Feasibility Studies
Design
projects.
Furthermore,
Lamp Rynearson also has a
provide
quality aquatic
services as a valuable
piece of
• Facility Evaluations
Lenexa’s Parks Facility Design projects. Furthermore,
• Renovations
& Additions
Landscape
specializing
in parks design
Lamp
Rynearson also has Architecture
a Landscape Architecture Group
•
Life
Cycle
Cost
Analysis
Group specializing in parks design who can support an
• Operation Projects
aquatics-focused
project.
who can
support an aquatics-focused
project.
OWNER

City of Belleville, KS

COMPLETION DATE
2016

PROJECT COST
$1.3 Million

REFERENCE

Neal Lewis, City Manager
1819 L. Street
Belleville, KS 66939
785.527.2288

Belleville Swimming Pool

OWNER

Belleville, KS
City of Stockton, Kansas
Larkin Aquatics was hired by Carrothers Construction to engineer a pool and
new bathhouse for the City of Belleville. The pool developed for the City was the COMPLETION DATE
first of its kind as a special collaboration between Carrothers Construction and 2017
Larkin Aquatics to create an economical alternative to the cost of a customized
design. The benefit of the pre-engineered project is a budgeted and quick turn- REFERENCE
key project.
Keith Schlaegel
The 5000 square foot pool holds about 180,000 gallons and is multi-functional to City Manager
entertain guests of all ages. The zero-depth entry contains a shallow water bench
with shade as well as flush-mounted sprays for the little ones and a play structure 115 South Walnut
that is geared for children, ages 3-6. Lap lanes, basketball goal, open-flume Stockton, KS 67669
waterslide and 3-meter & 1-meter diving boards are appealing to the older children 785.425.6703
and adults. There really is something for everyone.

We have the expertise on-staff necessary to
provide a full range of quality aquatic services, from
programming and preliminary design, to final plans
and specifications. Our staff is made up of creative
professionals experienced with all facets of aquatic
design including water treatment, structures, hydraulics,
filtration, chemical treatment, coatings, piping, pumps,
geotechnical concerns, lighting, concrete and electrical
design. This experience positions us to satisfy needs
for aquatic facilities, while engineering expertise
enables us to manage complex technical demands of
pool design.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stockton Swimming Pool

Stockton, Kansas

When the City of Stockton opened its new outdoor swimming pool, it was an
instant hit. The new swimming pool has embraced all age groups in the community.
Whether your interest is water aerobics, competitive swimming, or just relaxing on
an underwater bench there is something for everybody.
Inclusion of multi-generational amenities was one of the major objectives for the City.
For the community and facility staff, it was critical that a single body of water meet
many programming needs. Larkin was able to achieve this goal by designing a pool
that contains an excellent competitive swimming venue, and a great recreational
swim area with unique play elements.

Efficiency of operation was another critical consideration for this project. The City
challenged Larkin to implement equipment that is both efficient and long-lasting. In
the end, many sustainable solutions were employed. A few examples are that Larkin
selected high efficiency pumps and optimized motor controls.

Public Involvement
Bidding Services
Funding Strategies
Design-build
Construction Administration
Fountain Design

We have the expertise on-staff necessary to provide a
full range of quality aquatic services, from programming
and preliminary design, to final plans and specifications.
We will go beyond offering the professional services
listed above, and
will take a “hands-on” approach
to
Our staff is made up of creative
professionals
experienced
working with committees and communities where we
know a high level
of engagement iswater
necessary. treatment,
with all facets of aquatic design
including
Choosing
our firm as your
aquatics expert ensures
structures,
hydraulics,
filtration, chemical treatment, coatings,
your new facility will not only be popular, innovative,
and attractive, but practical, enduring, sustainable and
piping, pumps, geotechnical concerns, lighting, concrete
manageable. We will listen to you and serve your
needs. You will benefit from our creative ideas and
and
electrical
design.
our
many years
of public pool design
experience.This experience positions us to satisfy
needs for aquatic facilities, while engineering expertise
enables us to manage complex technical demands of pool
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15700 College Blvd Suite 202,
Lenexa, KS 66219
Phone: (913) 888-4647
Fax: (913) 390-9865
mhs-eng.com

Information Technology Solutions

z

S I T E E N T I T LE M E N T &

McAfee Henderson Solutions, Inc.
McAfee Henderson Solutions, Inc. (MHS) was formed in
2000 to provide civil design, land surveying, and
construction engineering services. Our primary service
area focuses on Kansas and Missouri, where we have
worked to develop a niche market in delivering costeffective, accurate, and highly responsive services to
public and privately held entities.

DE V E LO P M E N T
LA N D S U R V E Y I N G
CIVIL ENGINEERING
C O N S T R U C T I ON

Our professional staff consists of many talented
individuals concentrating on their respective fields of
expertise. Each is fully aware of the challenges with
taking the simplest to very complex projects across the
finish line. We possess the expertise, patience, and
positive attitude to swiftly navigate through the
entitlement process and construction. Our knowledgeable
group delivers proven solutions rooted in our long-term,
cohesive team approach.

ENGINEERING

Visionary Service. Reliable Solutions.
We have a philosophy that every successful project requires Vision, Service, and a Reliable Solution.
Our team of professionals possesses expertise in all phases of Land Surveying, Civil Engineering, and
Construction Engineering. We go to great lengths to understand our client’s vision so that together
we may achieve the objectives. Our partners have the confidence that all project variables have
been considered from the initial survey to the final closeout of construction. We take great pride
in our commitment to truly serving our clients. Through a shared Vision and our commitment to
Service, we deliver a Reliable Solution.
MHS adheres to the following principals that guide our organization’s performance in meeting the
expectations of our clients, their stakeholders, and community:
•
•
•

Provide each client with the level of service that you demand as a client of others.
Provide economical design solutions that meet the specified design criteria.
Provide honest and ethical service to our clients and community at all times.
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Experience
Vireo has been working with parks professionals around the Midwest for over 20 years to create plans that make the most of limited
resources, create special places for people, and improve the quality of their lives. The following are several examples of our most recent
project work in this realm.

Liberty Parks & Recreation Rejuvenation Master Plan
Liberty, Missouri
Vireo recently led a thorough public engagement and concept design process
aimed at bringing new life to three of Liberty’s integral, yet aging, City parks while
enhancing the branding of the larger park system.
Though seen as a bedroom community to Kansas City, Liberty has its own rich history
and identity. The first step in the process was to identify the core stakeholders and users
around each neighborhood park, as well as reaching out to the growing community.
Proposed elements included rejuvenated green spaces, a sprayground, athletic fields,
tennis courts, bocce courts, destination playgrounds, outdoor event spaces and walking
trails. The results of the process included a concept plan for rejuvenation of each park,
estimated budget for each park’s proposed improvements, and a phasing plan for
improvements.

Cameron Parks Master Plan
Cameron, Missouri
Vireo was hired by the City of Cameron to develop a Parks Master Plan. Vireo’s
team developed and conducted a statistically valid survey about the future of
Cameron parks that was mailed to every household. Vireo conducted an inventory
of parks and park amenities using Site Capture, Vireo’s proprietary GIS point data
Inventory App. Vireo’s park inventory and assessment provides data in a format
that can be analyzed in a manner that is efficient, meaningful, and useful.
Vireo conducted public engagement efforts throughout the process including a
public open house and provided materials for City Staff to hold a pop-up event at
their downtown fall festival.
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Spring Hill Veteran’s Park
Spring Hill, Kansas
Vireo led a design team to develop a master plan for Spring Hill’s Veterans Park,
nestled in a wooded area on the west side of Spring Hill Lake. Vireo then worked
with the City of Spring Hill to deliver a set of development documents that the
City could build from.
Park design elements included a designated space for a future veterans memorial,
an entry drive and 40 parking stalls, kayak/canoe launch with ADA accessible dock
and gangway, vaulted restrooms, playground area, and a covered pavilion with a
small amphitheater graded into the hillside overlooking the lake. The park also
features a ½-mile trail along the water’s edge.
Vireo is currently devloping construction documents for this park.

Parkville Parks System Master Plan Update
Parkville, Missouri
Change is the constant in park and recreation trends. Parkville was faced with
considerable change – new leisure and work trends, demographic shifts, and
development interests. The Vireo Team led the community of Parkville through
a planning process that would best meet these trends, future challenges and take
advantage of new opportunities.
The plan sets a long-term vision and action plan, providing the City of Parkville, a
road map for facilities, maintaining and improving the system and operations. The
plan offers recommendations for the community as a whole with focus on the
future of the riverfront. Preservation of the natural environment is paramount while
meeting future needs for recreation. The Plan includes a current parks inventory, a
review of land acquisition objectives, and potential funding opportunities.
Parks & Recreation Master Plan

Maryland Heights Parks & Recreation Master Plan
Maryland Heights, Missouri
Vireo is working with the City of Maryland Heights to update their Parks System
Master Plan. Vireo conducted an inventory of parks, amenities, and core programs
and evaluated demographic and recreational trends and characteristics of the
City to project future parks, trails, open space and recreational needs. A robust
public engagement approach included interactive workshops, key leader interviews,
employee interview meetings, focus groups, and online engagement. This was key to
gaining preliminary input and review issues, challenges, strengths, and weaknesses of
programs and services. Additionally, a statistically valid community-wide survey was
conducted and supplemented by an online (open-link) survey. Vireo paid specific
attention to cost and funding, and revenue strategies as well as implementation, to
ensure this will become a dynamic document for the City.

What’s Happening
The City of Maryland Heights is updating their existing Parks Master
Plan. The purpose of the project is to develop a community-supported
comprehensive Parks Master Plan that provides guidance for future
development and redevelopment of the City’s parks, recreation
programming, open space, trails, and facilities. The Parks Master Plan
will help guide policy development, assist in prioritizing demands and
opportunities, and generate a strategic action plan to be updated every
three years. Moreover, this plan will create a clear set of goals, policies,
and objectives thus providing direction to City staff, the Parks and
Recreation Committee, and City Council. This plan provides a roadmap
for development, re-development, expansion and enhancement of the
City’s parks system, open spaces, trails, recreation facilities, and recreation
programs and services for a short-term (2020), mid-term (2025) and longterm (2035) range.

Maryland Heights Parks & Rec and a consultant planning team will engage
community members in discussions about the future of our parks and
recreation system. Follow and share the link below with fellow Maryland
Heights residents to provide input on the future of Maryland Heights Parks
and Recreation.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/mhparks
The Schedule
Summer 2018

Phase 1
Learning

Winter 2019

Phase 2
Visioning

Phase 3
Refining

• Focus group
discussions

• Community
survey

• Demographic
analysis and
trends

• Improvement
scenarios

• Prioritization
and
budgeting

• Inventory,
assessment,
and analysis

• Final
master plan
document
• Public
meeting

PUBLIC OPEN
HOUSE
Maryland Heights
Community Center

Thursday Aug. 2
5:30-7:30
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Wyandotte County Parks System Master Plan
Wyandotte County, Kansas
The Unified Government of Wyandotte County / Kansas City, Kansas (UG)
commissioned Vireo to lead a national team of park experts to inventory, assess
and analyze a tired and neglected park system. Vireo utilized a combination of
traditional and modern practices such as social media to effectively engage a very
demographically diverse community.
Cutting edge technology developed by Vireo allowed us to efficiently inventory and
assess over 500 park amenities in 54 parks. Through Vireo’s proprietary Park Inventory
App, Site Capture, GIS point data was captured for all 500 amenities including pictures
and current condition of each amenity. This resulted in real time data that can be
updated by the UG in the future for planning and budgeting purposes..
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Vireo created an Operations and Maintenance Manual for Johnson County Park and
Recreation District (JCPRD) in accordance with the Commission for Accreditation
of Park and Recreation Agencies (CAPRA) National Accreditation Standards
(Section 7.5). The overall purpose of this Plan was to provide systemwide minimum
standards for all JCPRD parks, facilities, and trails. It is expected that implementation
of this plan will improve operational efficiencies, provide consistent expectations and
levels of care, while enabling JCPRD to better quantify the level of effort necessary
to achieve these conditions and appearances.
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Maintenance Modes

Area of Property Shown: 1,392.43 Acres

Aerial Date: March 2018

Ë
Feet

High level maintenance 0– associated with800
a high quality diverse
1,600
landscapes. Usually associated with high traffic urban areas such as public
squares, malls, governmental grounds or high visitation parks. Mowing
generally occurs once a week or more.

Chuck Dvorak

FACILITIES MAINTAINED:
Parks: Oakridge Park, Shawnee Mission Park
Streamways: Mill Creek Streamway

Medium level maintenance – associated with well-developed park
areas with moderate visitation. Mowing generally occurs every other week.

Golf Courses: Tomahawk Hills Golf Course
Sports Complexes & Fieldhouses: Mid-America Sports Complex, Mid-America West Sports Complex,
Okun Fieldhouse
Activity Centers: Mill Creek Activity Center
Mode 1 - 7%

TOTAL AREA BY MAINTENANCE MODE:
Mode 1:
Mode 2:
Mode 3:

Low level maintenance – associated with locations with moderate

Mode 2 - 12%

205.23 acres
336.03 acres

Mode 3 - 3%

83.09 acres

Mode 4: Water Surface Area

136.19 acres

Mode 4: Shoreline Perimeter

6.18 miles

Mode 5:

2,044.08 acres

Total Acres:

2,804.62 acres

Total Property Area:

2,824.94 acres

to low levels of development and visitation, or with areas that because of
budget restrictions can’t afford a higher intensity of maintenance. Mowing
generally occurs once a month.

Mode 4 (Water) - 5%
Mode 5
73%

Nature Trails, Lakes, and Ponds – associated with parks and natural
areas having moderate to high visitation rates. Trail types include single
track hiking and equestrian.

TOTAL LENGTH OF TRAILS BY TYPE:
Equestrian:
Hiking:
Mountain Bike:
Multi-Use Paved:
Cross Country:
Closed
Region Total:

Ernie Miller Park & Nature Center Master Plan
Olathe, Kansas
Vireo worked with Heller and Heller to update the master plan for Ernie Miller
Park and Nature Center. The 116-acre park and nature center is a natural oasis in
the middle of suburbia, which provides opportunities to explore and learn about
diverse ecological habitats including tallgrass prairies, upland meadows, bottomland
forests, and streams. The updated master plan focuses on connecting people to
nature by expanding nature based services and outreach opportunities through
passive recreation and outdoor education, and improving the health of the natural
resources located within the park. The Vireo Team utilized the Johnson County
Park and Recreation District Legacy Plan (2015) and the 2005 Ernie Miller Park
& Nature Center Master Plan to guide this planning effort. Key topics addressed
included natural areas planning and development, nature center operations and
programming, market analysis of existing program offerings, national and regional
trends, and cost and implementation strategies to construct the improvements
shown in the master plan.
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Glencoe Park District Master Plan - City of Glencoe, IL
Heller and Heller Consulting, LLC led a system-wide park master plan for the Glencoe Park District, a community on the north
shore of Chicago. Elements of the process included community engagement, a statistically valid community needs assessment survey,
staff workshop development for mission, vision and values, operational assessment, park inventory and classifications, level of service
standards, capital investment priorities, visioning, and recommendations. Barbara Heller is currently doing follow up work with the
Park District to complete the District’s Strategic Plan.

Contact:

Lisa Sheppard, Executive Director | 847.835.3030 | lsheppard@glencoeparkdistrict.com
999 Green Bay Road | Glencoe, IL 60022

Parks & Recreation Strategic Master Plan - City of Grand Rapids, MI
While working with Sasaki Associates, Barbara Heller was on a project team for the Department’s Strategic Master Plan. Responsibilities included community engagement, recreation services assessment, trends report, benchmark comparisons, funding and
revenue strategies, visioning, and development of the Department’s mission, vision and values. Dannie Wilson provided support for
the recreation assessment.

Contact:

David Marquardt, Director | 616.456.3215 | dmarquardt@grand-rapids.mi.us
201 Market Avenue SW | Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Parks, Recreation & Waterfront Parks Master Plan - City of Burlington,VT
Heller and Heller Consulting, LLC led this Park Master Plan process. The project began with an assessment of existing conditions of
parks and recreation and resulted in future positioning of the Department. This included a thorough review of community demographics and recreation and park trends. Extensive public engagement was an integral part of the process, including such innovative
methods as participating in a community bike ride. The plan was done in concert with the City’s comprehensive planning process
and a concurrent bike study. The analysis included a park and facility inventory and assessment, the development of level of service
standards, financial and operations review, recreation assessment, and a statistically valid community survey process. The plan also
included a capital development plan with a series of recommendations for citywide projects.

Contact:

Jen Francis, Burlington Parks and Recreation | 645 Pine Street, Suite B | Burlington, VT 05401
Jen is now at Milwaukee County Parks Department, Director of Administration and can be reached at:
Jen.Francis@milwaukeecountywi.gov | (414) 257-7143

Parks and Recreation Master Plan - Margate, FL
Heller and Heller Consulting, LLC led this master plan project for the City of Margate Parks and Recreation Department. This
was the Department’s first master plan. The City desired to have a robust public engagement process and also wanted to ensure
the plan was connected to the City’s comprehensive plan process. Elements of the planning process included a community input
process, recreation program assessment, park and facility inventory and level of service guidelines, and a statistically valid community
survey process. In addition, the plan created level of service guidelines for the Department to provide direction in identifying deficits
throughout the system in terms of location and amount of various parkland, amenities, and facilities. The planning process culminated in a community visioning process in which several major system-wide themes were identified. Subsequently, a series of community visioning meetings were held to ensure community input was instrumental in the development of final capital recommendations.

Contact:

Michael A. Jones, CPRP, Director of Parks and Recreation | 954-972-6458 | majones@margatefl.com
City of Margate | 6199 NW 10th Street | Margate, FL 33063
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Spring Hill Community & Business Surveys
Spring Hill, Kansas (2016)

2016 City of Spring Hill Community Survey : Final Report

ETC Institute administered a community survey for the City of Spring Hill for the third
time in the summer of 2016. Previous surveys were conducted in 2005 and 2013.
TREND comparisons are provided with this report. The survey was administered as
part of the City’s effort to assess citizen satisfaction with the quality of services. The
information gathered from the survey will help the City establish budget priorities and
refine policy decisions.
ETC Institute administered a business survey for the City of Spring Hill for the second
time in the summer of 2016; the first survey was conducted in the fall of 2013. The
survey was administered as part of the City’s effort to assess business satisfaction with
the quality of services. The information gathered from the survey will help the City
understand and prioritize policy decisions for the City’s businesses.

Johnson County Community Surveys

Firm Overview
ETC Institute is a 94-person
market research
firm that specializes
in the design and
Satisfaction
Ratings
for Various
Aspects
ofadministration
of market research for governmental organizations. Our major areas of emphasis include citizen
- 2005
2016
Parkssurveys,
andparks
Recreation
satisfaction
and recreation surveys,
communityto
planning
surveys, business surveys,
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surveys,
employee
surveys,
opinion
surveys,
groups,
andknow”)
stakeholder
by percentage
of respondents
who rated
the item
as a 4 voter
or 5 on
a 5-point
scalefocus
(excluding
“don't

interviews. Since 1982, ETC Institute has completed research projects for organizations in 49
states. ETC Institute has designed and administered
28% more than 3,500 statistically valid surveys and
60%
City aquatic
center
our team
of professional
researchers has moderated more than 1,000 focus
groups and 2,000
63%
58%
stakeholder meetings. During the past five years alone, ETC Institute has administered
surveys in
46%
Sycamore Ridge Golf Course
more than 700 cities and counties across the United States. ETC Institute has 62%
conducted research
55%
for parks
moreand
major
U.S. cities than any other firm.
55%
Maintenance of City
equipment
57%

61%

Our Research
is Implementation
Oriented: ETC Institute’s clients do
not usually hire ETC Institute
50%
Athletic
fields
53%
just to gather data. They use our services because they know we are
focused
on helping them
57%
45%
City'sachieve
youth athletic
their programs
short and long range objectives. A good measurement
of our ability to help our
50%
clients implement their goals and objectives involves the38%
values of new projects that have been
The
number
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funded
as aofresult
of our work. During the past five years,39%
the results
49%of our market research have
32%
led to more than $3 billion in new funding for state, municipal
and county governments as well as
31%
City's adult athletic programs
numerous nonprofit organizations. Projects that have37%
been funded include a wide range of
35% projects, improvements to schools and
transportation improvements, community redevelopment
30%
Other recreation programs
36%improvements, tourism attractions,
health care institutions, water and electrical utility
15%
neighborhood
improvements,
downtown
revitalization projects, open space acquisition and park
20%
City tennis
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24%
improvements, and the development of numerous
specialized leisure facilities such as community
16%
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facilities. Our ability to help our clients integrate survey
Walking
bikingcenters,
trails
19%
research with community planning decisions helps our clients maximize the value of their
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
investment in our services.
2005
2013
2016
Our Research Helps Community
Leaders
Balance
the Needs of the General Public with Special
Interest Groups. Special interest groups often dominate local-decision making processes because
they actively participate in community meetings and share their ideas with local officials. While
input from special interest groups is important, the needs of the general public can be overlooked
if community leaders only have input from well organized groups and community activists. ETC
Institute’s surveys are designed to ensure the needs of the entire community are represented.

Source: ETC Institute DirectionFinder (2016 - Spring Hill, KS)

TRENDS

ETC Institute

Johnson County, Kansas (2005, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015)

Q14. Parks and Recreation Services That Should
Firm Overview

Receiveduring
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ETC Institute administered a comprehensive community survey to residents of Johnson County
the
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of market research for governmental organizations. Our major areas of emphasis include citizen
satisfaction surveys, parks and recreation surveys, community planning surveys, business surveys,
transportation surveys, employee surveys, voter opinion surveys, focus groups, and stakeholder
interviews. Since 1982, ETC Institute has completed research projects for organizations in 49
states.
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Blue Valley Recreation Commission Community Survey
Overland Park, Kansas (2013)
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Other recreation programs

Leisure Vision conducted a Citizen Survey between August and September of 2013. The survey was administered by mail. Leisure
Vision worked extensively with Blue Valley Recreation Commission officials in the development of the survey questionnaire. This work
allowed the survey to be tailored to issues of strategic importance to effectively plan the future system.

Turner Recreation Commission Community Surveys
Johnson County, Kansas (2005, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015)

ETC

The Turner Recreation Commission conducted a Community Survey during the fall of 2010 to help establish priorities for the future
improvement of parks and recreation facilities, programs, and services within the community. The survey was designed to obtain
statistically valid results from households throughout the Turner School District. The survey was administered by mail. ETC Institute
worked extensively with Turner Recreation Commission officials, as well as members of the PROS Consulting project team in the
development of the survey questionnaire. This work allowed the survey to be tailored to issues of strategic importance to effectively
plan the future system. In April 2010, a six-page survey was mailed to a random sample of 1,500 households throughout the Turner
School District. The goal was to obtain a total of at least 300 completed surveys from Turner School District residents. This goal was
accomplished, with a total of 308 surveys having been completed. The results of the random sample of 308 households had a 95% level
of confidence with a precision of at least +/-5.6%.

Kansas City Parks & Recreation Survey
Kansas City, Missouri (2008)
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helping them
achieve their short and long range objectives. A good measurement of our ability to help our
clients implement their goals and objectives involves the values of new projects that have been
funded as a result of our work. During the past five years, the results of our market research have
led to
more than $3 billion in new funding for state, municipal and county governments as well as
ETC
Institute
numerous nonprofit organizations. Projects that have been funded include a wide range of
transportation improvements, community redevelopment projects, improvements to schools and
health care institutions, water and electrical utility improvements, tourism attractions,
neighborhood improvements, downtown revitalization projects, open space acquisition and park
improvements, and the development of numerous specialized leisure facilities such as community
centers, aquatic centers, and sports facilities. Our ability to help our clients integrate survey
research with community planning decisions helps our clients maximize the value of their
investment in our services.
Our Research Helps Community Leaders Balance the Needs of the General Public with Special
Interest Groups. Special interest groups often dominate local-decision making processes because
they actively participate in community meetings and share their ideas with local officials. While
input from special interest groups is important, the needs of the general public can be overlooked
if community leaders only have input from well organized groups and community activists. ETC
Institute’s
surveys are designed to ensure the needs of the entire community are represented.
Firm
Overview

The Kansas City Board of Parks and Recreation Commissioners conducted an Indoor Community Center Survey during the fall of
2008 to establish priorities for the potential development of a new indoor community center in northeast Kansas City. The survey was
designed to obtain statistically valid results from households throughout the northeast Kansas City area, a community of approximately
115,800 residents. The survey was administered by phone. ETC Institute worked extensively with Kansas City Board of Parks and
Recreation Commissioners officials and members of the SFS Architecture project team in the development of the survey questionnaire.
This work allowed the survey to be tailored to issues of strategic importance to effectively plan the future system. The goal was to
obtain a total of at least 300 completed surveys from northeast Kansas City households. This goal was accomplished, with a total of 309
surveys having been completed. The results of the random sample of 309 households had a 95% level of confidence with a precision
of at least +/-5.6%.

ETC Institute is a 94-person market research firm that specializes in the design and administration
of market research for governmental organizations. Our major areas of emphasis include citizen
satisfaction
ETC Institutesurveys, parks and recreation surveys, community planning surveys, business surveys,
transportation surveys, employee surveys, voter opinion surveys, focus groups, and stakeholder
interviews. Since 1982, ETC Institute has completed research projects for organizations in 49
states. ETC Institute has designed and administered more than 3,500 statistically valid surveys and
our team of professional researchers has moderated more than 1,000 focus groups and 2,000
stakeholder meetings. During the past five years alone, ETC Institute has administered surveys in
more than 700 cities and counties across the United States. ETC Institute has conducted research
for more major U.S. cities than any other firm.
Our Research is Implementation Oriented: ETC Institute’s clients do not usually hire ETC Institute
just to gather data. They use our services because they know we are focused on helping them
achieve their short and long range objectives. A good measurement of our ability to help our
clients implement their goals and objectives involves the values of new projects that have been
funded as a result of our work. During the past five years, the results of our market research have
led to more than $3 billion in new funding for state, municipal and county governments as well as
numerous nonprofit organizations. Projects that have been funded include a wide range of
transportation improvements, community redevelopment projects, improvements to schools and
health care institutions, water and electrical utility improvements, tourism attractions,
neighborhood improvements, downtown revitalization projects, open space acquisition and park
improvements, and the development of numerous specialized leisure facilities such as community
centers, aquatic centers, and sports facilities. Our ability to help our clients integrate survey
research with community planning decisions helps our clients maximize the value of their
investment in our services.
Our Research Helps Community Leaders Balance the Needs of the General Public with Special
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Excelsior Springs Community Center
Excelsior Springs, Missouri
Design of a multi-generational community center with community spaces, recreation and fitness amenities, indoor aquatics and
administrative and support spaces.
Challenge: Develop a business plan, facility program and design for a community center that is affordable to develop, operate and
maintain and that offers programming for users of all ages and abilities.
Process: A community-based planning process was used to study the feasibility of developing a multi-purpose community recreation
center and to develop programming, a business plan and conceptual facility design. A variety of tools were utilized to engage the public
in the process, including MindMixer - an online public engagement forum. Data developed during the study was used to educate the
public about the project in advance of a referendum to finance construction of the facility. Following voter approval for a one-cent sales
tax increase to fund the project, the SFS+BRS team executed the design of the facility.
Solution: Design of an approximately 50,000 SF building, including a community events hall and catering kitchen, child watch area,
racquetball courts, aerobics/dance studio, gymnasium with elevated walking track, weights and fitness area, party rooms and indoor
aquatics. In addition, a future outdoor aquatic center has been planned adjacent to the new indoor aquatic facility.

Community Center & Outdoor Aquatic Center Study
Merriam, Kansas
SFS was part of a team that developed a facilities master plan for meeting the recreational needs of the Merriam community. The
project included an evaluation of existing community recreational facilities: the Merriam Aquatic Center and adjacent Vavra Park, and
the Irene B. French Community Center. In addition, options for each facility were explored, including modernization to meet current
standards and codes, as well as replacement of existing facilities with new amenities. The team engaged the public throughout the
planning process in a variety of ways, including a statistically valid survey, public workshops and focus groups. Based on the planning
process, the team recommended replacement of existing facilities with a new complex in Vavra Park featuring a new community
recreation center with both indoor and outdoor aquatics. After exploring the community’s interest and ability to provide both indoor
and outdoor aquatic amenities as part of the new complex, funding options were explored. A referendum to fund the project with
a minimal tax increase passed.
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We have the expertise on-staff necessary to provide a
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Our staff is made up of creative professionals experienced
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Rejuvenate Bennett Park
a park for all ages

1

NEIGHBORHOOD
PLAYGROUND

Small playground area with
playground equipment for ages 2-4
and 5-12
Provide a 12’x24’ picnic shelter and
picnic tables

2
MULTI-USE OPEN GREEN
Grade area to have a 2% slope and
seed with turf type tall fescue; Make
suitable for sports play such as soccer
practice
Install concrete loop trail around
perimeter

3
HIKING TRAILS

Build dirt hiking trails
throughout the woodland area that
lead to destinations within the park

4
SAND VOLLEYBALL
Install two sand volleyball courts with
timber edge

5

COMMUNITY EVENT
SPACE

New structure with stage area for
community events such as music,
popcorn in the park, and plays

6
BOCCE BALL COURTS
Two 12’x60’ bocce ball courts with
timber borders and crushed stone
surface
Install new shelter with patio area,
lighting and new picnic tables

7
FAMILY SLIDES

Build three slides in location where
Spruce Street currently exists
Middle slide approximately 15’ wide
is intended to accommodate up to
about 5 people at once
Two single wide slides on either side
of middle slide

8
PARK PAVILION
New park shelter pavilion with
lighting and picnic tables. Materials
to include stone columns, tongue and
groove wood roof deck, hand hewn
posts and beams and steel fasteners

modern features

9

PLAYGROUND
(AGES 2-4)

Natural themed playground with
play equipment including slides,
climbing boulders, toddler swings,
spinning play equipment and other
features that engage the senses and
target childhood developmental
milestones

0’
NORTH

60’

120’

SCALE 1” = 60’

well connected

10

PLAYGROUND
(AGES 5-12)

Natural themed playground with
continous play type of equipment
including slides, climbing boulders,
spinning play equipment and other
features that engage the senses and
target childhood developmental
milestones

11
SWINGS

Custom arc’d swingset with
swings for older kids and adults,
tire swings, and swings for those with
limited mobility

12
RESTROOMS

New restrooms with baby changing
stations and drinking fountains
Incorporate three different materials
including wood, stone and steel

13
MULTI-USE OPEN GREEN
Remove existing ball field and lower
grade to that of tennis courts. Grade
area to have a 2% slope and seed
with premium sports turf suitable for
sports play such as soccer or lacrosse
Install concrete loop trail around
perimeter as shown

14
PARK ENTRY

Lower the profile of Clayview drive to
provide safe left turn access into park
Install stone columns with split rail
fence to define park entry

15

OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
AND FIRE PIT

Limestone field boulders nestled into
grade around a fire pit

16

PAVED ACCESSIBLE
TRAIL
Paved trail through the woods that
is accessible with no trail grades
exceeding 5%

17
BRIDGE

Corten steel bridge extending trails
across the creek
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Understanding & Philosophy

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

GUIDING PHILOSOPHY

Since its start, Spring Hill has continued to grow and strengthen
its sense of community and small town family values. As the
City moves forward to rethink and redesign community parks
for the needs of today’s local residents, those local values
can be carried forward respectfully through a comprehensive
master plan for parks and community facilities.

Our many years of preparing plans at all levels has allowed us to
develop an approach that is based on listening to the desires of
our client first. We then combine our strong analysis, technical,
and visualization skills to communicate complex concepts in easy
to understand ways.

After chatting with you recently and reviewing your request for
proposals, we have contemplated your needs on this project
and evaluated how we can best serve your interests to create
quality plans with a lasting impact. We understand that:
•

The Recreation Commission and City desire a systemwide approach to evaluating current facilities and
amenities that leads to achievable strategies.
We are confident that our team’s experience with similar
park and facility planning projects will allow us to work with
you to develop strategic goals, policies, program pricing,
methodologies, and guidelines.

•

Future decisions will be guided by this Master Plan for
parks and community facilities.
Spring Hill has positioned itself for this project over the
years by developing a strong system of parklands, facilities,
and recreational amenities. This plan aims to improve upon
those strengths and plan for future investments, including
the City-owned Civic Center, Sports Complex, Aquatic
Center, and other City-owned parks and land space.

•

Community input and approval of the plans are necessary.
The goal of the project is to develop a Comprehensive
Master Plan that the Spring Hill Recreation Commission
(SHRC), City, Parks, key stakeholders, and the general
public can agree upon.

Our team aims to provide collaborative, imaginative and
pragmatic master planning and design services. The following is
a break down of our team’s basic philosophies.

Using Visualization & Graphics to Guide
Decision-Making & Rally Support
Strong visual communication is critical for capturing the
community’s imagination. Vireo brings plans to life through state
of the art visual simulations, 3D modeling, and video. In-house
park designers and graphic artists will ensure the plan is not only
visually striking and inspiring, but also easily understood by a nontechnical audience.

Linking the Plan to Catalytic Development
Our team’s experience working with local parks and recreation
departments gives us an understanding of the opportunities and
challenges brought forward through a planning process. We find
that nothing demonstrates the potential of a plan like an actual,
tangible project. Our team has a track record of linking planning
efforts directly to implementation by identifying specific, early
projects as part of the implementation strategy.

Inclusive Public Engagement
Vireo is known for innovative and meaningful public engagement,
and plans that are firmly rooted in the vision of local community
members. From hands-on planning exercises, to online interactive
surveys, to the use of interactive design technology, we have the
tools and skills to solicit feedback from a broad range of audiences
in fun and impactful/experiential ways.
We will work with you, during the scoping phase, to design the
process, using the most successful techniques for the budget you
can afford, while getting the results we all need. The Scope of
Services gives a menu of possibilities from which you will help us
choose and tailor the engagement process to your requirements.
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Project Approach

Under the direction of the Parks and Recreation Department and with the assistance of the City, our consultant team will provide the
following general scope of services. The information below is provided as a basis for discussion and is not intended for contracting
purposes. The final scope will result from discussions between the City, Parks and Recreation Department, and the consulting team.

1

PROJECT KICK-OFF & PLAN REVIEW

Vireo uses a hands-on, inclusive management approach, employing
frequent, direct and open communications. Close workload
monitoring streamlines project resource use and results in timely
delivery of high-quality products. We guarantee defined project
results that are on time and on budget.
1.1

KICK-OFF MEETING & GOAL SETTING

The Vireo team will meet with staff and other project partners as
identified by staff to discuss project goals. This meeting will result
in a list of project goals that provide a framework around which to
structure the planning process. Establishing goals early helps focus
team efforts throughout the project.
1.2

DEVELOP THE WORK PLAN

The Vireo team will work with City staff to craft a detailed work
plan for the Park and Recreation Master Plan Project. The work
plan reflects the project scope, schedule and deliverables.
1.3

REVIEW EXISTING PLANS & POLICIES

The Vireo team will review the City’s existing plans and policies
relevant to the Parks System.
1.4

DEMOGRAPHICS & RECREATIONAL TRENDS

The Vireo Team will review & evaluate local and regional
demographic trends and characteristics of Spring Hill using available
statistical information. The team will also provide an analysis of
current recreational trends with applicable data provided by the
National Sporting Goods Association and the Sports & Fitness
Industry Association.

2

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

An effective engagement program uses many different techniques
throughout the planning process. It is generally most effective to
have public meetings or other public engagement opportunities
at three strategic times during the process. The precise mix will
be determined through scope negotiations.

Key Leader Interviews & Focus Groups | Key leader and
employee meetings will help us understand Spring Hill’s park
services from a variety of perspectives. Working with City staff,
Vireo will identify local leaders to interview. Meetings may include
one to two interviewees, or they can be organized into larger
focus groups to encourage discussion. This process may include,
but is not limited to, the following participants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mayor and City Council
City staff
Recreation Commission
Community Development
School District leadership
Neighborhood leaders
Local service agencies

Public meetings | Vireo ensures that meeting locations are
sensitive to identified community preferences (locations, times of
day, days of week, transit accessibility). We facilitate discussions
through an open-house workshop format allowing residents
to attend and participate at a time that suits them within the
determined schedule. The Vireo team will produce visual graphics
designed to engage and gather robust feedback and prioritize
issues. Vireo will conduct up to 3 two-hour public meetings. Page
26 outlines the project schedule and when these meetings occur.
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Statistically Valid Survey | Our team will conduct a statistically
valid, community-wide survey including residents within the USD
230 boundary. Our team has extensive experience designing
surveys for parks and recreation services, having conducted
more than 600 surveys for parks and recreation systems in 49
states across the Country for a wide variety of projects including
parks and recreation master plans, strategic plans, and feasibility
studies. This method of outreach ensures that input is gathered
from a representative segment of residents, including voters and
non-voters, renters and owners, and users and non-users of City
services.

Deliverables:
• Focus groups meeting summary
• Three 2-hour public meetings
• Statistically valid survey report

3
3.1

INVENTORY, ASSESSMENT,
& ANALYSIS
PARKS, FACILITIES, & AMENITIES

Using Site Capture, Vireo’s proprietary tool, we will
compile an inventory and assessment of the existing parks,
trails, open space, and recreation facilities/amenities. The
assessment will consider the capacity of each amenity
found within the park system and assign a performance
assessment score to the site’s overall accessibility, character,
connectivity, and usability, as well as the condition of
amenities. The Vireo Team will also evaluate recreational
opportunities located within the City and nearby areas to
determine to what extent community interests are being
met by existing facilities and programs.
Aquatic professionals from the Vireo Team will also
conduct a post-occupancy review and assessment of the
Aquatics Center.
GAP Analysis | The distribution of parks and specific park
amenities (playgrounds, restrooms, shelters, aquatics,
and athletic fields) will be mapped. Gaps in service will
be apparent from the creation of GIS maps indicating
potential opportunities for future needs. Areas of the
community that are lacking equitable access to parks will
be identified.
Deliverables:
•
•
•
•

Assessment narrative including Level of Service Analysis
Assessment cut-sheet for each park
GIS shapefiles with point data for inventoried parks amenities
Gap Analysis Maps
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RECREATIONAL PROGRAMMING

The process will start with an interactive staff workshop
to review issues, challenges, strengths, and weaknesses of
programs and services. An inventory of core programs will
be developed. Areas of review will include:
Program inventory for the most recent year
Program development process
Programming trends
Equitable distribution of programs
Performance measurement
Program life cycles
Pricing of programs
Use of technology
Marketing and social media efforts
Identification of potential partnerships, define roles,
and ways to engage partners

The review will also include assessing the alignment
of program offerings compared to community need
as determined by the public input and survey process,
identification of programming gaps, and programming best
practices.
Deliverable: Assessment narrative.
High Level Maintenance

35

Eise Park
Key Issues:

GOOD

•

Amenities are aging and need to be replaced.

•

Sidewalk accessibility/connectivity needs
improvement.

•

Drainage issues were identified on the western
side of the picnic shelter, at the ADA entry to the
playground, at the water fountain, and at the low
point of the park. Water tends to pool in these
locations after a rain event with little to no means
for it to drain quickly.

•

Picnic shelter is rather small and additional
shelters would benefit the neighborhood.

Accessibility:
POOR
r
kD

PARK FACTS
Neighborhood Park

Park Size:

1.59 Acres

POOR

Elementary

Inventory of Amenities:
Picnic Shelter
(3 picnic tables)

1

Restrooms

1

Playground

1 (5-12 yr olds)

Swings

2 Regular

Splash Pad

1

Basketball Court (half size)

1

rove

Dr

ng

2. Replace the current picnic shelter with a larger
one (accommodating 6-8 picnic tables) in its
place and improve drainage and the concrete
walk surrounding it.

EISE PARK

GOOD

3. Add 2 small to medium size picnic shelters
(accommodating 2-4 picnic tables) to other
areas of the park.
4. Consider adding sidewalks to Glengrove Drive.
5. Update the restroom building.
6. Add shrubs and perennials landscape beds.

Connectivity:
POOR

Rd

Gle

McKe
lvey

located in the David Meadows Subdivision near
Rose Acres Elementary School. This park contains
one pavilion seating approximately 25 people, a
playground, several picnic tables with barbecue
grills, a walking path, a basketball slab, a splash pad
and accessible restrooms. This is a neighborhood
park and parking is limited to less than 10 vehicles.
The pavilion is available on a first come first served
basis.

Aquaport
Community
Center

EFFECTIVE
SERVICE
AREA
Effective Service
Area

An appropriate service radius for neighborhood parks is 1/4words shall
here and
will be
great.
They will
1/2-mile.
Thego
service
areathey
for Eise
Park
is severely
limited
theaspark
isn't sidewalks
connected(shown
and how
byexplain
barriershow
such
limited
in barriers
blue) and
making itreducing
harder foritspeople
to access
space.
crosswalks
effective
servicethis
area
to less than
1/4-mile. Residential parcels highlighted in yellow above
show the households served.

FAIR

GOOD

Overall connectivity in this park is severely limited
compared to other parks in the community. As
mentioned above sidewalks are only available on about
50% of all roadways. There is limited sidewalk continuity
from this park to other points of interest such as Rose
Acres Elementary and the Fee Fee Greenway Trail.

Usability:
POOR

FAIR

GOOD

This park is highly usable in terms of amenity offerings.
A picnic shelter, restrooms, playground, splash pad, and
basketball court are offered.

Condition:
POOR

FAIR

GOOD

Overall the current condition of amenities in this
park is Fair. Many of the amenities need updating.

High Level Maintenance

Opinion of Costs for Improvements:
•

Updated play feature & surfacing

$300,000

•

Updated restroom facility

$300,000

•

Larger picnic shelter

$200,000

•

Update flagpole plaza

$30,000

•

2 Additional small picnic shelters

•

Additional landscaping

$60,000

•

Sidewalk replacement

$250,000

•

Development of park master plan

•

Soft Costs & Contingency

Adults 18-54 years old had the highest percentage of total
programming (28%), which aligns with staff’s market
designations for the combined adult groups’ market reach
(19.3% and 29.4% for Adults and Middle-age Adults respectively).

Table 1.5 - Program types by season.
Fall
2017

1. Update playground equipment.

A good variety of mature shade trees add to the park’s
charm. There is ample shade, drinking fountains, lighting,
seating and other site furnishings. Overall, maintenance
of this park appears to be very good. Adding landscape
beds with shrubs and perennials would enhance the
park’s overall beauty.

I-270

Description: Gerald A. Eise Memorial Park is

FAIR

6

Recommendations:

Character:

Pl

Park Type:

Rd
ill
rM
eu
Co
ve
Cre
Rose Acres

n
gto
nin

12103 Bourbon Street

Ben

Location:

GOOD

Drainage issues, slopes and deterioration of sidewalk
conditions within the park need improvement. The park
effectively serves 75% of all residential parcels within a
1/2-mile radius. However, only about 50% of all roadways
in the effective service area have sidewalks, which
significantly limits access to the park.

nbr
oo

Dr.
Oak

Gle

Glen

FAIR

Deliverable: Assessment narrative.
Core Program Area
Arts
Day & School Break Camps

# offered
36
10

Winter - Spring 2018
%

# offered

19.4%
5.4%

%

13
27

Summer 2018
# offered

6.5%

13

13.5%

%

Total
# offered

7.3

12

%

62

6.7

11.0%

49

8.7%

Early Childhood

9

4.8%

0

0.0%

0

0.0

9

Fitness

32

17.2%

48

24.0%

40

22.3

120

21.2%

General & Special Events

37

19.9%

24

12.0%

23

12.8

84

14.9%

29

15.6%

104

18.4%

Seniors

9.1%

36

18.0%

39

21.8

11

5.5%

11

6.1

Swim Lessons

16

8.6%

41

20.5%

41

22.9

98

17.3%

Total

186

100%

200

100%

179

100

565

100%

Sports

17

1.6%

39

6.9%

Conversely, the area with the lowest quantity of programming
was early childhood, with 9 (1.6%) programs. It is interesting
to note that sport activities only have 7% of the total program
distribution, which is significantly lower than the typical park
and recreation agency.

$160,000

$30,000

Of the entire program plan, those directed towards Adults
aged 45-64 years, described here as Middle-age, accounted for
29.4% of the programming. The most interesting result of this
analysis is that no single program specifically targets Young
Adults ages 18-24 years.

$399,000
$1,729,000

Above: An example of park cut-sheets including inventory,
assessment, analysis, recommendations, and opinion of cost
for proposed improvements.

Primary & Secondary Markets
To further assess program spread across market segments,
the programs within each of the core program areas were
assigned a designation of Primary or Secondary market by
staff. Intentionality of the programs’ reach can be helpful for
marketing purposes as well as ensure the program plan is
being executed in an equitable manner. The following charts
show the age segment(s) to which the specific programs cater,
as a percentage of all programs (both primary and secondary):

Lifecycle Analysis
The program assessment included a lifecycle analysis of
programs selected for review. This type of assessment helps
to determine if the Maryland Heights Parks and Recreation
staff need to develop newer and more innovative programs,
reposition programs that have been declining, or continue the
current mix of lifecycle stages. This assessment was based
on staff members’ opinions of how their core programs were
categorized according to the following areas:
•

Introduction Stage (Getting a program off the ground,
heavy marketing)

•

Growth Stage (Moderate and interested customer base,
high demand, not as intense marketing)

•

Mature Stage (Steady and reliable performer, but
increased competition)

•

Decline Stage (Decreased registration)

High Level Maintenance
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A healthy balance between stages is optimal, with a bulk of
programs in growth and mature stages. This is generally the
case for Maryland Heights, with 61% of programs in Growth
and Mature. With a third of programs (36%) in the Introduction
stage, they tip the scale a bit out of a “typical” balance. As a
normal part of the planning cycle, a department should
always have programs in the Introduction stage as a means
to introduce new and innovative programming. There will
also always be programs in the Decline stage, those of which
should be given some specific attention to either reposition
or decommission them. The following chart provides a visual
representation of all major program categories and their
respective spread of lifecycle stages.

The percentage distribution of programs according to lifecycle
categories includes:

The pie-chart below captures the quantity of total programming
offered in the district during the year examined:

The same market data is depicted below, with separate
visualizations for primary and secondary. The groups with
the highest percentage of primary reach were Senior Adults
(14.2%), Adults, (13.7%), and Elementary School Youth (11.2%).
No current programs specifically target High School aged
youth or Young Adults.
Middle School 1.5%
Senior Adults
14.2%

Adults
13.7%

Elementary
School
11.2%

Families
4.6%

POOR

Pre-School
6.1%

FAIR

Aquatic Center - Aquaport

Middle Age
Adults
7.1%

Glengrove Dr

City Boundary
Community Center

High School 0%
Young Adult 0%

Middle-age Adults
22.3%

Adults
5.6%

Middle
School
4.6%

Preschool
4.1%

LEVEL OF QUALITY

Legend

Depending upon the topic areas of discovery, we may
want to facilitate a few employee focus groups to get
their ideas about operations. The team has extensive
experience with all phases of operations, from finance
and human resources to park maintenance and recreation
programming. Areas may include staffing levels, internal
support processes such as human resources, performance
management, data analysis, use of technology, maintenance
management and work order systems, organization
structure review, and discussion of organizational culture.
Part of the task will involve the identification of best
practices regionally and nationally to provide Spring Hill
with recommendations for strengthening the system.

Elem. School
2.0%

High Level Maintenance

At the start of the process, we will facilitate a meeting
with departmental senior leaders to clearly identify specific
areas of interest as an operational review can address
many different aspects of operations.

Senior Adults
2.0%

34

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE REVIEW

The Department is interested in a review of current
operational practices to assess staffing requirements,
funding needs, and maintenance support. This task will
be closely connected with the Recreation Program
Assessment as there is information from this task that will
help to inform the Recreation Assessment, particularly
related to system and technology improvements.

Primary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3

Secondary

3.2

High School 0.5%
Young Adult 0%

•

Introduction programs: 36%

•

Growth programs: 37%

•

Mature programs: 24%

•

Decline programs: 3%
Individual program areas should strive to have programming
that falls into all four lifecycle stages, with the majority in
growth and mature (orange and gray, above). Senior and Sports
programming areas are the only two that have programming
that falls into all four lifecycle stages; Senior programming
shows the best balance of distribution. Swim lessons and
Arts display strength in the growth and mature stages, and
should include the introduction of new opportunities. The
Department may want to encourage the opportunity for some
of the programs/events in the General & Special Events and
Fitness program areas to grow and mature.

Outcomes Analysis
Assessment as to how the organizational unit is performing
can be accomplished using private-sector drivers, like revenue
for example. At the same time, a balanced evaluation of both
private sector and public-sector enterprise can be completed,
as park and recreation departments also play a role as a social
service provider. Staff members were asked to review their
program areas according to five Outcome Categories, which
are outlined on the following page:

Above: Vireo uses colorful charts and graphs to make
information more accessible and easily digestible.
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4
4.1

PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION
COST, FUNDING & REVENUE STRATEGIES

The Vireo team will provide best practice approaches
used by other systems throughout the United States.
Examples include the development of foundations,
conservancies, non-profit organizations, pricing methods,
public/private partnerships, endowments, legislation, and
grants. Leveraging capital investment from corporate
support is another frequently used alternative.
Deliverables: Assessment narrative.
4.2

IMPLEMENTATION

Our team places special attention on the Plan’s
implementation to ensure it becomes a dynamic
document for the City. We will work with staff to provide
the necessary tools to deploy the plan. We will facilitate
an implementation workshop that will include discussion
relating to:
• Creating an ongoing process for implementation
• Measuring progress and results by identifying key
performance indicators, frequency of measurement,
and communication with partners, stakeholders, and
the community
• Engagement and connection with City staff,
stakeholders and residents
• Fitting the Plan within the context of other City
planning endeavors
Deliverables: Workshop summary and report narrative.
4.3

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN

The Vireo Team will identify and prioritize important
capital issues and projects to be incorporated into a
short-term, mid-term and long-term Capital Improvements
/ Implementation Plan.
Deliverables: Prioritized list of recommended improvements
broken down by short-term, mid-term, and long-term.

4.4

DRAFT & FINAL PLANS

Vireo team members are experts at synthesizing complex
information into succinct illustrative plans accessible to
the general public. We have a strong graphics team that
ensures results of the planning effort are available and
accessible in a variety of formats. The consultant team will
work together with Park’s Staff and the SHRC to create
a preferred Parks Master Plan. Refinements will be made
based on staff review.
Deliverables:
• Draft plan
• Final plan - 3 hard copies, and 1 digital PDF file on a
thumb drive.
• Project summary Powerpoint
• Presentation to City Council and SHRC Board
72
74
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Capital Needs by park:
ENHANCEnew
EXPLORE
what
opportunities
we have:
for the future:

EXPAND to meet evolving needs:

Exploring
It
is an inevitable
new opportunities
constant that
forupgrades
the futuretoispark
about
facilities
planning
andtoday
amenities
for a are
better
needed.
tomorrow.
Safety,The
citizen
following
interests,
tasks
and
generally
degradation
require
of
facililties over
additional
planning
time are
efforts
factors,
or among
ongoing
others,
monitoring.
that influence
Consideration
the needfor
for these
updates
tasks
to existing
should facilities,
be on-going
amenities,
over the
andlong-term
services. with
The
following items
outcomes
expected
are tasks,
in thewhich
next 5-10
are years.
focused on simply taking care of what we have. Ideally, consideration for these tasks should be
given within the short-term with expected outcomes over the next 1-3 years.

PARKS

RECREATION PROGRAMS

Develop
Strive
to ameet
planthe
forLevel
Aquaport
of Service
- 64% ofhouseholds
indicated
thattarget
making
improvements
Strive
to meet
the overall
LOS
of 12.70 acres
to parkland
Aquaportper
was1,000
eitherresidents.
'somewhat
important'
or
of
Strive
to be above
'verynational
important'.
As of
completion
of this
Master
the
average
and
on the leading
edge
of the
Plan this region.
task is underway with preliminary funding
Midwest
requested and a Request for Proposals (RFP) in
progress.
Update aging /amenities
in Parks
Connectivity
Trails Master
Plan- -The

following list shows park amenities most important
Develop
a Connectivy
/ Trails
Master
to
the community
and the
parks
wherePlan
upgrades to
that identifies
bothThe
existing
planned
them
are needed.
parksand
are listed
by trail
priority
connections.
Identify
opportunities
improve
based
on frequecy
of use
and amenityto
condition.
both north/south and east/west pedestrian
Restrooms:
connections. Consider feasible, community
•supported
Vago Park
(northwest
& southeast
segments)
solutions
to overcoming
pedestrian
barriers such as I-270. Include as
•connectivity
Parkwood
part
of
the
plan,
regional
trail
plans
such
as
those
•
Eise Park
developed by Great Rivers Greenways.
Picnic Shelters:
•
Vago Park (northwest segment)
•Park
Parkwood
Design Master Plans - The following
or Park
portions of parks, are either in need of
•parks,
Eise
rejuvenation or lack a solid vision. Develop a
Playgrounds:
design concept and identify capital funding for
•improvements
Vago Park to
(northwest
segment)
the following
parks:
•
Parkwood
•
McKelvey Woods Nature Park
•
Eise Park
•
Dogport
Walks & Trails:
•
Vago Park (northwest segement)
•
Vago Park (northwest segment)
Parkwood
••
Eise
Park Park
••

Eise Park
Parkwood

Natural Areas & Multi-Purpose Open Green Space:
•
Parkwood
•
McKelvey Woods Nature Park

Continue to Improve ADA Access in Parks

Most parks need enhancements to walks, restrooms,
and other amenities to ensure ADA accessibility.
The degree to which enhancements are needed
varies by park.

The following opinion of costs were determined based on recommenedations or planned improvements for each park and is
provided for reference in determining annual budgets and future capital improvement plans. The numbers below also provide
decision makers with an opportunity to determine the best way to allocate resources. The letters A, B, and C in the left column
represent priority levels; A= Enhance what we have, B= Expand to meet evolving needs, and C= Explore opportunities for the future.
By neccessity park systems often need to expand their amenity offering, programming service lines, and geographical area to meet
DOGPORT
the
needs of the community. The following items are tasks that are focused on increasing the service level of parks, amenities, and
recreational
programs.
consideration
for these
should
be given within
the mid-term
withshelter
expected outcomes
over the
A
Improve
ADA Ideally,
access by
adding concrete
padtasks
inside
gate sufficient
for medium
size picnic
$200,000
next
A 3-5 years.
Add raised bed planters sufficient for shade trees
$30,000
A
Update play features
$25,000
A
$3,000
PARKSAdd 6 shade trees
C
Add key faub entry system
$25,000
RECREATION PROGRAMS
C
Signage
near
McKelvey
Road
$5,000
Add New Parks - Consider adding a new
C
Replace Pergolas
with new small
$160,000
a
Volunteer Program - Expand and formulize
neighborhood
or community
parkpicnic
in theshelters
southwest
SoftofCosts
& Contingency
$134,400
volunteer program.
area
the city.
The gap analysis shows that
$582,400
this area is currently underserved by these more

Follow up- on
Seek
thebalance
Needs Assessment
in the Department’s
survey.
Fees -Balance
Seek
Almost
outcomes,
1/3specifically
of households
focusing
do noton
participate
the Department’s
in
programs
role in Community
and services
Impact.
as a Engaging
result of fees
with
being too
high.
community
This will
partners,
take some
initiating
additional
more research
collaboration,
to
determine
and intentionally
if this isidentifying
focused onand
specific
programming
program
areas
for underserved
or if this ispopulations
a system-wide
may
opinion.
help with
Based
that on
the
balance.
consulting team’s review of pricing, most of
the pricing is very reasonable compared to other
agencies.
Marketing Plan - Develop a marketing plan and
individual business plans.
•
Use the revenue-per-participant assessment to
assess pricing and focus marketing efforts.
Corporate Support - Develop a system wide
approach to garner corporate support.

Implement
Future
Positioning
Best Practice
- Develop
Areas
a targeted
- Use of
outreach
standards,plan
customer
for therequirements,
growing ethnic
performance
minority
population
measures, annual
and growing
reporting
older
process,
adult population.
and the
establishment of cost recovery goals. Develop a
100% cost recovery
goal forthe
program
direct costs.
Accreditation
- Initiate
achievement
of
accreditation by the Commission for Accreditation
of Park and Recreation Agencies (CAPRA) by
Monitor
cancellation
rates
- Maximize
achieving the
standards for
master
planning. This
program
planning
efficiently
market
encompasses
both efforts,
parks and
recreation.
programs, and meet the needs of more participants.
Programming Performance - Determine
whether core program areas are “landing” in the
desired quadrant. If not, design program and
marketing plan(s) to initiate change.
Program Guide - Continue with current program
guide design and layout; it demonstrates superior
design and organization.
Marketing - Identify the most important

processes for marketing support and have staff
develop a small team of employees to work on
identifying process improvements that should then
be documented.

EISEintimate
PARK categories of parks. Doing so will also

bring
the playground
park systemequipment
closer to the
established level
Performance Measurement - Consider
Update
& surfacing
$300,000
of Update
serviceRestroom
goal.
breaking out general ledger numbers into more
Facility
$300,000
specific assignments to allow for more detailed
Replacenew
picnic
shelter tofor
accommodate
6-8 picinic
$200,000
Consider
properties
parks that provide
thetables
expense tracking and subsequently more $30,000
Updateto
flagpole
plaza areaprogramming needs or
capacity
meet identified
performance measurement capabilities. $160,000
Add 2 small
picnic shelters
to accommodate
2-4 picnic tables each
community
interest.
For example,
there are many
Add
new landscaping
$60,000
pay
to play
athletic facilities in the area, however
sidewalks
$250,000
theReplace
city does
not own any rectangular or diamond
Develop
new park
master
plan designProperties
concept
$30,000
fields
for youth
sports
programming.
SoftasCosts
& Contingency
$399,000
such
the Maryland
Heights Athletic Association,
$1,729,000
which may become feasible for the City to acquire
and meet anPARK
identified need should be considered.
PARKWOOD

A
A
A
A
B
B
C
C

Avoid
properties
provide little to no passive or
Remove
Fitnessthat
Stations
active
recreation
value.
Update
playground
equipment & surfacing
Add large picnic shelter to accommodate 6-8 picnic tables
Add
New Amenities - Use the PIR, Parks
Add a small picnic shelter to accommodate 2-4 picnic tables
Assessment, and Programming Assessment as
Develop new park master plan design concept
guides when determining what new amenities to
Soft Costs & Contingency
add. Together these reflect the wants and needs of
the community and professional recommendations
QUIET
HOLLOW
PARK
of the
consultants.
A
A
B
B
C

B
B

$8,000
$300,000
$250,000
$120,000
$30,000
$283,200
$991,200

Add a smallschedule
picnic shelter
to accommodate
2-4 picnic tables
Strategically
improvements
in
Add a smallwith
playground
coordination
enhancements so that future
capital
funding
requests can be staggered as
Soft Costs
& Contingency
amenities degrade.

$60,000
$160,000
$88,000
$308,000

As much
VAGO
PARKas possible, equally distribute new

additions to various geographical areas of the
Update playground equipment & surfacing
community.
Update site furnishings
Coordinate
amenity
improvements with
Replace Vago
Shelter
recreational
Update theprogramming
scented gardenneeds.
area
Develop new park master plan design concept for the northwestern/older area
Highlight
Historical Connections - The
Soft Costs & Contingency
community survey indicated a desire for historic
places that are open to the public. Opportunities
McKELVEY
WOODS
NATURE
PARK
may include
those that
connect both
physically
and
culturally.
Examples
may
include a historical
A
Add signage
walking
route
or trail along
the old trolley line with
A
Thin out
understory
near trail
interpretive
signage,
or an event
that connects
to the northern / older area
C
Develop new
park master
plan design
concept for
theFuture
city'sImprovements
cultural history such as 'Bootleggers Run'.
C
A
A
A
A
C

$1,000,000
$100,000
$80,000
$200,000
$30,000
$564,000
$1,974,000
$5,000
$30,000
$30,000
$750,000
$326,000
$1,141,000

Soft Costs & Contingency

Above: Excerpts from a previous plan showing action plan
items and prioritized capital improvements.
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Above: Our team’s graphic designer creates a visually
appealing and exciting document that is dynamic and easy
to read.
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Resumes
STEVE RHOADES | PLA
Principal-In-Charge | Landscape Architect
With more than 25 years of professional experience in both the public and private sectors,
Steve Rhoades has become a recognized leader in the field of urban and public space design.
His design expertise includes urban planning and design; national, regional and local parks; and
greenway and trail systems. Steve is active in community groups and professional organizations,
putting him in the position to help shape the built environment. Above all, he is committed to
creating project solutions that are environmentally sound and embody the principles of Smart
Growth and Livable Communities. In addition to his design work, Steve has taught, lectured and
participated as a design critic at several local universities.
Relevant Projects

Education
Bachelor of Landscape
Architecture | Kansas State
University | 1993
Charrette Planner
Certification | National
Charrette Institute |
February 2006

Registration
RLA KS 619
RLA OK 379
RLA IA 556
RLA MO 219
RLA NE 241
RLA CO 470
Certified Bike Safety
Instructor

Experience
20 Years with Vireo
6 Years Prior

Awards
Distinguished Partner
Award -Trails Head
Chapter of the OregonCalifornia Trails
Association | 2010

Veteran’s Park | Spring Hill, Kansas
Roe Boulevard Design Services | Roeland Park, Kansas
Johnson County Park & Recreation District Operations & Maintenance Plan | Johnson County, Kansas
Wyandotte County Parks System Master Plan | Kansas City, Kansas
Cameron Parks Master Plan | Cameron, Missouri
Ernie Miller Park & Nature Center Master Plan | Olathe, Kansas
Searcy Creek Greenway Master Plan | Kansas City, Missouri
Maryland Heights Parks & Recreation Master Plan | Maryland Heights, Missouri
Camp Prairie Schooner Aquatic Center | Kansas City, Missouri
Meadowmere Splash Park | Grandview, Missouri
Kansas City Parks Assessment | Kansas City, Missouri
Liberty Parks & Recreation Rejuvenation Master Plan | Liberty, Missouri
Parkville Parks System Master Plan Update | Parkville, Missouri
Independence Park System Master Plan | Independence, Missouri
Platte County Park Planning | Platte County, Missouri
Liberty Parks & Recreation Open Space Master Plan | Liberty, Missouri
Platte Landing Park | Parkville, Missouri
Gardner Park Master Plan Update | Gardner, Kansas
Odessa Parks & Recreation Master Plan | Odessa, Missouri
Moore Parks System Master Plan | Moore, Oklahoma
Emporia Park System Amenity Inventory | Emporia, Kansas
Thomas S. Stoll Park Master Plan | Overland Park, Kansas
Lee’s Summit Greenway Plan | Lee’s Summit, Missouri
MetroGreen - Greenway & Trail Planning | Kansas City, Missouri
Overland Park Safe Bicycle Use Outreach | Overland Park, Kansas
Trails KC Plan | Kansas City, Missouri
Liberty Parks and Open Space Master Plan | Liberty, Missouri
Ernie Miller Park and Nature Center Master Plan | Olathe, Kansas
Twin Creeks Greenway Master Plan | Kansas City, Missouri
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LARRY REYNOLDS | PLA, CPSI
Project Manager | Landscape Architect | Park Planner

Education
Bachelor of Arts | William
Jewell College | 2000
Master of Landscape
Architecture | Kansas State
University | 2007

Registration
CPSI - Certified Playground
Safety Inspector

Experience
8 Years with Vireo
2 Years Prior

Larry is a Landscape Architect with over 10 years of experience working in park planning
and design. From a planning perspective Larry focuses on delivering process and products
which are tailor made, engaging, user friendly, clear and concise, and based on relevant
evidence based data. Larry has developed system-wide Park Master Plans as well as Park
Operations and Maintenance Plans for parks departments across Missouri and Kansas. From
a design perspective Larry has an eye for weaving recreational land use into the fabric of
urban, suburban, and rural spaces to support economic vitality, increase social equity, and
promote health and well being. Larry has managed numerous park design projects from
concept through construction and also been apart of numerous stormwater green solution
projects that utilize Best Management Practices (BMP’s) to treat runoff in an environmentally
responsible way.
Relevant Experience
Veteran’s Park | Spring Hill, Kansas
Liberty Parks & Recreation Rejuvenation Master Plan | Liberty, Missouri
City Park Construction Documents - | Liberty, Missouri
Cameron Parks Master Plan | Cameron, Missouri
Wyandotte County Parks System Master Plan | Kansas City, Kansas
Parkville Parks System Master Plan Update | Parkville, Missouri
Maryland Heights Parks & Recreation Master Plan | Maryland Heights, Missouri
Johnson County Park & Recreation District Operations & Maintenance Plan | Johnson County, Kansas
Searcy Creek Greenway Master Plan | Kansas City, Missouri
Stilwell Park - Inclusive Playground Design | Stilwell, Kansas
Platte Landing Park Ecosystem Restoration Plan | Platte County, Missouri
Salina Parks System Master Plan | Salina, Kansas
Camp Prairie Schooner Aquatic Center | Kansas City, Missouri
Independence Parks System Master Plan | Independence, Missouri
Riverfont Parks Downtown Integration Design | Parkville, Missouri
Shawnee Mission Park - Inclusive Playground Design | Lenexa Kansas
City Park, Bennett Park, Ruth Moore Park - Rejuvenation Concepts | Liberty, Missouri
China Slaughter Memorial Reading Park | Liberty, Missouri
Penn Valley Park Lake & Drive Restoration | Kansas City, Missouri
John C. O’Renick 9/11 Memorial Park | Sugar Creek, Missouri
Liberty Healthy Living Campus | Liberty, Missouri
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BARBARA HELLER
President Heller & Heller Consulting

Owner and president of the company, involved in strategic planning, master planning, operational
assessments, staffing and organizational structure and culture, change management, business
planning, and service quality assessments. Also involved in the facilitation of public input processes
and staff training.

Education
Master Degree in Public
Administration, the
American University,
Washington, D.C

Experience
40 Years

Relevant Experience
Glencoe Park District Master Plan | Glencoe, Illinois
Grand Rapids Parks & Recreation Strategic Master Plan | Grand Rapids, Michigan
Burlington Parks & Recreation & Waterfront Parks Master Plan | Burlington, Vermont
Margate Parks & Recreation Master Plan | Margate, Florida
Ottawa Recreation Commission | Ottawa, Kansas
Lenexa Parks & Recreation | Lenexa, Kansas
Henderson Parks & Recreation | Henderson, Nevada
Hartford CT Parks & Recreation | Hartford, Connecticut
Bartlesville Parks & Recreation | Bartlesville, Oklahoma

JASON MORADO
Sr. Project Manager | Statistically Valid Survey
Firm Overview

Education
M.B.A., Webster
University, 2009
B.S. in Business Admin.
Marketing, Avila Univ |
2000

Experience

Jason has over 16 years of experience in the design, administration, and analysis of community market
research. He has served as the project manager on community survey research projects for over
400 local governmental organizations throughout the U.S. Mr. Morado is experienced in all phases
of project management of market research studies, including survey design, developing sampling
plans, quantitative and qualitative analysis, interpretation of results and presentation of findings. His
areas of emphasis include citizen satisfaction surveys, parks and recreation needs assessment surveys,
community planning surveys, business surveys, and transportation studies. He has also led the
coordination and facilitation of focus groups and stakeholder interviews for a wide range of topics.
ETC Institute is a 94-person market research firm that specializes in the design and administration
of market research for governmental organizations. Our major areas of emphasis include citizen
satisfaction surveys, parks and recreation surveys, community planning surveys, business surveys,
transportation surveys, employee surveys, voter opinion surveys, focus groups, and stakeholder
interviews. Since 1982, ETC Institute has completed research projects for organizations in 49
states. ETC Institute has designed and administered more than 3,500 statistically valid surveys and
our team of professional researchers has moderated more than 1,000 focus groups and 2,000
stakeholder meetings. During the past five years alone, ETC Institute has administered surveys in
more than 700 cities and counties across the United States. ETC Institute has conducted research
for more major U.S. cities than any other firm.

Our Research is Implementation Oriented: ETC Institute’s clients do not usually hire ETC Institute
just to gather data. They use our services because they know we are focused on helping them
achieve their short and long range objectives. A good measurement of our ability to help our
clients implement their goals and objectives involves the values of new projects that have been
funded as a result of our work. During the past five years, the results of our market research have
led to more than $3 billion in new funding for state, municipal and county governments as well as
numerous nonprofit organizations. Projects that have been funded include a wide range of
transportation improvements, community redevelopment projects, improvements to schools and
health care institutions, water and electrical utility improvements, tourism attractions,
neighborhood improvements, downtown revitalization projects, open space acquisition and park
improvements, and the development of numerous specialized leisure facilities such as community
centers, aquatic centers, and sports facilities. Our ability to help our clients integrate survey
research with community planning decisions helps our clients maximize the value of their
investment in our services.

Relevant Experience
Mr. Morado has served as a project manager for over 150 parks and recreation surveys for local
governmental organizations.
Our Research Helps Community Leaders Balance the Needs of the General Public with Special
Interest Groups. Special interest groups often dominate local-decision making processes because
they actively participate in community meetings and share their ideas with local officials. While
input from special interest groups is important, the needs of the general public can be overlooked
if community leaders only have input from well organized groups and community activists. ETC
Institute’s surveys are designed to ensure the needs of the entire community are represented.

16 Years

ETC Institute

BRIAN GARVEY | AIA, LEED AP
Principal | Architect

Education
Bachelor of Architecture
University of Kansas

Experience
16 Years

Brian is a Principal at SFS with 16 years of experience spanning all aspects of planning, design and
construction. Brian’s portfolio of work includes a broad range of project types, with a special emphasis
on programming, facility master planning, feasibility studies and design of community recreation
facilities. Facilities have included multipurpose athletic courts, synthetic turf fields, aquatics, fitness
centers, meeting rooms, event spaces, art galleries, child watch areas, outdoor plazas, amphitheaters
and open space, among other amenities. He is accustomed to working with public entities and multidisciplined teams to execute projects with demanding goals for stakeholder engagement, consensus,
program, innovation, value, quality and sustainability.
Relevant Experience
Lenexa Community Center/Senior Center Planning Study | Lenexa, Kansas
Stagecoach Park Master Plan & Improvements | Olathe, Kansas
Lake Olathe Park Master Plan & Phase 1 Improvements | Olathe, Kansas
Cedar Lake Park Master Plan | Olathe, Kansas
Indoor Sports Complex at A. Perry Philips Park | Columbia, Missouri
Fairway Aquatic Center Renovation | Fairway, Kansas
Mission Aquatic Center | Mission, Kansas
Pleasant Hill Aquatic Center | Pleasant Hill, Missouri
Chautauqua Aquatic Center | Beloit, Kansas
Fort Scott Aquatic Center Renovation/Expansion | Fort Scott, Kansas
Maring Aquatic Center | Chanute, Kansas
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KYLE MCCAWLEY | PE
Senior Project Engineer
As a senior project manager, Kyle McCawley relies on his experience as a former swimmer
and coach to understand the needs of the competitive swimming community when designing
aquatic facilities. He uses his experience as a Certified Pool Operator to address concerns
and requirements of operation and maintenance with pool staff. As a former lifeguard and
instructor, Kyle understands the requests of the staff. These experiences create an extremely
useful knowledge base for your facility’s design. Your project will also benefit from his engineering
experience.

FIRM PRO

Lamp Rynearson forme

Education
B.S./Mechanical Engineering

Registration
Professional Engineer |
Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas,
Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska

Experience
15 Years

While working for an equipment manufacturer, Kyle learned the importance of reliable products
engineering firm made u
and attention to detail. His focus on “the little things” will help ensure your project’s accuracy
specializes in the planni
and cost projection.

aquatic facilities. This p

Relevant Experience
focus on our desire and
Valley Falls Swimming Pool | Valley Falls, Kansas
services as a valuable p
Marceline Swimming Pool | Marceline, Missouri
Higginsville Aquatic Center | Higginsville, Missouri
Design projects. Further
Lindsay Municipal Aquatic Center | Lindsay, Oklahoma
Landscape Architecture
Stockton Swimming Pool | Stockton, Kansas
who can support an aqu
Marshfield Aquatic Facility, | Marshfield, Missouri
Council Grove Aquatic Park | Council Grove, Kansas
We
have the expertise o
Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium - Alaskan Adventure | Omaha, Nebraska
1
Ben Geren Parrot Island Aquatic Center | Fort Smith, Arkansas
full range of quality aqu
St. Francis Swimming Pool | St. Francis, Kansas
and preliminary design,
Phillipsburg Aquatic Center | Phillipsburg, Kansas
Our staff is made up of c
Tiger Typhoon Water Park | Saint Robert, Missouri
with all facets of aquatic
Belleville Swimming Pool | Belleville, Kansas

structures, hydraulics, fil
MATT HENDERSON | PE
piping, pumps, geotechn
Principal
and electrical design. Th
Matt Henderson joined McAfee Henderson Solutions in 2000 as a Project
and has faciliti
needsEngineer
for aquatic
served as a principal of Engineering Design since 2004. He currently oversees all aspects of
enables us to manage c
engineering and surveying efforts for both privately and publicly held entities. Throughout his
design. improvement
career he has provided project management on many types of infrastructure
Education
B.S. in Civil Engineering,
University of Missouri
Columbia – 1997

Registration
Kansas Professional
Engineer(PE), #17227
Missouri PE, #2005031221
KDOT CIT No. 4394

Experience
21 Years

projects including Transportation, Traffic Systems, Storm Drainage, and Public Utilities. His work
includes preliminary engineering studies, project budget analysis, permitting,
value engineering,
Choosing
our firm
construction document production and bid letting assistance.

as yo
facility will not only be p
Relevant Experience
but practical, enduring, s
Franklin Park Improvements along Roe Avenue | Prairie Village, Kansas
will listen to you and ser
Black Hoof Park Phase II | Lake Lenexa – Lenexa, Kansas
ourPark,
creative
KDOT No. 46 N-0608-01 Coffee Creek Trail Improvements | Overland
Kansas ideas and o
KDOT No. 52 N 0-0602-01 & Federal No.TA N060(201), Angel Falls Trail
& Pedestrian Bridge
experience.
| Lansing, Kansas
Kill Creek Park Trail Improvement | Lenexa, Kansas
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Project Timeline
We have proposed the following project timeline based on our previous work and knowledge of managing similar projects. However,
we hope to work with you to develop a schedule that best fits your needs. We are ready and willing to begin when you are, and we
are willing to move as quickly as you need.

Phase

Task

Month
1

Project Kick-Off &
Plan Review

1.1 Kick-Off Meeting & Goal Setting
1.2 Develop the Work Plan
1.3 Review Existing Plans & Policies
1.4 Demographics & Recreational Trends

Community
Outreach

Menu of Possibilities:
1. Key Leader Interviews & Focus Groups
2. Public Meetings
3. Statistically Valid Survey

Inventory,
Assessment, &
Analysis

3.1 Parks, Facilities, & Amenities (Gap Analysis)
3.2 Recreational Programming
3.3 Operations & Maintenance Review

Funding &
Implementation

4.1 Cost, Funding, & Revenue Strategies
4.2 Implementation
4.3 Capital Improvements Plan
4.4 Draft & Final Plans

*

= Kick-off Meeting

 = Public Workshop

 = Staff Workshop

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

*







 
 = Draft Plan

 = Final Plan
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DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

2/11/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
Certificate Department
NAME:
PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext): 816-708-4600
E-MAIL
ADDRESS: Certificates@TrussAdvantage.com

PRODUCER

TRUSS
9200 Ward Parkway
Suite 500
Kansas City MO 64114

FAX
(A/C, No):

816-708-9193

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC #

Travelers Indemnity Company
INSURER B : Evanston Insurance Co

25658
35378

INSURER A :
INSURED

Patti Banks Associates
dba Vireo
929 Walnut, Ste. 700
Kansas City MO 64106

INSURER C :

Charter Oak Insurance

25615

INSURER D :

The Phoenix Insurance Co.

25623

INSURER E :
INSURER F :

CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 158496417

COVERAGES

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

C

ADDL SUBR
INSD WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

X

6803H6826401847

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE

X

POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

10/22/2018

10/22/2019

OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROPOLICY X JECT
LOC

LIMITS

$ 1,000,000

MED EXP (Any one person)

$ 5,000

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$ 1,000,000

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$ 2,000,000

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG
6803H6826401847

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

X

ANY AUTO
ALL OWNED
AUTOS
HIRED AUTOS

$ 2,000,000
$

OTHER:
C

$ 1,000,000

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

X

10/22/2018

10/22/2019

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)
BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$

1,000,000

$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$
$

A

X

UMBRELLA LIAB
EXCESS LIAB

D

B

X

CUP7396Y2261847

OCCUR

10/22/2018

10/22/2019

CLAIMS-MADE

X RETENTION $ 10,000
DED
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

EACH OCCURRENCE

$ 5,000,000

AGGREGATE

$ 5,000,000
$

UB7J2002851847G

10/22/2018

10/22/2019

X

Y/N

N

Professional Liability

PER
STATUTE

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

N/A

$ 500,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $ 500,000
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT
AE824343

10/22/2018

10/22/2019

Ea. Claim/Agg - Ded

$ 500,000
$1M/$1M-10,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

Re: Veteran’s Park Design and Construction, Spring Hill Lake. City of Spring Hill, Kansas, its officers, employees, Mayor, City Council members, volunteers and
agents are primary, non-contributory additional insured as respects General Liability. Waiver of subrogation applies as respects General Liability. Waiver of
subrogation applies as respects Workers Compensation as allowed by law and as required by contract.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

City of Spring Hill, Kansas
401 North Madison Street
P.O. Box 424
Spring Hill, KS 66083

ACORD 25 (2014/01)

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

© 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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References

Tracy Anderson | Director
Maryland Heights Park & Recreation
2300 McKelvey Road
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
(314) 738-2540 | tanderson@marylandheights.com
Vireo worked with Tracy on Maryland Heights Parks and Recreation
District Master Plan. See page 10 for the project description.

BJ Staab | Director of Parks & Recreation
Liberty Park & Recreation
1600 S Withers Road
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 439-4391 | bstaab@libertymo.gov
Vireo worked with BJ on the Liberty Parks and Recreation Rejuvenation
Master Plan. See page 9 for the project description. Vireo is also
continuing to work with BJ on related projects for Liberty’s Park and
Recreation Department.

Drew Bontrager | Public Works Director
Cameron Parks and Recreation
205 N Main
Cameron, MO 64429
816-632-2177 | publicworks@cameronmo.com
Vireo worked with Drew on the Cameron Park Master Plan. See page
9 for the project description.
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Planning | Landscape Architecture | Design

www.BeVireo.com

Kansas City

Omaha

929 Walnut
Suite 700
Kansas City, Missouri
(816) 756-5690

1111 N. 13th Street
Suite 116
Omaha, Nebraska
(402) 553-5485

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
JOSE LEON, ASSISTANT CITY ADMINISTRATOR
MARCH 28, 2019
MARCH 21, 2019

Formal Action: Approval of Resolution No. 2019-R-06
Issue: Adoption of Right of Way Permit and Excavation Fees.
Background: In 2018, the City adopted Ordinance No. 2018-13 which is an ordinance
for managing the use and occupancy of public right-of-way for the City of Spring Hill.
In doing so, the City is required to establish fees associated with the management,
permitting, inspection, and excavation of the public right of way.
Staff has researched and met with other municipalities in the KC Metro area to assist in
our efforts to study and determine the appropriate fee structure for our right-of-way
program. In total, staff gathered the fees from approximately 14 communities, both large
and small. Staff also established meetings to discuss with communities their fees and
best management practices.
Staff developed a recommendation based on this research. The fees recommended are
intended to capture the City’s effort in the management of our public right-of-way.
Analysis The staff assigned to this effort have completed their research and are
comfortable with the implementation of the right-of-way fees as recommended.
Alternatives: Approval, denial, return to staff for further consideration.
Legal Review: The resolution content has been reviewed and approved by the City
Attorney.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: This recommendation is being presented in
accordance with Section 16 of Ordinance No. 2018-13.
Recommendation: Staff recommends the City Council motion to approve Resolution
2019-R-06.

Attachments: Copy of the Resolution.
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Resolution No.
A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING A COMPREHENSIVE LISTING OF FEES AND CHARGES
PERTAINING TO THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT AS AUTHORIZED
UNDER THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS.
WHEREAS, The City of Spring Hill has adopted the Municipal Code of the City of Spring
Hill, Kansas; and
WHEREAS, the City of Spring Hill has adopted comprehensive regulations pertaining to
the enforcement of minimum standards for building construction, property maintenance,
nuisance, zoning and other municipal codes; and
WHEREAS, the effective administration of the Municipal Code of the City of Spring Hill
results in certain costs incurred by the City of Spring Hill, Kansas; and
WHEREAS, the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill has adopted fees and/or
charges as set forth in the following listed sections of the Municipal Code of the City of Spring
Hill:
4-108
7-308
7-403A
7-405B
WHEREAS, the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill has adopted Chapter 17,
Unified Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations, of the Municipal Code of the City of
Spring Hill, Kansas; and
WHEREAS, the effective administration of Chapter 17 results in certain costs being
incurred by the City of Spring Hill, Kansas; and
WHEREAS, it is desirable to establish fees to partially offset the costs in administering
said Chapter 17 caused by the processing of applications and review of plans; and
WHEREAS, the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill has authorized the collection
of an excise tax on the act of platting real property as set forth in Ordinance 2004-26; and
WHEREAS, the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill has authorized the collection
of fees as set forth in Ordinance 2005-44 relating to park fees in lieu of park land dedication
pursuant to Section 17.378(B)(9)(F) of the Municipal Code of the City of Spring Hill; and
WHEREAS, the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill has authorized the collection
of fees as set forth in Ordinance 2018-13 relating to managing the use and occupancy of public
right-of-way for the City of Spring Hill, Kansas; and
WHEREAS, a comprehensive listing of fees and charges associated with the
Community Development Department of the City of Spring Hill would promote efficiency and
expediency regarding City fees and charges and would allow for greater accessibility and ease
of use of the comprehensive fee listing for citizens and visitors alike.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY
OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS that the following fees and charges be established:
SECTION ONE: Fees authorized in Section 4-108 of the Municipal Code of the City of
Spring Hill shall be as follows:
1.1 – Permit Fees. The fee for each permit shall be as set forth in this section.
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The determination of value of valuation under any of the provisions of these codes shall
be made by the building official. Value or valuation, as applied to a building and/or its building
service equipment for the purpose of establishing permit fees, shall be the estimated cost to
replace the building and its building service equipment in kind, based on current replacement
costs as established by the Building Valuation Data Table contain in the Building Standards
magazine published by the International Conference of Building Officials in the
January/February edition in each calendar year of any other method deemed acceptable by the
code official.
The basis to be used in computing the building permit and building plan review fees shall
be as set forth in Tables 1-A and the fee schedule for work or services specified in Table 1-B.
Fees may be waived at the discretion of the code official during times of declared
emergency.
1.2 - Plan Review Fees. When submittal documents are required by the City of Spring Hill,
Kansas, a plan review fee shall be paid at the time of document submittal for plan review. Said
plan review fee shall be the amount established by Table 1-B of this document. The code
official may waive the plan review fee if it is determined that the work being performed is minor
in nature and can be approved during field inspection of the work being performed.
When submittal documents are incomplete or changed so as to require additional plan
review or when the project involves deferred submittal items, additional plan review and permit
fees may be charged.
1.3 - Work commencing before permit issuance. Whenever work for which a permit is
required by the City of Spring Hill, Kansas has commenced without first obtaining a permit, a
special investigation shall be made before a permit may be issued for such work.
1.4– Investigation fee. An investigation fee, in addition to the permit fee, shall be collected
whether or not a permit is then or subsequently issued. The investigation fee shall be equal to
the amount of the permit fee required by this code. The minimum investigation fee shall be the
same as the minimum fee set forth in Tables 1-A and the fee schedule for work or services
specified in Table 1-B. The payment of such investigation fee shall not exempt an applicant
from compliance with all other provisions of any building code or regulation that has been
adopted by the City of Spring Hill, Kansas nor from the penalty prescribed by law.
EXCEPTIONS:
1) In cases of emergency, the person or other entity doing the work or causing work to be
done may proceed with the work and file application for a permit within 72 hours after
commencement of emergency work. Emergency shall be considered to exist only in
those situations wherein life, health and safety would be adversely affected if work were
not commenced immediately, and the burden shall be upon the person claiming such
emergency to exist to prove the existence of such emergency by clear and convincing
evidence.
2) In cases where the work is being done at a one-family or duplex dwelling by the person
who owns and occupies such dwelling and application for permit is made within 3
working days (72 hours), following notification that such work requires a permit, the
investigation fee may be waived by the code official.
1.5 – Compliance of work performed prior to issuance of permit. The person responsible
for the work that was completed prior to a building permit being issued shall be responsible to
provide access for inspection of all work requiring inspection by the City of Spring Hill, Kansas,
or shall be responsible at their expense to retain the services of a licensed professional to verify
that the work that was performed prior to the issuance of a permit is in full compliance with the
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provisions of all applicable codes and ordinances of the City of Spring Hill, Kansas in a manner
acceptable to the code official.
1.6 – Re-inspection fees. A re-inspection fee may be assessed for each inspection or reinspection when such portion of work for which the inspection is called is not complete, when
corrections called for are not made, when approved plans are not provided for inspections or
when access is not provided when inspection have been requested. Said re-inspection fee shall
be the amount established by Table 1-B of this document.
This section is not to be interpreted as requiring re-inspection fees the first time a job is
rejected for failure to comply with the requirement of the City of Spring Hill, Kansas but as
controlling the practice of calling for inspections before the job is ready for such inspection or reinspection.
Re-inspection fees may be assessed for the following conditions:
a) When work for which an inspection was requested by the permittee or an agent of the
permittee is not ready for inspection;
b) When corrections called for are not made.
c) Failure to provide access on the date for which inspection is requested;
d) Failure to provide the approved plans for the job when required for inspection
purposes;
e) For deviating from approved plans requiring the approval of the building official;
f) For failure to post the address or identity of the premises resulting in an inspector
being unable to find the location of the requested inspection.
To obtain a re-inspection when a re-inspection fee has been assessed, the applicant shall pay
the re-inspection fee in accordance with the fee schedule adopted by this jurisdiction. In
instances where re-inspection fees have been assessed, addition inspection of the work will not
be performed until the required fees have been paid. Work requiring approval shall not be
concealed until approval has been obtained.
1.7 – Refunds. The code official may authorize refunding of a fee that was erroneously paid or
collected. The code official may authorize refunding of not more than 80 percent of the permit
fee paid when no work has been done under a permit issued in accordance with this code. The
code official may authorize refunding of not more than 80 percent of the plan review fee paid
when an application for permit for which a plan review fee has been paid is withdrawn or
canceled before any examination time has been expended.
The code official shall not authorize the refunding of any fee paid except upon written
application filed by the original permittee not later than 180 days after the date of payment.
1.8 – Related fees. The payment of the fee for the construction, alteration, removal or
demolition of work done in connection with or concurrently with the work authorized by a
building permit shall not relieve the applicant or holder of the permit from the payment of other
fees that are prescribed by law.
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TABLE 1-A
CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS
PERMIT FEE SCHEDULE
Includes all building and building services
Total Valuation
$1.00 to $500.00
$501.00 to $2,000.00

$2,001.00 to $25,000.00

$25,001.00 to $50,000.00

$50,001.00 to $100,000.00

$100,001.00 to $500,000.00

$500,001.00 to $1,000,000.00

$1,000,001.00 and up

1)

Fee
$15.75
$15.75 for the first $500.00 plus $2.10 for each
additional $100.00 or fraction thereof, to and
including $2,000.00
$47.25 for the first $2,000.00 plus $9.45 for each
additional $1,000.00 or fraction thereof, to
and including $25,000.00
$264.60 for the first $25,000.00 plus $6.82 for each
additional $1,000.00 or fraction thereof, to
and including $50,000.00
$435.22 for the first $50,000.00 plus $4.72 for each
additional $1,000.00 or fraction thereof, to
and including $100,000.00
$671.48 for the first $100,000.00 plus $3.67 for
each additional $1,000.00 or fraction
thereof, to and including $500,000.00
$2,141.48 for the first $500,000.00 plus $3.15 for
each additional $1,000.00 or fraction
thereof, to and including $1,000,000.00
$3,716.48 for the first $1,000,000.00 plus $2.10 for
each additional $1,000.00 or fraction
thereof.

TABLE 1-B
SCHEDULE FOR OTHER SERVICES
Partial and supplemental permit fees:
a) Partial permits
$50.00 minimum
When a permit for the construction of part of a building, structure or building service
equipment is requested by the applicant, fees shall be determined based on the
valuation of work to be performed as separate permit fees and not as supplemental
permits.
b) Supplemental permits
$35.00 minimum
The fee for a supplementary permit to cover any additional value of work not
included in the original permit shall be based upon the valuation of the work that was
not included in the original permit.
c) Permit Extensions
The fee for a permit extension as allowed by Section 105.3.2 of the International
Building Code shall be subject to the fee specified by Table 1-A based upon the
valuation of work remaining to be completed as determined by the code official
based upon an evaluation inspection.
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2) Plan review fees: Plan review fees required by Section 106.3 of the I.B.C. code shall be as
follows:
a) Single family and duplex dwellings
$25.00
The plan review for single family and duplex dwellings may be waived by the code
official if the plans and specifications for such dwellings have been sealed by an
architect or engineer that is registered by the State of Kansas.
b) Residential additions
$15.00
c) Plot plan review
$10.00
d) Additional plan review required by changes, additions,
or revisions to approved plans
$40.00 per hour*
When additional plan review is required due to changes, revisions or additions to
approved plans, the required fee shall be calculated on a per hour basis with a
minimum one-half hour charge assessed.
e) Approving previously approved plans for subsequent permits
$10.00
f) Commercial and Industrial 50 percent of the fee required by Table 1-A*
g) For use of outside consultants
Actual cost to jurisdiction
3) Manufactured Homes

One-half the valuation of new site
constructed building

4) Demolition Fee

25 percent of the calculated
valuation for new construction
for a building of similar use and
construction type

5) Moved Buildings Pre-Move evaluation

$150.00*

6) Inspection outside normal business hours

$40.00 per hour*

7) Re-inspection fee**

$75.00 per hour*

8) Inspection for which no fee is specifically indicated
(minimum charge – one hour)

$40.00 per hour*

9) Temporary Certificate of Occupancy:
a. For first TCO
$75.00
b. Each additional TCO
$100.00
(For each additional TCO required to extend the time period required to complete
construction as determined by the code official)
10) Certificate of Occupancy
$150.00
(Where a Certificate of Occupancy is required for a change of occupancy or for reasons
other than in connection with work that is authorized by a building permit)
*Or the total hourly cost to the jurisdiction, whichever is the greatest. This cost shall include
supervision, overhead, equipment, hourly wages and fringe benefits of the employees involved.
**A re-inspection fee may be assessed for each inspection or re-inspection when such portion of
work for which inspection is called is not complete or when corrections called for are not made.
This is not to be interpreted as requiring re-inspection fees the first time a job is rejected
for failure to comply with the requirements of the code, but as controlling the practice of
calling for inspections before the job is ready for such inspection or re-inspection.
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Re-inspection fees may be assessed when the inspection record card is not posted or otherwise
available on the work site, the approved plans are not readily available to the inspector, for
failure to provide access on the date for which inspection is requested, for deviating from plans
requiring the approval of the building official, or failure to post permit number and/or address on
the work site.

11) Unit fees for installation of building service equipment not associated with a permit
for new construction:
a) Electrical Services:
Up to two hundred ampere
$ 50.00
Up to four hundred ampere
$ 75.00
Exceeding four hundred ampere
$100.00
b) Residential repair or alteration to existing electrical
$ 50.00
c) Commercial & Industrial alteration to existing electrical
$100.00
d) New HVAC and water heater installations:
Furnace
$50.00
Water heater
$50.00
Central air conditioning unit
$50.00
Replacement of existing furnaces, water heaters and AC units
$50.00
e) New plumbing fixture or drainage installations
Repair or alteration to existing plumbing systems
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

$50.00
$50.00

Re-roofing of residential structures
Fence
Shed (120 sq. ft. or less)
Driveway entrance (new or replacement)
Sign Permits

$50.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$1.00 per sq. ft. of sign area,
one side only, $5 minimum
Electrical Sign
$15.00
Temporary Sign (good for 140 days per year)
$10.00

SECTION TWO: Fees authorized in Section 7-308 of the Municipal Code of the City of
Spring Hill, related to environmental quality, shall be as follows:
Administrative Fee

$100.00

Fees for failed inspections of property for compliance with
minimum standards due to a violation not being corrected after
being given proper notice:

$75.00

LATE FEE (failure to pay failed inspection fee within
30 days of billing)

$30.00
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SECTION THREE: Fees authorized in Section 7-403A of the Municipal Code of the City
of Spring Hill, related to weeds, shall be as follows:
Administrative Fee

$100.00

Fees for failed inspections of property for compliance with
minimum standards due to a violation not being corrected after
being given proper notice:

$75.00

LATE FEE (failure to pay failed inspection fee within
30 days of billing)

$30.00

SECTION FOUR: Fees authorized in Section 7-405B of the Municipal Code of the City
of Spring Hill, related to rank grass, shall be as follows:
Administrative Fee

$100.00

Fees for failed inspections of property for compliance with
minimum standards due to a violation not being corrected after
being given proper notice:

$75.00

LATE FEE (failure to pay failed inspection fee within
30 days of billing)

$30.00

SECTION FIVE: Fees authorized in Title 17 of the Municipal Code of the City of Spring
Hill shall be as follows:
SPRING HILL DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FEES
Rezoning:
Residential
0 to 5 acres
5.1 to 10 acres
10.1 to 20 acres
20.1 or more acres
Commercial/Industrial
0 to 5 acres
5.1 to 15 acres
15.1 to 25 acres
25.1 or more acres
Planned Zoning District:
Base Cost:
1 to 10 lots
11 to 50 lots
51 to 150 lots
151 lots to 500 lots
501 lots or more

$350.00
$500.00
$600.00
$750.00
$ 700.00
$ 800.00
$ 950.00
$1,100.00

$500.00
$8.00 per lot
$6.00 per lot
$4.00 per lot
$2.00 per lot
$1.00 per lot
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Preliminary Plat:
Base Cost:
1 to 10 lots
11 to 50 lots
51 to 150 lots
151 lots to 500 lots
501 lots or more

$300.00
$8.00 per lot
$6.00 per lot
$4.00 per lot
$2.00 per lot
$1.00 per lot

Final Plat:
Base Cost:
1 to 10 lots
11 to 50 lots
51 to 150 lots
151 lots to 500 lots
501 lots or more

$300.00
$8.00 per lot
$6.00 per lot
$4.00 per lot
$2.00 per lot
$1.00 per lot

Site Plan Review:
0 to 10,000 Sq. Ft.
10,001 to 25,000 Sq. Ft.
25,001 or more Sq. Ft.

$600.00
$700.00
$800.00

Conditional Use Permit:

$600.00

Board of Zoning Appeals:
Variance
Appeal
Sign Variance

$400.00
$400.00
$250.00

Lot Split

$250.00

Land Use/ Land Disturbance/
Site Development

$100.00

SECTION SIX: Fees authorized in Ordinance #2004-26 of the Municipal Code of the
City of Spring Hill shall be as follows:
Excise Tax

$0.158 cents per square foot

SECTION SEVEN: Fees authorized in Ordinance #2005-44 of the Municipal Code of
the City of Spring Hill shall be as follows:
Park Impact fee

$300.00 per residential building permit;
Ten cents per sq ft of commercial or
industrial lot area
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SECTION EIGHT: Right of Way Permit and Inspection fees. The fee charged by the
City to recover its cost incurred for Right-of-way management; including, but not limited to, costs
associated with registering applicants; issuing, processing, and verifying Right-of-way Permit
applications; inspecting job sites and Restoration of improvements; determining the adequacy of
Right-of-way Restoration; revoking Right-of-way Permits and, other costs the City may incur in
managing the provisions of this ordinance.

•
•
•
•
•
•

SPRING HILL RIGHT OF WAY FEES

Right of Way User Registration Fee
$150.00
Permit Fee per parcel
$100.00
Excavation/Street Cut Fee
Varies – See Example
Re-inspection Fee
$50.00
Working prior to approved permit
$Double Permit Fee
Liability Insurance, Performance and Maintenance Bond Requirements

A. The Permittee shall file with the City evidence of commercial general and
automobile liability insurance with an insurance company licensed to do
business in Kansas. The general liability limit will not be less than one million
dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence and two million dollars ($2,000,000) in
aggregate. The automobile liability limit will not be less than one million
dollars ($1,000,000) combined single limit. The insurance will protect the
City from and against all claims by any Person whatsoever for loss or
damage from personal injury, bodily injury, death, or property damage to
the extent caused or alleged to have been caused by the negligent acts or
omissions of the Permittee. If the Permittee is self-insured, it shall provide
the City proof of compliance regarding its ability to self-insure and proof of
its ability to provide coverage in the above amounts.
B. The Permittee shall at all times during the term of the permit, and for two
(2) years thereafter, maintain a performance and maintenance bond in a
form approved by the City Attorney. The amount of the bond required for
a Right-of-Way Permit will be $2,000 or the value of the Restoration,
whatever is greater, for a term consistent with the term of the permit plus
two additional years, conditioned on the Permittee’s faithful performance
of the provisions, terms and conditions conferred by this Ordinance.
Alternatively, if the Permittee anticipates requirements for multiple Rightof-Way Permits, the Permittee may choose to meet the bond requirements
as follows:
- 10 permits or less/year: $15,000 annual bond
- 25 permits or less/year: $30,000 annual bond
- Unlimited permits/year: $50,000 annual bond
C. A copy of the Liability Insurance Certificate and Performance and
Maintenance Bond must be on file with the City Clerk.
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D. No performance and maintenance bond will be required for permits issued
for driveway replacement, landscaping work such as irrigation systems and
tree planting or plumbing connections for new residential or commercial
construction.
No performance and maintenance bond or liability insurance will be required of
any governmental entity, or of any residential property owner working in the rightof-way adjacent to his/her residence, who does not utilize a contractor to perform
the excavation.
SECTION NINE: Right of Way Permit Excavation and Street Cut Fee. The fee charged
by the City for each Street or Pavement cut which is intended to recover the costs associated
with the construction and Repair activity of the ROW-user, its contractors and/or subcontractors.
The fee charged by the City to recover its cost incurred for Right-of-way management; including,
but not limited to, costs associated with registering applicants; issuing, processing, and verifying
Right-of-way Permit applications; inspecting job sites and Restoration of improvements;
determining the adequacy of Right-of-way Restoration; revoking Right-of-way Permits and,
other costs the City may incur in managing the provisions of this ordinance.
EXCAVATION/STREET CUT FEES
1. Area of influence is equal to area of the cut plus 2.5 feet on each side (expressed in sq.
yds.)
2. Depreciation rates are based on a 40-year street design standard. Depreciation for
the first 5 years is 1.0% year, followed by straight line depreciation less 15.0% for the
remaining street design standard (35 years). Depreciation can occur at 1.0% per year
after this time for up to 15 years or street reconstruction, whichever occurs first. This
reflects that streets retain some value beyond their design standard or expected
street life.
3. Cost estimates are based on historical data maintained by City of Spring Hill’s
Department of Public Works.
EXAMPLE
Using 40-year Street Design Standard – Ridgeview Road at 199th Street
Assumptions:
• Street is 13 years old. Overlay is 6 years old.
• Area of Cut = 4 feet x 5 feet
• Area of influence = 9 feet x 10 feet = 90 square feet
• = 10 square yards
Cost per
Square Yard

Depreciation
Rate

Area
of
Influence

Excavation
Cost

Street

$75.00

77.00%

10

$577.50

Overlay

$12 .00

40.00%

10

48.00

TOTAL COST

$625.50
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Excavation Fees

Cost per Square Yard for Streets, Overlays and Sealcoats X Depreciation Rate X Area of
Influence
Depreciation Rates
Reconstruction

Overlays

Age

Rate

Age

Rate

Age

Rate

0

100%

21

58%

1

90%

1

99%

22

56%

2

80%

2

98%

23

54%

3

70%

3

97%

24

52%

4

60%

4

96%

25

49%

5

50%

5

95%

26

47%

6

40%

6

93%

27

45%

7

30%

7

90%

28

42%

8

20%

8

88%

29

40%

9

10%

9

86%

30

38%

10

0%

10

84%

31

36%

11

81%

32

33%

12

79%

33

31%

13

77%

34

29%

14

74%

35

26%

Age

Rate

15

72%

36

24%

1

80%

16

70%

37

22%

2

60%

17

68%

38

20%

3

40%

18

65%

39

17%

4

20%

19

63%

40

15%

5

0%

20

61%

Sealcoats

Type

Cost

Asphalt Street Reconstruction

$75.00

Overlays

$12.00

Sealcoats

$2.50
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SECTION EIGHT TEN: All resolutions that are in conflict with this Resolution are
specifically rescinded.
SECTION NINE ELEVEN : This resolution shall be effective the
2019.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body the
APPROVED by the Mayor the

day of
day of

day of

, 2019.
, 2019.

Steven M. Ellis, Mayor
ATTEST:

Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Frank Jenkins, City Attorney

